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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Springs have long been important to man for several 
reasons: as a source of palatable drinking water containing 
few bacteria, as a source of mineral water for internal therapy 
or bathing, and as a general water supply that does not freeze 
or run dry.. A number of springs e .. g@ the fountain of Castalia 
at Delphi, Greece (Milner 1880) assumed a religious significance 
because it was believed that fluctuations in their discharge 
could be used to foretell the future" Springs are also import-
ant because they are the sources of many rivers, such as the 
Thames in England which flows from Seven Springs in Gloucest.er 
(Milner 1880)" 
Springs and resurgences are formed where ground water 
comes to the surface" Ground water outlets are found in many 
locations: on flat or rolling land, at the foot of mountains, 
in lakes or at sea" Silver Springs, U.S@A. (Odum 19,57a) and 
Waikoropupu Springs, New Zealru1d are examples of ground. water 
outlets on flat land whereas the Fountain of Vaucluse, Southern 
France (Cousteau and Dumas 1954) and the Riwaka Resurgence, New 
Zealand are examples of ground water out.lets at the foot of 
mountains.. Cold springs have been reported in many lakes, 
including Lake Wigry, Poland (Demel 1923); RyC.rrul-tan~ Taiwan 
(Miyadi 1939); the Lac d'Annecy, France (Juget1958) and La}'.e 
Grasmere, Canterbury, New Zealand (Stout 1971) SubmElrine 
springs are known off the coast of Florida (Brooks 196 'I) ru1d :in 
many other areas .. 
Explorations by cavers and SCUBA divers have shown 
that there are two types of ground water outlets: one type has 
a cavity that empties via a siphon, as with the famous Fountatn 
of Vaucluse, Southern France (Cousteau and Dumas '1954) or the 
Riwaka surgence, New Zealand (N Underwater C 
neither cavity nor comm~)' the other type 
case at Wakulla , U "S&A~ (Olsen ) or the urc e 
de \ Beze, jon, France (Dussart 1 ) " 
There has been some confusion New over the 
use of the terms IIspring" and "resurgence!! However, the term 
IIresurgents il applies to the outlets of lru"'ge underground 
(Vandel 1965)., Resurgences are not as constant 
charge as (Dussart 1966) and are not nec of 
constant temperature.. Although a number of resurgences 
South Island have been investigated by the aut s 
limited to studies of 
Several methods of c fying 
proposed~ based on temperature, er harge, shape or' water 
chemistry ~ Tuxen ('1944), working on hot Ie 
classi ad according to temperature as cold, tepid or 
hot. Meinzer (1927) classed springs as , second or third 
order according to their water discharge" Bornhauser (19'13) 
classified springs according to shape as limnocrene 01'> 
and Thieneraann (1 ) end.ed this C.,LL-"o'Y.". to lude 
the helocrene@ Whitford (1 ) fined -on~ 
the basis water f of 
c ation of are 
the 
rrhe flora of cold ha:s :r'ee ved t at LLon 
Whitford ( 1 ) the 
U~S0A Round ( 1960, 1965) and. ciL 
by Round 1968) c :Ln 
England Morton ( 1 ,b; 194/+ ) ree: the rnosses 
plants in sprj,ngs ~ A Pennak ('I ) 
referred to 
addition, 
of cold. 
as a plant charact of 
have 
e g .. Ktl.hn (191+0) 
fly mentioned the 
; Davidson 
3 
Wilding (1943), Odum (1957 a,b), Teal (1957). Minckley (1963) 
and Tilly (1968) in the United 
Denmark .. 
Most studies of cold 
; and Thorup (1966) 
have concentrated on 
their fauna" The earlier studies in Europe listed the invertebrat€ 
present (Thienemann 1912, 1926, 1931, 1950; Knhn 19ltO) and commel1t= 
ed on IIg1acial relicts" (Bornhauser 1913; Thienemann 1 
Hubault 1927; Carpenter 1928; Nielsen 1950 a,b; Botosaneanu 
and Negrea 1961) and II If fauna (Thienemann ·i9·12~ 1 
Vandel 1920)" Cold springs often provide almost constant 
conditions of water temperature, discharge a.l1d chemistry in which 
relationships between 
and environmental 
histories of aquatic invertebrates 
such as light can studied .. 
Nielsen (1942) described the life histories of 15 of 
Trichoptera in cold springs Denmar"k and Thorup (1963) 
described the fe histories eight spec 
isopod and a mollusc, also in Danish 
described the life histories of two 
cultivated watercress beds fed by cold 
of insect, an 
Gower (1965, 1967) 
of Trichoptera in 
The distribution of animals 
and their animal communities was c 
terms of a biotope with associated 
(Dahl 1908) were as 
the kinds of and aquatic 
organisms occurred (Hutchinson 1967) .-
since been used in many but the 
" 
Danish c 
bioc 
II 
which 
The biotope 
use it 
the ted sense of as 
(1948) Thorup ( 1966) " They de 8';;' ,<';J an 8J.~ea. of 
uniform substrate and water veloe that th 
it a well-developed plant animal community This plant and 
animal community termed a oenosis (Mobius cited by 
Hutchinson 1967) and includes chexac of plants, 
termed exclusive by Poore (1 ), and charac 
species of animals (Berg 1948) 
Quantitative 
the flora of cold springs 
on the fauna and$ to a extent, 
been c out prine 
the United states. Davidson Wilding (1943) termined 
"food grade!t of a on Pennak ( ) 
described al fauna of a cold in the United S 
Odum (1957a) presented data on biomass and flow in 
large, subtropical Springs primary t-
ivity a number of other (Oelum 1 ) .. Teal 
( 1957) and Tilly ('1968) produced energy flow diagrams for small 
temperate springs in Massachusetts and Iowa ly, and 
Wilhm, (1970) described the trophic struc of a c spring 
near Tennessee" 
Springbrooks, which are out of 
many of the features of as 
constant" North 
of 
have been ( 1954) , ( 1 ), stern 
stern (1969) and ) .. 
have shown are dependent on hthonous 
detritus as source (Hinckley 
stern In ion of 
ebrates a was (Thorup 'I 970b ) 
the effect of a flood on springbrook ('llhorup ) @ 
The study is to source 
from the a e 
downstream the source" Typical communities aY'e 
restricted to this area ( 1953) 
In New Zealand, a ground water outlet of constant 
discharge temperature on flat or rolling land termed a 
IIspring", whether re to a "hot spring" or a spring" .. 
Although a number of biological been 
c out on hot springs New Zealand~ the cold springs 
have been almost neglected.. The only published studies on cold 
springs are those of Henderson (1928, 1 1) on geology of 
Waikoropupu Johnstone (1 ) on 
Western Springs, Auckland; ( 1 ) on 
chemistry of 12 cold the Auckland 
limnology of 
hydrology and 
(1973) on a survey of the fauna the Avonhead 
Christchurch. Some unpublished information on the hydrology of 
cold springs held by the Water and Soil DiVision, of 
Works and the New Zealand Geological Survey 
Waikoropupu Springs, the ect of 
(see Frontispiece), are the 
one of the c 
loc at Takaka of 
surrounding area and of water 
were discussed ~ 1941) but, 19'10, no 
further were 
selee as site the present , Which a 
number aspec of ec 
"WaikoropupuH a word 
(boiling) wat The were to 
i 
i 
Scale l I mile hem. 
TAKAKA 
"; 
FIG GI.l: Map of New Zealand showing location of the cold 
springs studied. Inset shows location of Waikoropupu Springs. 
6 
(Washbourn 1939), but it was the activities of European man 
that disturbed the area@ About 1900, gold was mined to 
the east of the Spr;ings (H .. M" Campbell, .. comm,,) the 
forest surrounding the Springs was cleared and partly converted 
to grass pasture.. Today, cattle that graze the pasture 
have access to the Springs at certain times of the 
Although the Springs are located on private property, permission 
for public entry not required and they are visited by several 
thousand people each year, mainly summer. Visitors appear 
to have little impact on the Springs,,' Fewer than fifty people 
dive in the Springs each year and they also have no observable 
effect on them" The Springs have recently been selected as a 
Project Aqua e for conservation under the ernational 
Biological Programme (Luther and Rz6ska 1971; Appendix 1)" 
Purchase of the Springs by the Crown is being negotiated and 
it hoped that they become a scientific reserve, any 
development of the area being kept to a minimum .. 
Although the present study concerned primarily with 
Waikoropupu Springs includes data on five other cold springs 
in New Zealand, the locations of 
All these cold springs were recorded by the New Zealand 
Department of Lands and Survey (1968) exe for 
Springs at Putaruru" Hamurana 
Springs were inc in the study 
of water largest cold 
Rotorua and ota.ngeroa 
ause they are, in terms 
in New Zealand 
after Waikoropupu Springs The other cold 
Three , Auckland; and a spring 
Lake Hayes, Queenstown, all have much lower es of discharge$ 
on the shore of Rotorua are a 
spawning ground the introduced trout (Salmo ~;;;;;.;;;...;;;;;;;;;.;;..;;;.;;;;) 
c 
of the 
rise 
was 
undulating 
as a 
a 
previously studied@ 
Kimbell near Fairlie® The 
by 
main highway, been to 
Fairlie and the only one of the three 
the study. The hydrogeology of 
by Oborn (1963 unpublished) 
lake in the centre of Auckland, 
of 
Johnstone (1969 
only the and 
lake itself, which 
(Johnstone 1972)~ 
introduced trees on a low 
been 
( 1962 
near the 
short distance through open c before 
7 
near 
the town of 
to in 
was studied. 
Zoology 
c 
not· 
summer 
a 
o the 
lake ,,' It was mentioned by Jolly (1 ) a study of 
The present study was cone 
and animals of 
features of these 
The physic c 
c 
of were 
PART 1 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 
FEATURES 
8 
INTRODUCTION 
There have been few studies 
temperature, discharge or er chemistry of 
ation on the hydrology of large c in the United 
states was given by Meinzer (1927) and of c 
Florida by Ferguson, Lingham, Love and Vernon (19 l4-7) .. 81 Kuhn 
( 19ltO) recorded physical and. chemical data for seven springs 
in Austria and Nielsen (1942) and Berg (1951) noted water dis-
charge and current rate for many cold. springs in Denmark~ 
the Auckland region of New Zealand., Petty (1972) recorded water 
temperature, discharge and chemistry 78 sprj.ngs (of which 12 
were cold 
There are four methods of c springs, based 
on temperature, discharge 7 shape and chemistry .. Tuxen (1944) 
distinguished springs of varying temperature (heterothermal 
springs) and of constant temperature (homothermal springs)@ 
He further classified springs as cold, tepid or hot; defining 
cold springs as those with temperatures below or at the annual 
mean air temperature of the locality. In New Zealand t this 
definition would apply to 
temperatures from about 9°C (near 
at sea with water 
) to (near 
Auckland) (New Zealand Department of sta s 1 
colder springs would be ted 
" 
to water discharge: 
exceeded 100 cusec (208 ), "sec 
discharge was between 10 and. 100 cusses (0 
"third order" when average 
(0",28 m3/s) " 
Bornhauser (1913) G 
was less 
when 
"Z 8 m,)/s) and 
"10 cusec 
as 
rheocrene and later authors (e@g Thienemann 
or 
PLATE 1.1: The Main Spring, Waikoropupu Springs from downstream 
(true left bank). The Public Viewing Stand and the dome on the 
surface of the water, caused by discharge from the "principal" 
vent, can be seen in the centre. Photo: G.e. Wells 
carpenter 1928; 
have described 
1944; Hesse, Allee and Schmidt 1951) 
as limnocrene rheocrene or 
The er from a limnocrene (Gk .;;;;;:;.,,;;;;,;;;;;,;;;,-spring) 
9 
a basin round head, in which 
Water from a rheocrene (Gk .. 
gathers 
a flow) 
away 
from one or 
more heads a place where it has no opportunity of forming 
a basin before running off. Water from a helocrene (Gk 
marsh) appears with no distinct head over a large swampy area 
(Tuxen 1944). 
Whitford (1956) recognised six types of in 
Florida, U.S.A. on the of chemical composition and algal 
flora: hard er; 
mesohaline and sulphide" 
Waikoropupu Springs are a cold limnocrene ( L 1). 
The earliest descriptions of these Springs were by the geologists 
Park (1890) and Bell 3 Webb c ( 1907) " wrote 
that lithe spring with strong ebullition forming a pool of 
beautifully clear water, some 5 (100 mJ long by 3 chains 
[60 ~ wide ~ and said to have constant volume unaffected by 
the heaviest rain"" For the purpose this study, the pool 
referred to by Bell et a1 (1907) was called Spring and 
the smaller adjacent spring, which through» 
was called the " ( 1 ~ 1941) 
the geology of in some 
A PHYSICAL FEATURES 
LOCATION 
Waikoropupu are 
Nelson Province~ New Zealand ( 
(Fig" GI .. l), 120 km by 
reference NZMS 1/88/171819) 
the city of 
Springs are about 14 m above sea 
.. The outflow from the 
<: 
1\ /I. 1\ /I. 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 
c~ foldH IN.".", r~» Ct.l'IIlh3If'llm1 ~"'d ArMtr MlNbI§ 
FIG. 1~1: Diagrammatic geological cross-section of 
Valley (Modified from Grindley 1961)* 
T8kaka 
10 
Springs joins the Waikoropupu tributary of 
the which flows into Golden Bay, 6 
the Springs" addition, two very small 21+0 In 
south-west of Waikoropupu Springs (Frontispiece) ruld. 
into Fish Creek, a tributary of the Waikoropupu Springs outflow 
(see map accompanying Appendix 1)8 These 
considered in this study .. 
springs are not 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
The geology of the Takaka Valley (Grindley 1961) can 
be divided into three units by unconformities: basement rocks 
of dominantly Lower Paleozoic sediments, Lower Tertiary sediments 
and Late Quaternary ( 1 1)", The basement sedimen 
consist of complexly folded marble ( Marble), quru"'t 
and schist, and form the mountains surrounding the valley" The 
Arthur Marble out extensively and contains numerous 
channels and sinkholes" The Lower Tertiary sediments consist of 
carbonaceous (gritty) sandstone overlain by limestone which in 
turn is overlain by siltstone.. They are gently folded into 
a syncline and are largely obscured by 
gravels which fill the floor of the 
Late Quat 
Waikoropupu 
Springs are situated on the western flank of the sync The 
Main Spring discharges through c eous ty 
the Dane the 
overlying the one .. 
Henderson ('1 ) undertook a de studs 0 the 
geology of the area adjac to Waikoropupu .. con= 
sidered the Takaka a11 c led 
marble as the porous bed and with 
Lower Tertiary sediments forming an c only 
known discharges from this are the Waikoropupu Valley. 
It is nrobable that the Ma.rble close to t 
1 1 
surface allowing of under pressure The 
may have initially broken through the c a 
zone of weakness such as a fault" 
ORIGIN OF THE SPRINGS WATER 
Park (1890), Bell ( 1907) and Henderson ('1928, 
1941) considered that the Springs water originated from the 
Takaka River a point 10 miles (16 1'>111) from the sea (NZIvlS 
1/s8/218670) Below point the bed frequently dry" 
Water flows into the Arthur Marble close to the surface this 
area and then 8-10 miles (1 16 km) through an und.erground 
channel or series of channels to the Springs (Henderson 1928) .. 
Recent investigations by the Water Soil , 
of Works, Nelson (pers. comm,,) have confirmed that the Takaka 
River, near the point previously suggested, 
of water for the , but that are 
sources" 
the major source 
other minor 
It not known how long water usually underground 
before it is discharged from Waikoropupu Springs However the 
water has had sufficient time to equilibrate with the temperature 
of the containing beds (see section on water , below) 
and dissolve salts from them, as 
has a higher level of dissolved 
than water from River ( 
1/S8/207773 on 1970 and 
(pers comm .. ))" 
U methods such as 
are being continued by the 
Works, Nelson and the 
Wellington .. 
from Waikoropupu Springs 
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FIG. 1.2: Climatic data for the lower Takaka Valley. Refer to 
text for location of climate stations. 
a. Monthly mean air temperature. Solid lines join maximum and 
minimum temperatures; dotted lines join mean temperatures. 
b. Monthly total rainfall. + indicates that rainfall exceeded 
that recorded. 
c. Monthly total bright sunshine. 
CLIMATE 
e there no meteorological 
Takaka I records were obt ClS 
in the Valley: the Pupu House (NZMS 1/88/141810) 3 km 
west-south-west of the Springs, 's Rock (S8/163893) 6 km 
north of the Springs and Takaka landing (S8/205745) 7 km 
south-south-east of the Springs.. The climate of Waikoropupu 
Springs influenced by Parapara Peak (altitude 1260 m" 
58/083835) 8 kID west-north-west of the (see below). 
Climatic data recorded at the three sites over the period 
August '1970 January 1972 are shown Fig" 1 .. 2" 
Daily rec of maximum and minimum temperature 
were taken at the Power House where air t would be 
to those the Springsi> Monthly maximum temperatures 
ranged from 8~8°C to 27,,60C and monthly minimum temperatures 
from 0,,50C to 11.8°C ( • 1.2a). Air temperature below 
OOC on 23 nights 1971@ On these nights, ground 
probably occurred the edge of the Springs and on the water-
cress' beds" The annual mean temperature for 1971 wa.s 12 .. 4°C" 
which is close to the temperature of Waikoropupu Springs 
(constant 
experienced in Nelson Province 
Office data). 
Daily of 
c 
(NewZe 
were 
Power House overflowed 
185 mm 24 , a.s in 19'10 (3 ace 
were 
made 
exceeded 
ember 
1970 (1 occasion)aJ June 1971 (30cc ) October 1971 
(2 occ )" The 
31 mm the Power 
than that at Waikoropupu 
1971 was 
would 
auae t House 
higher 
IS 
c to which frequently collects cloud. 
Average annual rainfall at Waikoropupu Springs 
estimated at between about 80 ® (1940 mm) and 100 in ( mm) 
(De Lisle and 1965) In both 1970 and 1971, 
higher during winter than summer (Fig 1.2b)® Usually 
fairly evenly spread between the seasons but long dry 
was 
can occur in summer and early autumn (De Lisle and Kerr 1965). 
Total bright sunshine was recorded by a glass sphere 
pyrheliograph located at Paton's Rock@ Total bright sunshine 
for the year 1971 was 2147 hours, one 'of the highest totals in 
New Zealand. Readings at Paton's Rock would higher than 
those Waikoropupu e the cloud collected by 
Parapara Peak obscures the Springs area" Monthly total hours 
of bright sunshine were generally during summer and. 
least during winter (Fig" 1,,2c). 
I 
No data are available on wind velocity Waikoropupu 
Springs" Whereas the general flow over central New Zealand 
from a westerly quarter, the topography of the Takaka district 
causes many local differences in wind direction@ The Takaka 
Valley lies north to south but the Waikoropupu Valley 
north-east to south-west.. Thus both valleys are 
the prevailing westerly and from the 
At Takaka (Fig GI~l inset) c for " v 
time; 16 c of the time are 
15 per cent from the 9 cent from 
aX"6 whereas only 20 per cent of 
south-east, south or south-west Wind exceeds 
( kID/h) for only 13 cent of the time (New 
Meteorological Of e, unpublished on 
from 
north-we 
, 
the 
17 knots 
, 
at 0900, 1200 ·1500 
WA'rER TEMPERATURE 
Waikoropupu Springs 
Nineteen readings were th a mercury therm-
ometer the main vents of both the Main Spring 
Sands over the period January 1970 to January 1971 
Dancing 
On every 
occasion the temperature was 11.7°C. The maximum temperature 
recorded in fast flowing water near the shoreline of Main 
Spring was 11 .. 8°C but the temperature fast flowing water 
110 m downstream from the II vent in the Spring 
reached 12~50C on a hot day® 
New Zeal8.nd cold studied 
Waikoropupu ( 11 ,,7°C) , Springs (12 ® 1 °C) , 
Western Springs (15 70C) and Spring at Lake Hayes (10,,30 C) 
have almost constant water temperatures at their sources (Table 
1 .. 1), re ting the mean temperatures of the surrounding regions 
(11 .. 8°C Nelson~ ·12 laC orua" 15,,30 C Auckland and 10,,1 0C 
Queenstown ctively, New Department statistics 
in other 
on - 450 F (72°C) 
1972) .. This is also the case with many cold 
parts of the world e"g~ Tyee 
(Davidson and Wilding ) ; 
1957); Silver 
1947)~ The of t 
water remaining underground 
temperature of the c 
Spring, 
to 
.. 
WATER DISCHARGE 
Waikoropupu 
"The 
to be invariable, 
harge the Pupu though 
no means constant" ( 
~ 9.5°C 
e with the 
ated 
)0 
+ 
1 1: Water 
in New 
measurement 
ation 
reference 
Springs~ 
171819) 
Spri!lgs~ 
190107" 
10 /328956) 
Springs, 
La.\;:e Haya s 
7378~ 
be 
( 
and water discharge of Waikoropupu Springs 
Water temperatures marked with an asterisk are 
dash denotes not available. 
temper-
(OC) 
and range) 
11 e 7 
constant 
12. 1 
11.2-13,,0) 
1 () 
14",1* 
( 15 
much greater 
(Johnstone 
Reference 
Present study 
G",R" Fish 
( " COln..'1l,,) 
Hamilton 
(15 Jul 1971) 
Oborn 1963 
unpublished 
Present 
(15 Feb 1 
Johnstone 1 
S@ F" ~litc 
Co; W" Burns 
comm" ) 
as there are 
Water d.is-
charge (m3/s) 
(Mean and. ) 
about 11 
(8,,5-15) 
0,,85 
(0"82-0,, ) 
060) 
all 
other cold 
on a single 
Reference 
Water & 
Ministry 
Nelson ( 
Water & 
Ministry 
Hamilton 
Water & 
Ministry 
Hamilton 
, , 
COtnm" ) 
Oborn 1 unpublished 
B" F'li 
Burns 
SW shore se 
and C", 
s 
rec recorded 
this atement ( e 1 ) 
TABLE 1.,2: Previously reported discharge of 
Springs.. A dash denotes data not 
cusees, confirm 
Reference Date of 
measure 
Discharge Notes 
Henderson (1928) 
Water and Soil Divno) 
Hinistry of Works, 
Nelson 
March 1928 
29 Jun. 
Jul 
24 Jun 
15 Mat' . 
5 
1953 
1955 
1956 
1 
1 
by Henderson (1928) 
cusecs 
210 
680 
407 
441 
461 
372 
294 
m3/s 
5 .. 9 following pro 
longed drough 
19 "normal flow" 
12 discharges of 
12 Fish Ck and. 
13 Waikoropupu R 
'j'l subtracted frc 
8 Springs out-
flow gauging" 
have luded The gaugings 
Fish Creek and not be considered here.. Gaugings since 1953 
recorded the discharge of the Main Spring and the Dancing Sands 
only 'and varied between 8 and 13 m3/s 
the present study, from the 
was recorded from Oct 1970 to October 1972 means of a 
aff gauge at a 110 m 
vent of the Main 
(Fig 3) f were 
February 1971 and er .. On the se 
gaugings~ the of Wa.ikoropupu 
the range 8 15 , with rul about 
11 m3/s (Water and. Soil , JVlinistry of 
pers" corum.) .. 
Waikoropupu have more and 
16 
hence more water veloc the 
surrounding area (Water and Soil 
Nelson, .. comm .. )" This the case many 
(Berg 1951; Odum 1957a) The constant flow of Waikoropupu 
Springs important for the flora and fauna which are never 
affected by the floods or periods of low flow that often occur 
in streams and 
New Zealand cold springs studied 
Water d,ischarge various cold springs in New 
Zealand is given in Table 1,,1 .. Discharge has been converted 
into m3/s originally ated in other units Waikoropupu 
Springs~ Hamurana Springs and Otangeroa Springs the high-
est discharges of cold in New Zealand" Waikoropupu 
Springs may be termed a order ( 1927) 
whereas Hamurana Springs and otangeroa Springs are second order 
springs., The others included in the Table and also the 12 cold 
springs recorded in the Auckland region (Petty 1972) are third 
order springs 
Large' c old springs in general 
Water discharge for large c 
countries are compared Table 1 ",3" (The Source de Vallc 
in Southern France was not inc the 
considered to be a resurgence 
Waikoropupu 
in the world~ 
as one of t 
Florida Big Spring, Wa,ikoropupu 
only first order in New whereas 
least 65 springs of this order the United, 
1927)" 
as was 
are 
are 
( 
Springs, 
TABLE 1.3: Water harge of cold 
countries 
Spring and location 
Rainbow Springs~ 
Florida, U"S"A .. 
Silver Springs, Florida, 
U"S.A.. - main boil 
- total flow 
Big Spring, Missouri~ 
U.S .. A .. 
Waikoropupu Springs, 
Takaka, N "Z. 
Springs at Paderborn, 
Westfalen, Germany 
Many English Springs 
Discharge 
(m3/s) 
20 (av ) 
9@5 (av,,) 
19 (av,,) 
12 (av,,) 
about 11 ( av .. ) 
8,,8 (max,,) 
0,,105-0 .. 158 
Lille Blaakilde, Jutland, 0,,105-0 .. 146 
Denmark 
17 
in various 
Reference 
Ferguson et (1947) 
Odum (1957a) 
Meinzer (1927) 
Water and Soil Divn", 
Ministry of Works, 
Nelson (pers" comm .. ) 
Stille (1903) cited 
Berg (1951) 
Walters (1936) 
~ Berg (1951) ........... ----
Berg (1951) 
Krystallkallen, 
Karlsbad, Sweden 
about 0 0 06 (av,,) 1n Berg (1951) 
MORPHOMETRY 
Mapping methods 
shoreline of the Main Spring and Dancing 
was surveyed with a theodolite and metal surveying tape, 
17 marker points (Fig 1 .. 3)~ The study area 
was restricted to the area upstrerun from s joining points 
1 to C and C to 14 (Fig" 1,,3) this included the deep 
basins of the Main Spring the Dancing Sands~ 
Self Contained Und,erwater Breathing Apparatus (SCUBA), 
supplemented by snorkel-diving, was used in much of the sent 
study., Underwater mapping was c d out by divers who recorded 
t 
1 
WAIKOROPlPU 
SPRNGS 
FIG. 1.3: Map of Waikoropupu Springs showing shoreline markers 
(1-14, C, H, S) and underwater markers (B, S, W, X, Y, Z). (Based on Department of Lands and Survey records). 
18 
on ed boards or Permatrace a 
lead pencil bottomed viewing box clamped to an 
dinghy was used additional ions to reduce 
spent diving the cold water .. to the bottom of 
the Springs was good points ( .. 1..3) 
were used, and distances between of points were measured 
using nylon ropes marked at 0 .. 5 mint Water depths were 
measured at 2 m intervals along nine transects between marker 
points. With all ct in place, ch maps of the 
Main Spring and the Dancing Sands were made from direct 
water observation.. Substrate types and positions of water 
vents were noted.. A contour map of the was c ted 
from these h maps and pth me 
" 
Since the water 
level at Main Spring flue by only 9 em between 
October 1970 and May '1971, it was not necess,u-"y to correct for 
depth measurements made on e Area (by t weight 
method) and volume were calculated as outlined by Welch (1948) .. 
Results 
Morphometric data for Waikoropupu 
summarised in Table 1 .. 4 .. 
TABLE 1 .. 4: Morphome 
Altitud,e 
Area (total) 
Volume ( 
Area 
Maximum depth 
Diameter 
Volume 
) 
a 
about 'I rn 
1791 
JVIain Spring 
1341 
6 .. 9 m 
49 m 
2166 
are 
a vel 
m 
o Depth contours are at one 
19 
The of Main Spring (Fig 1.,4) 
a diameter 49 m After heavy two 
at the sur e" C less than 4 In re t the 
c shape but contours greater depths show that there 
are two depressions in the 
" 
Maximum of 
Main Spring 6 .. 9 m Main Spring separated the 
Danc Sands by a area of shallow water and two islands" 
The basin of the Dane Sands circular with a of 
22 m and a maximum of 27m.. Immediately downstream 
from both springs, out than 1 m deep" T area 
of the Main Spring is three times of the Dane Sands 
Dane and the volume of the Main Spring six times 
Sands 
for water 
of 
The mean holding 
volume of the Springs/rate of 
as only 3 .. 8 minutes 
er harge) was e ulated 
SUBSTRATE 
The major substrate types in the Springs are bedrock, 
boulders, gravel and sand, ace to a modification of 
Wentworth's e fieation (Welch 1948)@ 
Main Spring basin (Fig., 'J 5) been eroded 
bedrock of the 
eper 
areas and substantial boulder have 
ipal" vent ( 
Spring basin and 
Danc 
diame 
mm, 
parts of both the 
Sand (diame 0 .. 
from the 
outflow) 
Quaternary 
the 
'125 mm) wi t.h OGC 
and the 
These boulders have 
of diameter 
de 
ones (diameter 
0 .. 8-6 em) occurs in some parts of Main Spring the 
PLATE 1.2: If Principal" vent, Main Spring. Water issues through 
a vent in the bedrock 4.6 m underwater and 1.5 m wide. (Arrows 
mark the extremities of the vent). Dark areas on the bedrock 
are growths of algae and bryophytes. Photo: G.e. Wells 
e 1 
Dott 
er 
I 
I 
b 
b b 
---
b 
b 
I 
I 
I 
showing types and major water 
en substrate types Arrows indicate of 
areas of Sands but 
than 0 .. 06 mm) occurs only the 
some areas$ such as 
Sands, the is unstable Much of 
covered. by aquatic vegetation 
WNPER VENTS 
s 
vents of 
Main 
The Main Spring harges through eight major water 
vents in carbonaceous ty sandstone (Fig .. 1 6) but the 
relative 
"principal" vent ( 
of these vents are not known.. The 
e 1 ~2) an opening 1 .. 5 m wide through 
bedrock at depth 4 .. 6 rn.. The disc oblique and causes 
a at the e the ( 1 .. 1) .. 
vent cannot be entered by divers as the e of the 
the sur sufficient to c men cmd boulders e., 
Water from the other vents horizont from under 
c at pths of between 4 m and. 5 m .. vents are barely 
visible at the surface of water~ The DanCing Sands dis= 
charge through numerous vents in the gravel at depths between 
0 .. 5 m and 2.7 m .. 
WATER VELOCrry 
Water velocity was 10 em 
various parts of the using 
and an er 
field work on both '19 Sept 3 
were standardised by re e to water 
that water veloc was to water 
attempt was made to measure :L 
the vicinity of weed 
the 
me 
was 
19'70~ 
No" 
from 
s 
No 
nor in 
Water ve tty at 
cm/s Velocities measured 
one was 110 
water between 1 IT! and 2 m deep 
i.n 
Oct. 1970 
(10 
16 
't 
<10 r.--........... · 
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FIG. 1.6: Map of Waikoropupu Springs showing velocity of water currents. All readings were 
taken 10 cm above the substrate and are expressed in cm/s, corresponding to a water discharge 
rate of approximately 15 m3/s. "P" indicates "principal" vent. 
"-
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ranged from cm/s to 57 cruls i e .. moderate to strong (Berg 
1943), whereas in very shallow water were often as 
high as 100 cml s i." e., very strong.. Generally the shore line YU:;18 
characterised by water velocities less than 10 cmls i~e .. very 
slight" In a number of places the direction of the water flow~ 
but not its speed, was measured.. In the deeper areas of the 
Main Spring, the direction of water flow 10 em above the sub-
strate was frequently different from the direction of the flow 
at the surface. 
In Waikoropupu Springs, substrate type and water 
velocity were broadly related, as has been observed elsewhere 
by Nielsen (1950c) and Schmitz (1961)~ but some substrate types 
were found in a wide range of water velocities and, for this 
reason, both substrate type and water velOCity are used in 
the present study.. Generally, bedrock and boulders were found 
in moderate to very strong velocities; gravel in slight to 
strong velocities and silt a very slight velOCity .. 
LIGHT 
The light transmission properties of the water in 
Waikoropupu Springs were measured to quantify its remarkable 
clarity Some seasonal changes in the light climate were 
investigated 
Methods 
Light intensity in the Waikoro·pupu at 
noon on cloudless days in mid-summer and mid-winter was measured. 
by taking three readings using a TRILUX foot candle meter (P .. 
GOSSEN & CO.,).. Monthly mean total radiation 
(langleys/day) was estimated from De (1966) 
To measure light penetration Waikoropupu 
a light-dependent-resistor (LDR) with optic c of gravity 
680 nm waveband width 400-900 nm was used@ The LDR was 
housed in a waterproof met cont with a 
The container was mounted on a short horizontal boom and 
attached to one end of a 12 m long, graduated cable.. 'riw 
other end of the cable was connected to a micro-ammeter The 
LDR was calibrated against a TRILUX meter by technical staff of 
the Zoology Department, University of Canterbury.. A gelatine 
neutral density filter of 1% attenuation (KODAK) was d 
between two pieces of glass and used. as required to reduce the 
light intensity reaching the photocell to less than 10,000 lux@ 
A set of filters from Chance Pilkington (OR2 , OG" OB,O and OX7) 
could be used in combination with the LDR, but no opal glass or 
Plexiglas disc was available for use with the filters~ 
Measurements at Waikoropupu Springs were made at about 
noon on cloudless days from a rubber dinghy moored above the 
deepest part of the Springs$ The method followed was that of 
Vollenweider (1969)" The LDR was used without coloured filters 
mid-winter 1971 and both with and without coloured filters 
in mid-summer 1971 .. Generally three sets of readings were made 
with each colour filter.. Light intensity values at depths from 
0 .. 1 m to 6 .. 9 m were plotted on semi-logarithmic paper and 
extrapolated to zero depth Taking the zero depth value as '100% 
all values were recalculated as perc sand 1'e ed The 
optical properties of the water were d,erived . two ways: 
1 .. The transmission coe ~ ient Tk was calculated using the 
formula: 
T "% i2 x 100 11 intensity at depth zl :::;; k 
intensity at depth z2 
and z--, 
-L z1 :::: 1 m 
• r 
1! 
• u 
Ii Q. 
t 
c 
I 
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FIG. 1.7: Spectral response curves for a light dependent 
resistor (LDR). 
a. Basic data for calculation of response of the LDR. 
LDR indicates relative response curve for a light dependent 
resistor (data from ~anufacturer); OB10, OG1, OR2 indicate 
percentage transmission of colour filters (data from man-
ufacturer); e indicates relative energy distribution of 
radiation from sun and sky (Taylor and Kerr 1941). 
Vertical bars define wavelength bands corresponding to 
each filter. 
b. Relative response of the LDR with various filters and 
sun and sky as energy source. Vertical bars define wave-
length bands corresponding to each filter. 
cae 
, following 
dire c t c ~.".I"~~ 
was correc to 100% 
('1938) 
coeffle 
sun 
s 
measured any 
latitude and with amount of cloud cover" 
2" The vertical extinc coefficient E~~ was calculat to 
base 10: 
No correction was made for the "shifting effect" of the water 
column above the mounted photoc (Sauberer 1962) .. 
Transmission curves for the filters (except OX7) and 
a sensitivity curve the LDR were obt from the tive 
manufacturers ( 7a)" through the front 
window was assumed to non-selective (Westlake 1965) and was 
ignored. Following Vollenweider (1961), spectral sensitivity 
curve of each combination the was c ed 
for an equal energy trum.. The spectral energy d.istribution 
of sunlight was obtained from Taylor and ( 1941) was 
recalculated as a entage of the maximum energy (Fig 1 .. 7a)" 
The relative response of LDR with colour 
filters and the sun as energy source could then be 
calculated ( " 1.7b) The 
the responses with 
could only have 
selenium photoc would 
in the blue waveband 
lengths were to 
400-490 nm (blue er) 
710 nm (red filter). It was 
determined each 
waveband 
amount of 
was 
nm ( 
that 
to radiant 
or a 
response 
1.7b, wave-
range: 
8rId 
in that 
Calculation of the light climate various depths 
in Waikoropupu Springs noon mid-winter mid-summer was 
carried. out according to Westlake (1966)" The proportions of 
total radiant energy in each waveband. air were estimated 
by planimetry from Fig" 1.7a and. the same proportions were 
assumed for radioolt energy just below the water surface" In 
fact, energy losses due to surface reflection of direct 
radiation are a function of wavelength, but differences between 
energy losses of wavelengths within the photosynthetic range 
are so small (McLellan 1965) that they can be ignored" Using 
the transmission coefficient of light in each waveband, it was 
possible to calculate the percentage of radiant energy remaining 
in each of the three wavebands at any depth as a percentage of 
the total radiant energy at that depth in mid-summer 
Since the correction factor for immersing the photo-
meter (Westlake 1965) was not known~ the surface reflection loss 
was obtained from Sverdrup, Johnson a..l1d Fleming (1942) II) (This 
assumed that the surface reflection loss from the rippling 
surface of Waikoropupu Springs was the same as that from a 
smooth water surface)" The total radiant energy at any depth 
could then be compared not only with the total radiant energy 
just below the water surface. but with the 
in air.. As absolute values total 
radiant energy 
energy 
at Waikoropupu were not 
calculated, based on light 
at noon in mid-winter and mid-summer" 
Results end Discussion 
measurements at the 
Tot radiation higher in Takaka than most 
were 
other areas in New Zealand Monthly mean total radiation for 
Takaka in June (mid-winter) 160 langleys/day and for December 
(mid-summer) 550 langleys/day (De Lisle '1966) so that 
radiation in air 3 4 times higher on an day in mid-
summer than in mid-winter~ The light intensity in noon 
on a cloudless day in mid-winter was 31,000 
summer was 82,000 lux; i.e e 308 times higher 
mid~ 
mid,-summer" 
Penetration data for light ,all wavelengths in 
Waikoropupu Springs are summarised in Table 1"5,, 
TABLE 1@5: Light penetration in Waikoropupu Springs~ as 
determined by a light dependent resistor with 
optical centre of gravity about 680 nme 
Date Time Weather Vertical atten- Transmission 
(hours) conditions uation coe coefficient 
ient 
(Ev log base 10) 
28 Jun. 197"1 1030 cloud 0 .. 12 77% 
28 Jun 1971 1230 bright sun 0,,06 87% 
4 Jan 1972 1215 bright sun o@ 10 80% 
4 Jan. 1972 1300 bright sun 0@09 80% 
Values of the vertical extinction coefficient (El'v) varied from 
0.06-0,,12 (using log,O)' corresponding to values of 
0,,14-0,,28 (using In),, The transmission coe ient d 
from 77-87% and, corrected for zenith sun and zero energy, 
varied from 81-9~~e Some in values for these COB 
icients would be expected ause of the changing 
ment due to the water e (Odum 1957a) The 
extinction coe ient recorded in Waikoropupu 
similar to that of 0,,06 Silver Springs and 0,,08 
Wakulla I Florida (Odum 1957a). 
are comparable with those for the c ocean (0 .. 06, 
Sverdrup 1942) and are much lower than those 
reported for rivers (West 1966) 
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FIG. 1.8: Light penetration in Waikoropupu Springs. Semi-
logarithmic plot of the relative light intensity measured 
at various depths at noon in mid-summer. Open circles denote 
measurements made with filter OX7, closed circles denote 
filter OG1' open triangles denote filter OB10 and closed 
triangles denote filter OR2. 
The of light of wavelengths 
at noon in mid-summer 1971 at Waikoropupu Springs 
Fig 1 8. Blue and green light, as measured by 
shown 
and OG 1 , had transmission coefficients of 95% and 91% t 
ively", Red and violet light~ as measured by filters OR2 and 
OX7~ were quickly absorbed by the water and had transmission 
coefficients of only 54% and 39% respectively~ 
The areas of the circles in • 1 9 represent the 
relative total radiant energy available for photosynthesis at 
a given depth in the Springs noon on a cloudless day mid-
summer and in mid-winter. There is slightly more total energy 
present at a depth of 6 m in mid-summer than there in air 
in mid-winter8 At noon, in mid-summer total radiant energy 
at 6 m is 40% of that in air and in mid-winter is 33% of that 
in air.. The ratio of total radiant energy noon in mid-
summer to noon in mid-winter rises from 2 .. 7 in air to 3 .. 0 at 
1 m, 3~1 at 3 m and 3 .. 2 at 6 m. 
Because of the spectral sensiti.vity of the water, the 
proportion of radiant energy in each waveband varies with 
depth (Fig .. 1.9 - indicated by sectors of circles) .. In 
blue, green and red wavebands (as already defined) contain 29%, 
34% and 37% respectively of the total photosynthetic energy 
At 6 m~ at noon 
51%, 47% and 2% 
mid-summer the proportions have 
.. 
There appear to be no tailed studies of seasonal 
changes in total radiat at fferent depths running water 
Schmitz (1960), a comprehensive investigation, measured 
light energy to very low levels, in various wavebands 
different depths in the River Danube ruld but 
measurements were made only autumn .. Westlake (1966) 
MID-sues 
AfJCNE 
SURFACE 
1m 
3m 
1m 
MID-WINTER 
FIG. 1.9: The light climate at various depths in Waikoropupu 
Springs at noon in mid-summer and mid-winter. Total photo-
synthetic energy is represented by the area of each circle and 
distribution of this energy between red, green and blue wave-
bands is represented by sectors of each circle (see text). 
reviewed on the light climate for plants 
but did not present data on changes the 
c other than changes resulting from shading by trees 
B. CHEMICAL FEATURES 
Waikoropupu Springs 
Methods 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
Four-weekly determinations of dissolved oxygen were 
made from July 1970 to September 1971' Water samples from the 
Main Spring and Dancing Sands were collected using a 500 ml 
separating funnel by diving directly in front of the vents. 
Samples were transferred from the separating funnel into a 
300 ml oxygen bottle, fixed in the field and trrulsported in 
polystyrene boxes containing portable cooling pads to Nelson 
for analysis by a modified Winkler method (Rideal and Stewart 
1901). Oxygen-saturation values were obtained from Welch (1948)0 
Results 
The levels of dissolved oxygen in Waikoropupu Springs 
are recorded in Table 6 (and Appendix 2) and were found to 
be fairly constant at the "principal" vent of the Main Spring 
(58-64% saturation) and at the Dancing Sands vent ( 
saturation). was also measured 
points in the Springs on 3 October 1970 1400 Values 
obtained were 6.7 g/m3 (II ipal" vent - Fig 
( horizontal vent • 1.6), 6.B (X - 1 .. 3) , 
7.0 g/m3 (near C 3) and 7.2 g/ro3 (at gauging 
110 ill downstream from the "principal" vent ~ ,,1 3) '" Thus, 
percentage saturation rose from 60% at the "principal" vent to 
65% at the confluence of the Springs outflow and Creek. 
New Zealand cold studied 
No data are e 
Spring or at none of the cold springs 
studied was the water fully saturated with dissolved oxygen; 
the level of dissolved oxygen was 29% saturation at Western 
Springs and 79% at Hamurana Springs (Table 1.7)0 
Cold springs general 
Water from cold springs in other countries also 
low in dissolved oxygen e.g. 28-60% saturation~ Silver 
Florida, U.S.A. (Odum 1957a); 26-65% saturation, Root Spring, 
Massachusetts, U.S~A. (Teal 1957); 21% saturation, Spring of 
Igarap~ do JoS~, Amazon Basin (Bioli 1954)@ Neilsen (1950a) 
observed that spring water is typically low in dissolved oxygen 
and that the level of dissolved oxygen is reduced. from saturation 
values by biologic and chemical oxidations as the spring water 
percolates underground. 
OTHER CHEMICAL ANALYSES 
Waikoropupu Springs 
Methods 
Samples were collected as described above and were 
transferred to glass or plastic bottles for to 
Nelson Analysis (by Dr M" E U", Taylor) was begun about 
three hours collection of 
acidity total alkalinity 
mined as outlined by the 
(APItA) (1965) Ammoniacal 
e carbon dioxide were deter-
an Public Health Association 
was estimated directly by 
the method of Solorzano (1970 unpublished), as was total 
oxidisable nitrogen (following di by the method of 
29 
the APHA 1965)" Nitrate- and nitrite-nitrogen lIavailable" 
phosphorus and were estimated by the methods of 
Strickland and Parsons (1968); and sulphate by 
methods modified from the handbook of Tintometer Ltd" (1967); 
iron by a method adapted from Feigl (1958) and boron by 
method of Malyuga (1970)~ Calcium, magnesium, sodium and 
potassium were estimated by emission flame spectrophotometry 
Following methods outlined by the APHA ('1965), an anion-cation 
balance was calculated The results of this calculation suggested 
that the water analysis was complete" 
The level of hardness was determined from Taylor 
(1958) and the concentration of calcium was referred to the 
scale of Ohle (1934) modified by Williams (1964) 
Results and Discussion 
The results of three water analyses for the Main 
Spring and for the Dancing Sands, carried out between January 
1970 and May 1971, are summarised in Table 1,,6 and details are 
given in Appendix 3.. Results of three additional partial 
analys"es for major anions and cations the Main Spring and 
two for the Dancing Sands are also included Appendix 3 
Water from Waikoropupu Springs c 
neutral pH, and tastes slightly salty A high 
conductance indic 
water may be c 
a high level of 
as moderately and 
~ of almost 
salts The 
h calcium .. 
The specific conductance of ground water from 
Waikoropupu Springs was higher than that recorded most 
surrounding surface waters and chemical analyses for 
cold in other countries indic that often the 
case (Ferguson et 1947)'1' Cimbrian is 
nutritive salts (Nielsen 1950a) and Springbrook, New 
30 
Mexico water that highly mineralised (Noel 1954) 
The of dissolved 
(Odum 1957a) nearly as as that Waikoropupu 
These high specific conductances can be attributed to the 
length of time the spring waters are underground in contact 
with containing beds 
Some differences between the Main Spring and the 
Dancing Sands were noted (Table 1 .. 6) .. DanCing Sands con-
sistently had a lower specific conductivity than the Main Spring 
(533;uS/cm and 650;uS/cm respectively) 'and all the major cations 
and anions except nitrate nitrogen were at lower concentrations 
in the Dancing Sands than in the Main Spring" It been found 
metres 
that adjacent boils a few yards apart mayor may not have a 
similar chemic composition (Ferguson 1947), and Odum 
(1953) cited the example of Chassahowit Springs where boils Qb~~t 
01'\ Q.. M ",k.s 
a few hundred apart had chlorinities of 50 ppm (g/m3) and 
730 ppm (g/m3) .. 
The level of nitrate nitrogen in the water from 
Waikoropupu Springs (0@3 g/m3) was slightly higher than the 
mean level ground waters used as drinking water supplies in 
New Zealand (0.,1 g/m3 ; Kingsford, Hogan, Robertson and 
Sutcliffe 1970) but much lower than that ground water 
Waikato area (0., rng/.t (g/m3); Baber and Wilson 1 
Further work required the Nelson/Takaka, eX,sa be 
the 
) <> 
the 
nitrate nitrogen level in Waikoropupu Springs can be compared 
with that of ground waters or e waters in 
region~ Levels of te nitrogen, ammoniacal nitrogen and 
total oxidisable in t,lle are low, as the 
level of "available" phosphorus" The of ate low 
compared to that in two of the a c studied 
TABLE 1.6: of water the Main 
!I Waikoropupu Springs 
value and of are mostly based on three 
analyses made between January 1970 and May 1971 
by M "U .. Taylor (Appendix 3); values dissolved 
oxygen are based on 17-20 analyses made 
1970 to 26 Sep 1971 by the author (Appendix 2) A 
dash denotes data not available 
pH 
Odour 
Taste 
Colour (A.P.ReA ) 
Turbidity (Silica scale) 
Specific conductance 
(;uS/em) 250 C 
Acidity, phenolpthalein 
Total alkalinity 
Total dissolved solids 
180°C 
tal 
5000 C 
Free CO2 
02 diss .. 
N03 -N 
N0 2 -N 
NH4 -N 
solids 
Total oxidisable 
nitrogen 
'A vailable' P 
CI 
8°4 
8i02 8i 
Ca 
Mg 
Na 
K 
B 
Main Spring 
none 
mineral 
c 
none 
650 (580-759) 
(g/m3) 
10,,6 (7 .. 6-13,,0) 
163 (157-167) 
374 (354-394) 
349 (326 ) 
5 .. 8 (4 9-6 .. 7) 
6 .. 6 (6 .. 4-7,,0) 
0 .. 31 (0 .. 29-0 .. 33) 
eO"OOl 
0,,041(0,,004-0,,069) 
0" 10 
0 .. 001 
1 02 ( 90- 'I 15) 
57 ( ) 
2 3 (2 ,,5) 
64 (60-72) 
8,,5 (6,,8-9 4) 
63 (50-72) 
5 .. 4 (5 .. 5) 
° 02 
° 5 
Dancing 
none 
mineral 
c 
none 
533 (494-592) 
( g/L13) 
8 .. 1 (6,,0-10 0) 
1 (147-158) 
307 (298-316) 
280 (274-285) 
4 .. 5 (3 7-5 .. 3) 
67(6,,0-7 .. '1) 
° (0@28-0,,34) 
<::0 .. 001 
0 .. 027«0 .. 001-0,,060) 
10 
~O.,005 
68 (56-80) 
44 (36 1) 
2 3 (2 :) 
58 ( ) 
6,,9 (6,,0-7~8) 
'+8 (39=54) 
4 .. 3 (3 7-4 .. 4) 
0 .. 1 ( .. 2) 
31 
(Table 1 7) .. 
Levels of e carbon dioxid.e are moderately high 
in the Main Spring (5 8 g/ro3 ) compared to atmospheric equil-
ibrium (0@65 g/m3 Hutchinson 1957). Ruttner (1963) stated 
that the carbon d.ioxide content of water often several 
times greater than the vel corresponding to atmospheric equil-
ibrium" 
The unusually high concentrations of Na+, K+, Mg2+, 
c and S04 in Waikoropupu Springs are quite unlike the 
concentrations of these ions in surface waters in the Tak.aka 
dist t This high salt content not due to salts dissolved 
in rain water since rivers in the Nelson-Takaka area have 
sodium chloride concentrations of about g/m3 compared to 
165 g/m3 at the Main Spring, Waikoropupu Springs (M E@U Taylor, 
pers., comm .. ) .. Neither is it due to seawater intrusion as the 
ratios of Na+ : Ca2+ and C (0@98 and 7 5 respectively) 
are quite unlike those encountered i.n sea water (26 and 0,,32 
respectively) (Harvey 1957) Rather, the high concentration of 
the salts suggests that the Springs water derives from salt 
laden strata in the containing beds (OdUlll 1953) .. 
The boron content of ground water an indication 
of its origin: a level of Oe5 g/m3 (Waikoropupu ) 
confirms an older Pleistocene cold aquifer (Seho ld 1960) 
New Zealand cold springs studied 
All the cold springs oted in Table 1 7 discharge 
c water of nearly pHo No water 
able for Otangeroa Spring" 'rot 
374 g/m3 (Waikoropupu ) to 
reflecting the different 
waters fall into three groups: 
dissolved salts vary from 
) 
of the The ng 
(a) those flowing from volc areas, terised 
by a high level of (Western Springs and Hamurana ) 
(b) those flowing from marble or limestone, 
ised by a high level of calcium (Walkoropupu Springs, Spring at 
Lake Hayes) 
(c) those flowing directly from rivers, characterised 
by a low level of dissolved salts (Three Springs) .. 
The discharges slightly hard 
water rich in calcium and flows from soft incoherent limestone 
or calcareous tuf (Wood 1962) .. This was formed by moss and 
fresh-water algae preCipitating carbonate of lime from the waters 
of Lake Hayes, at a higher post-glacial lake level (Park 1909) .. 
Water from this spring differs from that of Waikoropupu Springs 
principally in having much lower levels of ions such as sodium, 
potassium and chloride and hence a much lower level of total 
dissolved solids .. 
Water from Hamurana Springs has a high level of 
silicate reflecting the origin of the spring in the Taupo 
Volcanic Zone (Healy, Schofield and Thompson 1964) .. The water 
soft and very poor in calci.um with levels of magnesium, 
sodium, potassium and chloride that are much lower than those 
at Waikoropupu Springs.. Nitrate nitrogen is present at about 
the same level as in Waikoropupu Springs The level of 
phosphorus moderately high compared to that the 
cold springs and. water from the provides a considerable 
input of phosphorus to Lake Rotorua (Fish 1969) 
Water from has a high level of 
ate and flows from the Auckland Volc Zone (Schofield 
1967) The water probably soft and poor in calcium .. 
Dissolved phosphate is moderately highe There appears to have 
been a steady enrichment the water since the st chemical 
'rABLE 1" 7: Chemical c:malysis of water from Waikorq=upu Springs and four other cold springs in Hew Zealanc. 
~ dash denotes data not availablo. 
pH 
Hain Spring, 
Waikoropupu 
S pri ng s, T 'J.k.aka 
specific conductance (,;.c. 51 cm) 25°r, 
Total d.issol ved 
solids 1800 c 
Tot§l fixed solids 
500 C 
?ree CO2 
O2 diss. 
02 (% satn) 
N03 -N 
NO -N 2 
NH4 -N 
'A vail able , P 
CI 
S04 -S 
Si02 -Si 
Ca 
Mg 
Na 
K 
Fe 
Reference 
374 
349 
5.8 
6.6 
60% 
0.31 
,z0,,001 
0,,04 
0,,001 
102 
57 
2.3 
64 
8.5 
63 
5.4 
0.02 
H.E.D. Taylor 
(pers. comm.) 
(ApIJendix 3 ) 
Fresent study 
0') diss. 
L 
Spring at 
Lake Hayes, 
Queenstown 
7. 1 
196 
105 
I 
93 
1.26 
nil 
nil 
0.001 
1.5 
35 
3.5 
4.2 
1 • 1 
S.F .. Mitchell 
and C.W. Burns 
(pers. comm.) 
H.E. U. 'raylor 
(pers. comm.) 
Sample collected 
21 Fob 1971 
He; 
ea 
T.D.S. 
T .l~ • S • 
Hamurana 
Springs, 
Rotorna 
79 
z (g/m..)) 
94 
83 
8 .. 8 
79% 
0.23 
..( 0.001 
0.004 
0.079 
5,,4 
19 
2.3 
1.4 
8.3 
2.2 
.( 0" 1 
Fish (1969) 
N03 -N 
N114 -N 
'Avail' P 
Western Springs, 
Auckland 
7.1-7. L+ 
251 
(g/m3) 
164 
136 
2.9 
29% 
0.7 
trace 
.e:O.04 
0,,023 
20 
10-25 
11.7 
23 
5.0 
Z O. 1 
Johnstone (1972) 
pH 
H •. E.lJ • Taylor 
(pers .. comm.) 
Sample collected 
3 May 1971 
O2 diss. 
r:03 -N 
N0 2 -N 
NH -N 
Lj. 
'Avail' P 
Si02 - Si 
M.E. U. 1'aylor 
(pers. comm.) 
Sample collect-
ed 30 Mar 1971 
Three Sprt'1gs, 
Fairlie 
6.6 
50 
10 
nil 
nil 
nil 
4 
-* 
-* 
nil 
* r~'otal hard-
ness 20 
Drummond and 
Hogan (1965, 
p. 16) 
D. cT. Hogan 
( pers. C ornm .. ) 
Fret3 CO2 
in 1916. Nitrate nitrogen seems to have increased 
from a level of about 0.3 ppm (0 3 g/m3) (1916) to 0@4 
(0.4 g/m3) (1924), 0.6 ppm (0.6 g/m3) (1936) (Dominion 
Laboratory Annual Reports) and 0.7 (0.7 g/m3) (Johnstone 1972)", 
This may be the result of an increase in domestic and industrial 
wastes in the catchment area due to urbanisation", Water from 
the springs was first used as a drinking water supply for 
Auckland in 1887 but by 1920 it was used as an emergency supply 
and then only after chlorination (Petty 1972)", 
discharge through a small area of 
Tertiary limestone (Gail' 1967) and provide the town supply for 
Fairlie", The source of the spring water is the nearby Opihi 
River and rainfall on the limestone terrain (Oborn 1963 
unpublished). The chemical composition of the water similar 
to that in rivers flowing nearby, being soft and low in chloride@ 
The remainder of the chemic analysis report in Table 1.7 
not adequate for discussion@ 
Many spring waters have been termed mineralised, 
using rather arbitrary criteria such as palatability, and there 
no comprehensive classification of the chemistry of spring 
waters", Whitford (1956) recognised four types of mineralised 
spring water and two types 
However, Petty's (1972) investigation of A ucklp',nd 
region of New Zealand. showed that Whitford's C-'-"''''''''>.L. wa,s 
too restrictive 
Following the recommendation of the 
Biologic Pro~ramme) the study adopted freshwa.ters as 
those with a level of total dissolved (T.D"S,,) 
T\Yn~QPiably above 
this value were termed mineral, as opposed to J when 
ionic composition from that of ( erken 
1967) On this basis, the New Zealand cold 
discharge freshwater, with the possible exc Waikoropupu 
Springs (T.D 0 S. - 374 g/ro3 ) which could be recognised as 
mineralised and oligohaline (chlorides about 100 and up to 600 
g/m3; Whitford 1956) on the basis of their chloride content w 
While their algal communi,ties (see Part 2) suggest hard fresh-
water, the fauna (see Part 3) shows some response to the increased 
chlorinitY5 Generally, the flora and fauna of Waikoropupu 
Springs were similar to those of the other New Zealand cold 
springs studied and since these were termed freshwater, 
Waikoropupu Springs was also (from a biological viewpoint) 
termed a freshwater spring 
CONCLUSION 
The water temperature of Waikoropupu Springs is 
constant all year round and water chemistry and discharge (and 
hence velocity) are reasonably stable with time" so that light 
is the major seasonal variable in the Springs@ Largely because 
of the short time that water is held in the Springs~ water 
temperature and chemistry are essentially uniform throughout 
the study area. The major variables within the stu~y area are 
then substrate, water velocity and depth~ 
The physic chemic features of cold 
are further considered in the General where methods 
of classification of cold are discussed,,, 
PART 2" 
VEGETATION 
INTRODUCTION 
There have been studies made of the ee f 
plants the running waters of New Zealand and 
studies of the flora of cold springs are limited to a limnol-
ogical survey of Western Springs, Auckland (Johnstone 1972), 
based on a Mast e thesis on the control of .;.;;;..;,.,;;;;;.,;.=~ sp 
in the Springs (Johnstone 1969 unpublished)., Marshall (1973) 
included a of the aquatic plants found during his faunal 
survey of the Avonhead Springs, Christchurch. 
There has been a limited amount of work on the flora 
of cold springs other countries., Whitford (1956) described 
the of Silver Springs, U S.A and Yount (1956) 
studied algal productivity the same springs", In the United 
Kingdom, Round (1960) listed the diatoms in small cold 
springs in Yorkshire and Eaton (1967 unpublished, ejted by 
Round 1968) studied the diatoms iL cold springs near Bristol" 
Morton (1942a, b; 19L1-4) recorded the species of moss and higher 
plants in about twenty springs Hallstatt; Germany and 
Pennak (1953) noted that watercress is commonly found in springs 
the United States" There have been few other stud.ies 
specifically on the flora of cold but records of cold 
spr'Lng flore. are contained. in by Odum (1 b), T 
(1957), Hinckley (1963) and. (1968) United states; 
11 
Demel (1923) in Poland; Kuhn (1940) in Nielsen 
(19l~,2) and. Thorup (1966) in D8ntnark" 
W:lter tempera:ture chemistry are important 
determining the stributi.on of plants in running waters, 
but i~heir lo,~al distrihution depends on such factors as water 
velocity, the physjc nature of the substrate and irradiance 
(W lal-<.:e 1973)" However the e factoc was largely 
36 
ignored in study 
depths 
ause of high level of light 
available at Waikoropupu In 
t and ft flowing waters, a substrate of rock or 
unstable boulders re ts flora, in temperate latitudes, 
to algae, lichens and bryophytes whereas a lower water veloc 
and a finer substrate of gravel sand permit submerged 
angtosperm communities to become established.. A substrate of 
silt allows the development of emergent and haterophyllous 
angiosperms (Sculthorpe 1967)" In the present study, the 
. relationship between stribution of plant speCies, substrate 
type water velocity Waikoropupu Springs was examined 
IvIETHODS 
PRESERVATION OF SPECIMENS 
At cold studied ( Q GIl), collections 
of bryophytes and angiosperms for identification were made by 
hand while wading in shallow water or while SCUBA diving in 
the deeper water of Waikoropupu and Hamurana Springs@ SpeCimens 
were placed into numbered plastiC bags (15 x 15 cm) and trans-
ferred to the laboratory in polystyrene boxes containing 
cooling pads.. No appreciable cay plants was observed 
over periods of up to 48 hours .. 
At Waikoropupu Springs, and epilithic 
were removed from their es with forceps were plac 
in plastiC bags while underwater Epiphytic algae were scraped 
from plants in laboratory using fore a scalpel. 
Algae were 
3% formalin" 
in either Lugol's Iuu . ...c.",'-' (Chlorophyta) or 
the preservation of the natural co of 
Chlorophyta, moss otonema and spores of fungi and 
Johansen (1940) used glycerol ( erine) and Dr M.E.U 
Taylor use the study 
aquatic bryophytes and 
developed and proved highly succ imene were washed 
in distilled , shaken 
glycerol (v/v aqueous) 
and. completely submerged in 50% 
jars of volume ranging from 
three days~ the specimens were trans 10 to 250 mI. A 
to 100% glycerol similar jars. After a further week, specimens 
could be removed from glycerol and dried between absorbent paper 
for preservation tn a..'1 herbarium 
WAIKOROPUPU SPRINGS 
VEGETATION MAP 
In Waikoropupu , the areas of plant species 
were constant enough over the 
period January 1970 to January 1972 to allow a vegetation map 
to be compiled from field work c out on several dates: 
4 Apr 1970, 28 Jul 1970, 5 Dec 1970 and 29 Oct 1971. 
Three mapping methods were used: (a) Direct under-
water ,observation" In the deeper areas of the Main Spring, 
distribution of vegetation was drawn onto contour maps while 
the observer was underwater" (b) Measurement along transect 
ropes" Maps of the 
transect ropes with 
underwater boards 
, showing the of seven 
o 5 ill markings were drafted onto 
worked along t 
rope, either wading or swimming holding a 2 m graduated measuring 
pole at right angles to the and 
boundaries directly onto these maps .. 
vegetation 
An area of only 250 m2 
could be mapped in one v s diving time (i e'5 oae hour) because 
of the low water temperature and c (c) Photograpbs 
of emergent watercress be weeks, transect 
were laid out on the surface between points S 8.nd 6 and 2 
TABLE 2 1: 
Site 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
depth, 
plants 
as shown in Fig 2 
boulders, 0~6 m, moderate velocity 
vertical concrete 
Crat£Beuropsis ~~~ 
velocity 
(summer only), 
ulna (summer only), 
slight velocity 
, 
I 
I , 
, 
I , 
\ 
, 
\ , 
\ 
./ 
I , 
, 
I 
c 4 , 
a ... __ ---... 
.,,' -, 
" ' ..... 
.IfI~"'~ 
,-" /' 
/' -, 
" ... 
." 
, "--i¥ ' .,,-,... 
, .,,'" ." I 
""." "-,
." '" I I '" \ \ / 2 
.... / \ \ ... - ---, 
.,tII-- ......... 
..... ~ ... --.-
,--
" ..... -, " , 
\ I 
\ I 
.......... 
'... / 
-.......... ,,/ 
MAIN 
SPRING 
10 
o 5 o 
DANCING SANDS 
10m 
FIG. 2.1: Map of Waikoropupu Springs showing regular sampling sites, details of which are 
given in Table 2.1. Depth contours at 2 m intervals are indicated by dotted lines. Lines joining X and R and X and S indicate representative transects (Fig. 2.4). 
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and C 14 ( 1 Black and white photographs were 
from pOints on the from the of 
stand S ( rn) Using the photographs and additional 
measurements the tropes maps the 
beds were drawn the area covered by the was measured 
by planime 
The final vegetation map was drawn on translucent 
paper and was superimposed, on a contour map of the Springs so 
that maximum depth and depth distribution of each plant spec 
could be determined.. The area covered by each plant species in 
the Main Spring and Dancing Sands was measured by planimetry .. 
Notes on vertic distribution substrate and. 
growth form of plants (Sculthorpe 1967) were recorded by an 
underwater observer .. 
Sites for the regular of and animals, 
shown Fig .. 2 .. 1, were ted away from boundaries of plant 
species.. These sampling sites represented four major substrate 
and water velocity types: boulders in a very strong water 
velOCity, boulders a moderate to strong water velOCity, 
gravel a slight to strong water velocity and water 
of slight velOCity.. A fifth 
unstable sand and 
was not a sampling 
are recorded in Table 2 1 
COLLECTION OF SAMPLES 
teria and 
To numbers of bac 
inflowing water, duplicate samples of 
and water velocity 
water 
of sampling s 
and fungi the 
from the "principal" 
vent of the Main Spring were collected into st , screw~top 
jars and to the laboratory in polystyrene boxes (see 
below) where a of 1 was plated OXOID e Gount 
., estimate numbers on of moss 
site of 
) at e 7 was c ted underwater into a sterile 
jar In the laboratory, the sample ( 50 g wt) 
was shaken thoroughly the jar to remove any adherent 
" 
The was then removed, from the jar and again shaken .. 
Duplicate sub-samples (10 g wet wt) were weighed in 
bottles containing 90 of phosphate buffer (K2HP04, 20 g/t) 
, and glass beads~ The sub-samples were shaken and ten-fold 
dilutions prepared the same diluent. Duplicate 1 ml samples 
of dilutions were plated OXOID plate count 
" 
Plates were incubated at 100 C :t lCo 14 days and then count 
Duplic sub-samples (10 g wet wt) of were d as 
described below to dry weight Samples were collected 
every four from 19 September 1970 (plants) or from 6 
December 1970 (water) until 24 October 1971 
Algae~ bryophytes and angiosperms 
Several methods were used quantitative sampling of 
algae~ bryophytes angiosperms depending on the substrate 
on which plants were growing Jointly-occ spe es of 
bryophytes were sampled 
1 .. Small samples of bryophytes on a of 
boulders were taken a cylindric cork 
as described by Douglas (1 ) except that no ramrod was used 
for removal of the sample from borer .. 
onto the e and sample was removed 
borer was pressed 
the substrate 
a steel diving kni .. Above , fore were used 
transfer the sample from the c borer into a small plastic 
container .. 
( a) 
(b) 
s of biomass of these mosses were m 
quadruplic taken site 1 where and 
occurred together, and from duplic samples 
at site 2 where Qe occurred alone$ To determine 
seasonal changes in biomass of the jointly-occurring 
species, sampling was carried out on the vertical concrete 
pillar te 3" Every four weeks from 4 October 1970 to 
19 February 1972 samples of the mosses were collected 
from the pillar at a depth of 0.3 ill@ No area was sampled 
e" The mean dry weight of moss per unit area was 
calculated for each date" 
and 
A to of samples was taken on two days at site 
4 where boulders were covered in these three bryophytes 
and quadruplic samples were taken from boulders at 
depth 4.3 m where spp" occurred alone. 
2. Larger samples of bryophytes on a substrate of boulders were 
taken by removing boulders from the Springs.. A Wisconsin 
(Welch 1948) with mesh of aperture size 0 42 mm was placed 
downstream from, and just touching the boulder be 
which was plac the trap a SCUBA vel'" In 
laboratory, bryophytes were removed the boulder the 
boulder's length, breadth were measured~ The boulder 
e~ea, i"e the standard area of Ulfstrand (1968), was calculated 
by multiplying boulder length by breadth, and was used in 
subsequent computations as the area of boulder sample" 
This was generally about cru2 '® The raticj of area: 
height was determined as a measure of the of the bou 
method, to bryophytes was considered 
an improvement on the methods of ( 1 ), Hynes (1961) and 
Minckley (196 since collected animals from beneath 
and at the edge of the bryophyte cover" Unfortunately could 
only be used when the substrate was .. 
Approximate values for the biomass of alga at 
were obtained from samples of boulders covered in the 
moss, on which this alga was epiphytic .. 
One sample was taken every four wee,ks from October 1970 to 
February 1972 using a Wisconsin 
3.. Most large samples of submerged emergent angiosperms 
were taken by SCUBA diving using a Wisconsin trap (Welch 1948)0 
The open bag was placed over the plant sample and a steel 
diving knife was used to trim round the outside of the sampler, 
and to remove plants when the substrate was bedrOCk.. A sub-
strate of sand or gravel was collected with the sample in an 
attempt to include most of the roots~ The area of such samples 
was that of the Wisconsin trap (0®09 m2). 
( a) 
- rush 
Measurements of biomass per unit area were made about 
every three months at e 5 using one sample cted 
with a Wisconsin 
( b) water 
Samples were taken at 6 in the manner described 
for !l" 
4. Floating angiosperms were sampled with a modified Hess 
sampler ( 19L~ 1 ) The sampler used was 20 x 20 x 45 em 
long, the area of the opening being O"O~, m2 ~ The bottom of 
the sampler was covered with metal screening of aperture ze 
0,,42 mm .. was introdue beneath floating 
and the sample cut 
fe 
from the vegetation th a 
(a) 
(b) 
watercress (floating and emergent) 
Most of the watercress srunpled at 7 was floating 
but some was loosely attached to the substrate in water 
ss than 80 em ep (Fig" 2.4b). Preliminary sampling 
of ]!" at 7 was c out on '19 
September 1970 by collecting five samples Three samples 
were found to be sufficient to estimate the mean biomass 
with a 5% chance that the error in the true mean biomass 
would exceed 5 g/sample (i"e. about 10% of sample 
biomass) (Sokal and Rohlf 1969) Therefore to determine 
seasonal changes biomass per unit area, three 
were taken every four weeks from site 7 a Hess 
sampler to include root material@ The location 
sampled each day was chosen by random numbers with non~ 
replacement" Additional samples were taken from the 
. Dancing Sands on 28 November 1971 to determine biomass 
per unit area 
duckweed 
Twelve measurements of biomass area were 
made over the period 10 1971 to 19 9 
obtained the watercress" 
In the 
into heavy duty 
rinse out the 
eld, plants were plac from the sampler 
using water a bottle to 
" 
Polystyrene boxes containing portable 
cooling pads were used transport the samples to the lab= 
oratory where they could be stored 40C up to 36 hours 
without noticeable deterioration@ 
SORTING OF PLANT SAMPLES 
were washed of 
water flowing through a of sieves ( were 
retained as in Part 3)" For d,rying, each 
of plant was placed a separate aluminium 
jointly-occurring bryophytes which were 
, except 
together" 
Samples of angiosperms (exc 
shoots and roots* 
~ __ ~ ~~~) were divided into 
DRY WEIGHT AND ORGANIC MATTER 
Plants were dried to constant weight 
hours and were weighed to 0,,1 g on a top pan balance within 
30 seconds of removal from the oven@ Duplicate sub-samples 
(about'5 g) from at two samples were ashed at 5500 C for 
90 minutes~ cooled, in a desiccator and 
matter was calculated as dry weight of' 
Organic 
minus ash content 
PRODUCTIVITY OF FREE-FLOATING ~--..---~~ 
An estimate of the production of floating plants can 
be de'ri ved from periodic measurements of their biomass" 
However~ a special problem s when floating beds of 
change area as well as in unit area The 
present study adopted 
mining the production 
method of West 
unit area as the 
( 1969) in 
produc 
er~ 
di vided by the mean beel area, ",e" the mean of areas 
at the beginning of the sampling period. 
Cattle at the from time to time 
severely depleted the watercress beds" Sampling periods 
for production measurement were restricted to times when 
cattle were excluded from the Springs 
The total biomass of the watercress beds each 
PLATE 2.1 (overleaf) : "Wai Koro Pupu" about 1904. (From the 
Tyree Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z. 
Ref.: 695). 

date was obtained the product of mean of 
sampled biomass unit area and area 
The in biomass of beds between 
dates was then obtained by subtrac The in total 
biomass was divided by the mean bed area to give the 
per 
and 
area the sampling period 
Productivity was obtained by dividing produc 
unit area by the number of days in the sampling period 
value was converted to g organic matter/ 
RESULTS 
WAIKOROPUPU SPRINGS 
A. TERRESTRIAL VEGETATION 
EARLY MODIFICATION 
day@ 
tion 
Remnant stands of forest suggest that the Waikoropupu 
Valley was originally covered by a forest of podocarpsj 
including rimu 
~~~), and hardwoods including beech 
T cover was removed by logging of podocarps, c 
spp@) 
felling 
and burning prior to the earliest photographic record of the 
Springs (about 1904)., Gold-mining in the area between the 
Springs and Cre about 1900 resulted in tailings 
still visible today By about 1904~ manuka 
~~-=~~) and/or area 
around both An growth of 
fern between Main and. 
the Dancing Sands monocotyledons~ New Z 
cabbage tree 
were present g A native rush, sec Genuini 
(? ~" ~~=-.;;;;;..;;.~.,;;;, ) (det E Edgar), can be seen in an 
photograph of the outflow just below the Dancing Sands 
but no 
THE PRESENT VEGETATION 
The of terrestrial plants found today 
at the Springs and the outflow are sted Table 2w2 
The native species listed are found throughout New Zealand 
lowland habitats (Allan 1961; Poole and Adams 1964; Moore and 
Edgar 1970) Many of them are typical of forest e~g 
spp .. , and =;.;;..;;== ..;;,.,;.,~=,.;;.' or swam.p 
Others form 
(Leptospermum spp.) 
The distribution of the major vegetation types 
(forest~ scrub and ) shown @ 2@2 0 Native podoe 
hardwood forest has regenerated, forming a dense cover on the 
island between the Main Spring and the DanCing Sands and to 
the east of both the DanCing Sands and the outflow. 
Shading of the Springs by trees is negligible except near the 
island between Springs, and very tt leaf litter enters 
the Springs" 
Manuka and kanuka, gorse Scotch 
broom ) form scrub areas around the Main 
Spring and Dancing Sands and along the of the outflow 
The scrub reaches a height of 8 m. cabbage Rre 
present around , but at'e not common@ 
Some of the shoreline of the Main Spring and DanCing 
Sands has been converted to grass for access recreation g 
Between the and Main numerous introduc 
plants (e.g~ er forget-rne-not, ) A 
large area to the west of the Main Spring and outflow has been 
converted to pasture on which dairy cattle are 
time to time these cattle have access to the 
From 
area 
WAIKOROPUPU SPRINGS 
_FOrest 
Scrub I: :1 Path 
FIG. 2.2, Terrestrial vegetation types around Waikoropupu 
Springs (October 1971). Forest is predominantly rimu-totara-
beech, scrub is manuka-kan~ka-gorse and grass is mainly 
introduced species. Maximum height of vegetation at shoreline 
is indicated in metres. 
TABLE 2 2: Species plants surrounding 
December 1971 .. Introduced 
by an asterisk.. F indicates 
forest S indicates found 
Sh spe al'.'ound 
es are 
found 
scrub 
shoreline .. 
Clol> 
F 
F 
F,S 
Cl" 
S.Cl •. 
F 
F 
S"Cl .. 
Sh 
Sh 
Sh 
Sh 
F 
F 
S 
S 
F 
F 
Filicopsida 
Phymatodes diversifolium (Willd .. ) Pic" Ser@ 
Blechnum capense (L .. ) Schlecht 
Gleichenia cunninghamii Heward ex Hook .. 
Spermatopsida 
Gymnospermae 
Dacr dium cu ressinum Lamb 
s " Eenn.. ex D"Don 
ospermae 
Monocotyledones 
Phormium J .. et G .. Forst" 
(Forst .. f .. ) Endl" 
*Ranunculus aeris L .. 
Fuchsia excorticata J .. et G 
ides?.A Cunn 
J"R .. et G" Forst .. ~~';;;';';;;+""r~~ ........ ~......"...~;;; A.. Rich 
f 
S 
S * F ~~~- Oerst@ 
F 
F 
F 
F" 
F 
F~S 
F 
Sh 
Various species of bryophyte lie 
grass were not identified 
native 
C" Koch 
B AQUATIC VEGETATION 
SPECIES PRESENT 
Sixteen species of algae were recorded from 
Waikoropupu Springs ( 
TABLE 2.,3: Species of algae recorded from Wailtoropupu 
Springs over the period January 1970 to 
January 19 .. 
Agardh 
Chrysophyta 
Xanthophyceae 
( sterile) 
Ehr" 
(Nitzch,,) Ehr 
Rhodophyta 
Batrachospermum sp .. 
Hildenbrandia rivularis Liebm 
*First collected by Miss R" Mason on 7 March 1 
and identified by F Drouet October 1 
(E A@ Flint, comm,,) 
Seven of moss, three of liverwort 
and. five species of angiosperm ( 2.,4) were found 
Waikoropupu The mosses and liverworts are 
to New Zealand but e of the angiosperms are introduc 
plants, exe 
Springs 
on the dates 
form ac 
(1967)" I 
NORTH 
::s j:4 
::s m j:4 0 m 
Growth form and. oro Ui H(/J s::!Ul HbO bO (j)b!) mM 
O~ (j) ~ b!)~ Hs::! 
~.n (j)'n ~'n ::S'n 
. a HH m H SH 
"s:jj:4 -j-lj:4 11$ j:4 
:s:UJ E-IUJ OUl p::tf.} 
Submerged bryophytes-mosses 
Acrocladium cuspidatum x 
Cratoneu sis relaxa x x 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
s 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
x 
x 
Emergent angiosperms 
* Juncus microce halus x 
* Nasturtium lum x x 
* Nasturtium x 
Floating-leaved 
* Calli triche "\;>-40 
Potamo~eton x 
Free-floating 
Lemna minor x x 
* Salvinia sp", x 
(I) 
€,,~ (j;"" ~~ 
,...,. (\I 0° 
I.:'- I.:'- I.:'--j-l 
I.:'- CY\ (J\ 0\ ([) 
0\ .,=~ Reference .-r:: 
,..0 .p b!l Or-, (j)O ::> t'J(\j 
I'r-tO <t: '(j I.:'-;:1,..0 0''' m (l) \..D ,...- ~Lr\ co ;:l~ 
_ moss' I i verwort 
8 Callitriche stagnalis 
.1 Juncus microc:ephCIl us 
- Lemna minor 
not mapped not rnappecl 
" 
L 10m " 
KEY 
In Myriophyllum el.tinel_ 
Nasturtium microphyllum 
• 
o 
emer .. nt 
aubm.,...s 
No symbol denot_ absence of higher plants 
FIG. 2.3: Map of Waikoropupu Springs showing aquatic vegetation. Depth contours at 2 m 
interval~ are indicated by dotted lines. The maximum area covered by emergent Nasturtium 
microfhYllUm during the study period is shown, as mapped on 28 July 1970. The area 
downs ream of the lines joining points 1 and C, and C and 14 was not mapped. 
DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETATION 
of were found but 
the of as a group of as 
of angiosperm was clearly and there were no tion 
zones between them Many plants were common in shallower 
including (free-floating and submerged) 
.;;,.,.,..-......;....;;. =~~~~~, bryophytes and (Fig" 2 3) Here, 
water velocities ranged from very slight to strong but flow 
was stable (Part 1) and the shoreline of Waikoropupu 
lacked the turbulence of wave action sometimes found on a lake 
shoreline" Deeper water at the bottOlli of the Springs (maximum 
depth of 6.9 m) was c by some , bryophytes and B~ 
(see below) 
The map of aquatic vegetation ( 
Waikoropupu Springs is a mosaic of plant ~ This 
tribution of plants reflec the varied substrate and water 
velocity types within the Springs (see below)" Plant distribution 
may be modified in places by the light climate which a 
function of depth of the water. Species of plants re cted 
to a substrate and water velocity type were termed 
characteristic spe (the exclusive of 1955), 
as shown in Table 2 .. 5 The dj.stribution of 
of plants consid.ered under the "Notes on 
aquatic groups"", 
The angiosperms Waikoropupu cover a 
area than that covered by bryophytes (Table 2 6)" 
.;;;...;;.;~~ =~~~~~~, emergent 
and ~=~~.:::;,;:.:;;;.:;: 
areas (11%, 7%, 16% and 16% respectively of t total area of 
the Springs). The moss __ ~~~~~ __ -=_~~ (9%) and II 
TABLE 2 5: Five substrate and water velocity types 
Waikoropupu with their commonly 
associated and higher " 
Characteristic species are marked with a C 
and epiphytic algae are marked E" 
Higher plants Algae 
(a) Boulders in a very strong water velocity (site 10) 
none 
(b) Boulders in a moderate 
small area of bedrock 
(sites 1, 2, 3. 4) 
to strong water velocity and a 
a slight water velocity 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(c) Gravel in a slight to strong water velocity (sites 5, 6, 
8, 9) 
C E 
C E 
C 
(d) Unstable sand and gravel in a slight 
velocity 
none 
(e) Silt and water of very 
C 
C 
water 
none 
( 7) 
none 
Total 
* 
* 
* 
devoid. 
2 6: covered by various 
Waikoropupu Springs over the 
to January 1972. For Nasturtium (emergent), Lemna minor and the a~r~e~a~ 
bryophytes and angiosperms~ mean values 
for the period July 1970 to January 1 
The area of all other species assumed 
Introduced species are marked by an 
Area (m2 ) 
160 0 160 
spp .. and 330 16 346 
SPp. 
bryophytes 490 16 506 
(emergent) 192 97 289 
(submerged) 31 26 57 
285 0 285 
192 0 192 
117 2 119 
13 0 13 
of bryophytes and 203 298 501 
9 
19 
16 
3 
16 
11 
7 
28 
48 
wort" grouping of =.&;.;,;;~.;;;,;;;;;,,;;,.;;;,; SPPll> , 
(about 19%) cover a to of 28% of 
the area of the 
" 
(Although 
includes the moss ~~~.&;.;,;;~~ ~~~~, it by 
liverworts and will be referred to as "liverwort")" Bryophytes 
are much more common in the Main Spring than in the DanCing 
Sands (Table 2 .. 6) because there are no bedrock or boulder sub~ 
strates in the Dancing Sands" and sub-
merged Nasturtium microphyllum are not ficant A total of 
501 m2 (28%) of the area of the Springs, generally where the 
substrate unstable, devoid of bryophytes or angiosperms~ 
TRANSECTS 
In Figs 2 .. 4a and b, representative transects across 
Waikoropupu Springs from X to S and X to R (Fig~ 201) are 
drawn. Fig" 2,,4a (from left to right) shows ~~-.....~=~ 
swept over by the current and rooted in liverwort 
overlying bedrock; a bedrock area without bryophytes or angio-
sperms, and Juncus microcephalus rooted in a gravel substrate., 
Fig" 2,,4b (from left to right) shows a boulder bank of mos,s/ 
liverwort; =.;;.,;;;.,~~== rooted 
6,,5 m; bedrock covered in mOSS/liverwort; M 
into moss/liverwo,rt; boulders covered in 
finally, both submerged and emergent li .. 
floating ==,;.; .!!;~~" 
NOTES ON AQUATIC GROUPS 
BACTERIA AND FUNGI 
The total viable count of bac 
1 depth 
and fungi 
water from the "principal" vent of Waikoropupu Springs was 
consistently low and varied from 1 x 100 to 2 3 x 105 
e 
0 
.I 1 
.Iff. 
a 2 c! 
s 
0 
2 
E 
~ 3 
! 4 
8 
b 
o 
FIG. 2.4: 
of plants 
water leve' 
br 
10 20 
I grayel 
s sand 
It sit 
KEY 
- moe/liverwort 
- Lemna minor f Juneus microcephalu. 
" Myrlophrllum elatinoi .. i Nasturtium microphyllum 
30 
Distaneelml 
Representative transects across 
and their vertical distribution. 
a. Transect from X to stand S. 
b. Transect from X to Y to R. 
Waikoropupu Springs to show growth forms 
Heights of plants are to scale. 
bacterial colonies/ml, with a mean value of 7.,3 x 103/ml 
(Appendix 4). No correlation was observed between water dis-
charge and bacterial count@ Fewer than 5 fungal colonies/ml 
were recorded. Water from natural springs is usually relatively 
free of micro-organisms owing to the filtering effect of natural 
percolation through the surface rocks (Round, Hawker and Linton 
1971) .. 
Bacterial and fungal counts recorded from moss at 
site and on watercress at site 7 were consistently higher 
than counts for the water but showed considerable variation 
both between duplicate samples and between sampling dates .. 
Total viable count on moss at site 1 varied from 1 .. 7 x 105 to 
1 .. 6 x 108 bacterial colonies/g dry wt of plant, with a mean 
value of 1 .. 7 x 107/g dry wt of plant (Appendix 4) .. Total 
[;' 
viable count on watercress at site 7 varied from 7 .. 0 x 10/ to 
1 .. 6 x 109 bacterial colonies/g dry wt of plant, with a mean 
value of 1 .. 6 x 108/g dry wt of plant (Appendix 4). Fewer 
than 8 XI 104 fungal colonies/g dry wt of plant were recorded" 
ALGAE 
The most abundant algae in Waikoropupu Springs were 
Rhodophyta" Cyanophyta and in summer, Diatomaceae" Less common 
forms included Chlorophyta and Xanthophyceae (Table 2.3) No 
planktonic algae were seen in the Springs i apaI"t from the 
occasional benthic form which had been torn loose from the 
substrate .. 
No species of algae were exclusive (Poore 1955) to a 
given substrate type and water velocity.. However, many of the 
attached algae showed some specificity with regard to substrate. 
Some genera were epili thic (i.. e.. on bedrock): Nostoc, NiC::},££,2J;~,Y;§ ~ 
and occasionally __ ~~~~ others such as 
and sometimes ~~~~~ ------ were epipelic ( e on or 
gravel)@ Other genera were (i e on ) : 
and sometimes 
and ~ --...;..;;..~.;;;,;.;;~~..;;;;;..;.-- Some epiphytic 
algae exhibited host specific 
" 
sp .. was found 
only on the mosses Cratoneuropsis ____ =_ 
sp .. was found only on the rush 
in a slight water velocity and sp", 
only on Basturtium microph;}!:llum at the bottom of the Springs .. 
Epiphytic diatoms, of which ulna and sp& 
were the most common, were found in large numbers on both 
and Myrioph;}!:llum ~=-=-~~_s@ 
Water velocity may have restricted the distribution 
of some groups in the Springs~ Cyanophyta and Chlorophyta 
were found in slight to moderate water velocities whereas 
Rhodophyta grew where water velocities of up to 1 
were recorded" 
Some genera in the Springs had limited 
distributions" ) Spe, 
and Nostoc .. were found only than 
whereas .. , , 
crnls 
3 .. 5 m 
and the jointly-occurring 
diatoms ulna sp .. were found a 
of 6 .. 9 m at the bottom of the .. 
Seasonal changes abundance 
At Waikoropupu Springs algal abundance 
increase during summer and winter 
ep 
h 
to 
only 
PLATE 2.2: Underwater view of site 1 in the Main Spring showing 
boulders covered in the moss Cratoneuropsis relaxa. In the back-
ground, at left, Nasturtium microphyllum (\.,atercress) I in the 
centre, Juncus microcephalus (rush) and at the water surface, 
floating ~.microphyllum. Patterns of shade on the bottom are due 
to the rippling water surface. 
51 
marked seasonal change in species composition in the Springs 
was that and ~ were not in 
winter 
BRYOPHYTES 
At Waikoropupu Springs this the most common moss, 
growing at depths from o@ .9 m but only where the water 
velocity is less than 60 em/s i..e" less than strong.. It is 
found on boulders (Plate 2 ) or bedrOCk and infrequently on 
sand and gravel. This moss is often found growing in springs, 
on wet banks and on rocks and boulders in streams (Sainsbury 1955) .. 
F. is sometimes found submerged on stones in 
streams (Sainsbury 1955) .. In the Springs it found on 
boulders in isolated patches in the carpet@ 
It difficult to identify this moss while SCUBA diving, so 
its vertical distribution is uncertain but probably extends from 
about· 0 .. 2-2 m .. 
Cyathophorum ______ -w 
, the mature s could be In Waikoropupu 
determined underwater since reached a length of. 12 em 
but its immature could only be distingui d from the 
jointly-occurring liverwort ies using a microscope at high 
magnification .. According to Sainsbury (1955), this moss 
found on damp humus, logs or damp in shade" In the 
it was found only with liverworts (below) which cover the 
extensive boulder bank formed on the downstream of t 
Main Spring basin (Fig 1 .. 5).. Mature stages of ,Q" are 
found depths from 10 cm to about 3 m where water veloe s 
Lo hoc olea c'~~~ 
It was not SCUBA to 
between these of liverwort so distribution of the 
individual species in Waikoropupu Springs not known 
spp_ are the dominant liverworts the Springs and 
occur in water from 0*1 .9 m deep ( e 2.3) They are found 
in water velocities up to about 140 cm/s (which are faster than 
the velocities where the moss relaxa found) 
and form a cover 1.5-2.5 cm thick on boulders and occasionally 
on bedrock* ~;..;;;".;,..;;;.;;.;;;;;..;:;..;;..;;;.;;,;;;;;;.;;;;..;;;;;.;;;;. was collected from 
a boulder substrate fast flowing water ss than 1 m deep@ 
It has been suggested that ___ ""'--_________ _ has 
an intimate symbiotic relationship with various mosses 
(Ric 1932). The close spatial relationship observed 
between spp.. and the moss bulbosum 
Waikoropupu Springs also suggests the possibility of such a 
relationship" 
The bryophytes .;;;;..;;;.;;..,;;,..;;..;;;;~;;;;;;...;.;_ .,2Yspidatum, Drepanosladus 
and ~~----'~'----
were not common the Springs 
ANG I OSPERlVIS 
Starwort a native of Europe North A ) 
first recorded in New Zealand 188~. where now common 
and widespread fertile waters (Mason 1970)~ At Waikoropupu 
Springs it is ted to the two inflows (Fig. 2 .. 3) which 
discharge only after 
than 10 cm/s" The 
silt where the water depth 
rain with a water 
are rooted in 
ss than cm.. S 
city 
overlain by 
are up to 
40 cm long and the 
water 
This 
It was first 
form a mat on 
a native of 
New Zealand 
surface of the 
a South America 
1929 (R. Mason, 
comm.) but the date its introduction to Waikoropupu 
not known. Normally a plant of 
forms a narrow band on gravel in 
ground, at the 
flowing water of 
• 2.3). Its stems were usually 0.3 m to 
0.5 m long but the maximum recorded was 1 .. 25 m ( 
minor - duckweed 
Duckweed found in temperate and cal 
regions, floating on or beneath the water surface@ It occurs 
in the Springs only where the water velocity is less than 
10 cmls and where emergent and fre watercress prevent 
from being washed away (Fig .. 2 .. 3) Following removal of 
watercress shoots from an area of 1 the Main all 
several occasions, was estimated " minor covered 
between 85 and 95% of the surface of water" 
not found among the emergent watercress of the Dancing Sands~ 
but the reason absence is not known@ 
Myriophyllum ~~~~~~ water 
The 
Zealand from 
water mil throughout New 
to 1,200 rrt3 a en growing 
merged.. Allan (1961) recorded M .. 
lakes and slow flowing streams" but 
from "ponds, 
found in Waikoropupu 
Springs in moderate to strong water velocities, firmly 
gravel, sand or a 
depth 0 .. 2-5 .. 0 m ( 
of liverwort over bedrock, in 
" 2,,3) .. 
of 
in 
PLATE 2.3: Nasturtium microphyllum (watercress) growing at 
depth 6.5 m in the Main Spring. The measuring rod is marked 
at 20 em intervals. In the background, boulders covered in the 
liverworts Lophocolea spp. 
This cl.es exhibits a wide range of growth form .. 
At the Springs, stem lengths of 100 cm (rarely 250 cm) were 
measured whereas stem lengths recorded by Allan (1961) were 
5-50 cm (rarely 100 em) also recorded that the upper 
emergent leaves are entire, sessile, ovate-oblong and obtuse 
but emergent leaves at Waikoropupu Springs were pinnasect with 
fine segments .. 
- watercress 
was introduced from England 
to Christchurch in about 1850$ The initial spread of the plant 
was rapid (Thompson 1922) and it was common in the Ta1;;:aka 
Valley from as early as 1916 (Ae G .. McFarlane, pers$ comm.) .. 
Photographs of Waikoropupu Springs taken about 1940 show no 
evidence of the plant and it was not recorded from there until 
1957 (R .. Mason pars .. comm .. )@ 
At the present time, watercress grows around the 
edge of the Main Spring and extends over the Dancing Sands. 
Some plants float with roots trailing whilst other plants are 
rooted gravel overlain by (Fig .. 2 .. 4)", The stems of 
these plants are up to 2 .. 1 m long. The floating and emergent 
plants have 11 leaflets/leaf ( • 25a) (See also section 
on seasonal changes in ) '" Watercress at Waikoropupu 
Springs free from the diseases ( 1970) and pe s, such 
as the caddisfly (1967), that occur 
on watercress the United Kingdom .. 
Watercress usually grows as an emergent plant, ro·oted 
the substrate in appearance to fl .. 
grow entirely submerged in the at depths 
ranging from 1",0-6@5 m (Plate 2 3) .. These never , 
making identification on the of flowers and seed pods 
impossible but because ~..-,;;,,------= have recorded 
submerged other New Zealand localities (Mason 1 ) it 
was assumed that the submerged were .!i", 
The pre study recorded N growing sub-
merged in the Avonhead Springs outflow" Christchurch (water 
depth 50 cm) and.!i", growing submerged in the spring-
fed Little Waipa River, Putaruru (water depth 75 cm) and in 
Hamurana Springs, Rotorua (water depth 75 em). Nevertheless, 
the presence of li@ ==~~~~~ growing to a depth of 6 5 m is 
"unusual and may be related to the clarity of the Waikoropupu 
Springs water, although the light requirements of submerged 
watercress are not known .. 
Several patches of watercress (total area 57 m2), 
growing submerged the Main Spring and Dancing Sands to a 
maximum water depth of 6 .. 5 m, exhibited a growth form different 
to that of emergent and floating watercress at the surface 
(Table 2 .. 7)" 
TABLE "2,,7: Growth form of Nasturtium at two 
depths in Waikoropupu Springs@ 
Depth Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum 
(m) leaflets/ internode leaf stem 
leaf distance length thickness 
(cm) (em) (mm) 
at sur- 11 14 .. 0 28 8 1 'I 
face 
6,,5 5 5 .. 0 13 .. 7 2 
Watercress submerged water of depth 3 ill had 1-5 (generally 
5) leaflets and stems reaching a length of 1 m It 
was rooted in gravel between boulders@ Watercress the bottom 
FIG 0 205: Growth form of submerged_~~~~ __ ~,~~~~~~= 
in Waikoropupu Springs in summer$ 
leaves are shaded 
a. Leaf from depth 0 0 1 m 
b@ Shoot from depth 605 m 
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of the Springs ( pth 6 5 m) had 1 (generally 
leaf (Fig 2,,5b) and stems reaching a length of 0 4- m~ 
It was rooted gravel@ of watercress 
merged at a depth of 3 m were much thinner than those from 
watercress that was emergent 0 Leaflets from watercress grow-
ing at depth 6,,5 m were a bright dark green and so thin that 
they were always rolled up. The length of the midrib between 
the leaflets, internode distance, length and stem thick-
ness were much greater in watercress that was emergent than 
growing submerged at depth 6 5 m (Table 2 0 7)" 
SEASONAL CHANGES IN BRYOPHYTES AND ANGIOSPERMS 
At Waikoropupu Springs, plants growing completely 
submerged water more than 1 m deep e.g. species of moss and 
Ii verwort, and, .;:;,;..,;;.;;:;;;.,.;;,..;;;;;;;;..,;.,;;;;;;,,;;;;;;;;; =";;";;;'.;;;..J.;;~=;::;;;;: 
did not show seasonal changes in growth form that were visible 
to the underwater observer. However, there were obvious 
seasonal changes growth form of various species of angiosperms 
growing water than 1 m deep@ 
shoots emerged from shallow 
water from November 1970 to mid May 1971, and in late 
October 1971 These shoots a height 25 em above 
the water surface 0 
not be responsible 
A 
this 
in water level of Springs could 
as the maximum water level 
fluctuation over the study period was 9 em", 
flowers appeared fran: late November to May in both 1970-71 
and 1971 " 
in shallow water 
This species, when emergent or submerged in water less 
t.hAl1 about 1 rn deen showed severa seas a c a ep 
form. changes in the number of leaflets per , length of 
internodes and colour the * were 
observed the summers of 1970-71 and 1971 
The number of leaflets per was uniform for the 
first ten leaves from the apex downwards on any given shoot 
and did not vary much between shoots on a given sampling date .. 
The number increased from a winter modal value of 3, or 7 
(early April to early August) to a summer modal value of 9 or 
11 (mid-October to mid-February) 
Measurements made November 1970 on emergent 
watercress showed that internode length on a single stem 
could vary from 0 .. 9-14,,0 cm~ the length depending on the dis-
tance of the internode from the apex Observations made in the 
field suggested that the internodes of the main stem and the 
midrib between the leaflets began to elongate in late October .. 
Watercress shoots emerged from shallow water between 
mid-October 1970 and mid-May 1971 and from October 1971 
until at least April 1972" Watercress flowers were 
observed in early December 1970 and late November 1971" 
Flowering continued until mid-May in 1971 and seed pods were 
present from January to late May 1971" Shoots turned 
yellow in some areas of the Main Spring from December 1970 -
11arch 1971 and from January - April 1972 and in the DanCing 
Sands from November December 1971@ (1970) mentioned 
yellow cress in commercial beds of N. the cause of:l/ 
and cure for which, not known" 
Shoots of li" growing in shallow water 
were the surface the Main Spring from early November 1970 -
April 1971, and again from mid-November 1971 April 1972 .. 
BIOMASS 
Dry weight and organic mat 
Root mat was included determinations of 
the biomass of angiosperms in the A ficant 
part of the dry weight of angiosperm c of root 
material e .. g .. .;I .. ~~~~~~~3 19% (single determination); 
.....;;;;~~~~-- , 23% (single determination); and free-floating 
40 ! 6% (95% confidence intervals based on 17 
determinations of watercress free of silt) .. Some estimates of 
total biomass, and root material as a percentage of total bio-
mass, were too high when not all the substrate could be removcd. 
from the roots during sorting of samples without loss of root 
~~~~ __ ~~, root material as a percentage 
of total biomass - 49% (single determination from a substrate 
of fine gravel)" 
Biomass determinations of the major species of aquatic 
plant in Waikoropupu Springs are summarised in Table 2 .. 8 .. 
Biomass of submerged plants varied markedly depending on the 
substrate type, water velocity and light climate, e"g .. the bio-
mass of varied from 190 g dry wt/m2 
(estimated to be the minimum biomass) on bedrock to '1300 g dry 
wt/m2 (estimated to be the maximum ) on "The mosses 
growing on a 
vertical concrete e showed a of LI-30 g wt/m2 
(mean of 80 determinations) whereas one of these species 
growing on a horizontal surface of sandstone boulders at a 
similar depth (site 1) reached a much greater biomass (1100 g 
2 dry wt/m - mean of 11_ determinations) The liverworts 
.;;;:;;,,;; ... ;:;;;;.:;;..;;.;;.,;;;;:,.;;,.:. 
and the moss ~--..~-.;;..;.;;::.,;;;;...;.;;;.-
growing together on boulders at e 4 had a mean 
TABLE 2 8: Biomass 
Spe 
Bryophytes 
CratoneuroEsis .;;.."..;-......;.;;,;;,,; 
Jun 1971 (') 
19 Feb 1972 (t) 
Jan 1971-Feb 1 (12) 
24 oc t 1971 ( 4 ) 
it Jan 1972 (1) 
5 oct 1970 (1) 
3 Apr 1971 (1) 
Mean dry 
weig~t (g/m ) 
2 
220 
69 
1100 
1100 . 
530 
920 
,.;;;;..,:;.~:.;;;;) Dec 1970-Feb 1972 + ) (80) 430-300 
Angiosperms 
Nasturtium 
microphyllum 
(emergent) 
(submerged) 
25 oct 1971 (4) 610 
(340-1000) 
Jul 1972 (6) 560 
(400-690) 
4 Jan 1972 (4) 420 
(340-570) 
Oct 1971 (2) 520 
(330-710) 
6 Mar 1971 (1) >870 
19 Mar 1972 (1) 1300 
10 Jan 1971 and 70 
7 Feb 1971 (4) (65-75) 
27 Jun 1971 and 28 
Aug 1971 (5) (13-47) 
1 May 1971 (1) 190 
4 Jan 1972 (1) 1400 
Jul 1971 ( 950 
(750-1100) 
2 May 1 97'1 ( 3) 1500 
( 1 300-1 700 ) 
19 1972 (2) '1550 
(1500-1600) 
est .. 750 
250 
Location and 
o notes 
site 
site 
1 
sand J 3m with 
2 
site 3 
site 4 
e 4 
lImn 
boulders, 4 .. 5 m 
te 5, not 
flowering 
site 5,flowering 
site 5,flowering 
site 7,seasonal 
max.. biomass 
site 7,seasonal 
min biomass 
bedrock, 1 .. 5 m 
, 3 In with 
moss 
7 ~ minimum 
cluring 
period 
7~seasonal 
max" biomass 
1970-71 
site 7,seasonal 
max.. biomass 
1971-72 
site 8 
site 9 
biomass of only 585 g dry wt/m2 • Any es in biomass 
of bryophytes between 1 
f es in or shape of which up the 
substrate. mean standard area of samples collected 
site 1 in Waikoropupu Springs was cm2 (95% confidence 
interval) and of samples at site 4, 283 + 71 cmZ• There was 
no signi cant difference (t = 2@1, df = 14, P 0.05) between 
these standard areas. The mean ratio of standard area/height 
of the boulders sampled was also not significantly different 
O(t = 0,,02, df = 14, P>0 .. 05) between 1 and 4 (38 and 33 
respectively)@ Differences in biomass between es 1 and 4 
might be to fferences water velocity and henc_ the 
stability of the substrate" 
The biomass of plants was generally lower deep 
water than shallow water .. growing at 
a depth of 4 .. 3 m had a maximum biomass of 920 g dry wt/m2 , 
slightly less than that recorded in shallower water" The bio-
mass of submerged N. (depth 6 5 m) was not measured 
directly as the bed would have been disturbed by extensive 
sampling. However~ its dry weight was estimated to be about 
250 g/m2 on the basis that stem length (40 cm) was about one-
quarter that of the emergent Be ( 1 .. 6 m) 3 
stems square metre was comparable growth form was 
of 
similar to that of emergent N when 
the biomass of the lat was 950 g 
The ash content of the corrunon plant spe 
Waikoropupu Springs varied from 11 1% of the dry weight and 
summarised in Variation in content of shoots 
of ll .. (depth 6 .. 5 m) between sampling dates was 
noted but not further investigated 
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TABLE 2 .. 9 major and 
from Waikoropupu 
'" 
Sample Mes.l1 
depth content as % 
Species (m) Date of dry weight 
and number of 
determinations 
(in brackets) 
Bryophytes 
0 .. 8 Oct 1971 20 (4) 
1,,5 Oct 1971 21 (2) 
) 1 0 25 Oct 1971 27 (2) ) 
. Angiosperms 
Lemna plant 0 Oct 1971 13 (4) 
Juneus shoots 0,,5 25 Oct 1971 11 ( 2) 
roots 0,,5 25 Oct 1971 30 (2) 
lum 
soots 0 25 Oct 1971 16 (2) 
0 16 Jan 1972 16 (2) 
3 .. 0 16 Jan 1972 20 (2) 
6 .. 5 25 Oct 1971 31 ( 4) 
16 Jan 1972 '19 (2) 
roots o 3 Oct 1971 19 (1) 
M~ri 0 :eh;'i:ll ul'!} elatinoides 
shoots 2,,0 25 Oct 1971 1 1 ( 2) 
Seasonal changes in biomass 
Biomass of the alga " growing on 
from 2 g dry wt/m2 in June 1971 
to 220 g dry wt/m2 in February 1972 with a mean of 69 g 
wt/m2 (Table 2 8)" 
No seasonal changes in the of submerged 
higher plants were to the underwater observer. Four-
weekly biomass measurements of the mosses .;;.;;;;.~;;;,;;;;.~~=,;;;;; 
at site 3 showed that seasonal 
changes were not ( ficant differences 
were found between either summer 1970-71 or summer 1971-72 and 
winter 1971 (U = 104, 119 re tively, a 3, n 16, p )0,,05) 
N"" 
~ 
.. 
-.. 
.I: 
.. 
-J 
~ 
." 
1000. 
750 
500 
"5 n5 
250 
o N 0 J 
.. 9 6 10 
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F 
7 
H 
7 
A 
4 
H 
2 
H J J AS 0 N 
30 17 25 19 16 14 28 
1971 
J F 
4 19 
19n 
FIG. 2.6: Seasonal changes in the biomass of the mosses 
Cratoneuropsis relaxa and Fissidens rigidulus at site 3 in 
Waikoropupu Springs. Solid line joins mean values and 
vertical bars indicate range of values obtained. "ns" denotes 
no sample taken on that date. 
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(S Rohlf 1969, p. 397). 
All emergent and free-floating higher 
showed some seasonal changes 
( The limited data suggest that the biomass of 
both :I .. and L .. minor was greater summer 
.. Seasonal changes in biomass of watercress (N 
were obscured in summer 1970-71 by heavy cattle 
November 1970 (Fig .. 2@7) .. Losses between 4 October 9 
November 1970, due to grazing, were about 30% of 
The seasonal maximum biomass (Table 2 .. 8) was reached 
oc May 1971 (autumn) .. Losses due to cattle 
July '1971 but a considerable biomass throughout 
the winter During spring and summer 1971 
and reached a seasonal maximum in February 1972 (Table 2 .. 8), 
ter which sampling was discontinued@ 
The proportion of roots to shoots 
throughout the sampling period with roots forming between 36% 
and. 63% of the total biomass of watercress samples .. 
PRODUCTIVITY OF FREE-FLOATING =~;;.;;;,.;.,;;=,;;.;;; .;;.;;;;;;;.;;.,;;;.;;.;;.;;;.==,;;.;;; 
bed.s 
The total area of the 
the study period (Table 2 
the Main Spring covered 
ress beds changed 
1970 the 
beds by cattle i.n November 1970 increasingly 
unstable and a gradual of ercress downstream (110 kg) 
so that by 1 May 1971 area beds was 108 m2 .. 
Production over this period was not because of loss of 
material downstream" Further 
took place early in July 1971 but 
to stabilise and began to 
beds by cattle 
beds appeared 
area so that by 19 Feb-
-IN 
E 
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FIG. 2.7: Seasonal changes in the biomass of emergent 
Nasturtium microPhtllum in the Main Spring. Arrows indicate 
dates on which cat Ie were seen grazing beds. Solid line joins mean values and vertical bars indicate range of values 
obtained. Horizontal lines labelled "P" indicate periods of 
productivity measurements. 
covered During the same period pro-
duction was 12 9 m .. t/ha of organic matter (Table 2 .. 10b) 
4 October 1970 the watercress beds in the Dancing Sands 
covered but a local resident removed the entire bed on 
24 December 1970.. The beds soon re-established and rapidly 
increased in area from 6 February 1971 onwards, so that they 
had fully regrown by 28 November 1971 (242 m2) .. Production 
over this period amounted to 8 .. 8 m"t/ha of organic matter 
(Table 2 .. lOb)., 
The production values of 12 .. 9 met/ha for the JVIain 
Spring and 8 .. 8 m"t/ha for the Dancing Sands were obtained from 
sampling periods of than one year values can 
therefore be considered as minimum estimates of annual 
production" 
of the continual loss of plant material from 
the study area, the productivity of N" the 
Main Spring could not be calculated over the period December 
1970 to May 1971 in spite of marked increases biomass per 
unit a:rea (Table 2,,10a) .. Between July 1971 and February 1972, 
values productivity ranged from a minimum of -0 2 to a 
,., 
matter/mL"day (Table 2 lOa)" The 
negative value obtained between Oc and November 1971 
coincided with the back of the to full 
flowering" The maximum value was over a day 
of high temperatures and bright 
( " 1 2)" Values the productivity of £! 
over periods of seven and nine months were 6 .. 1 g organic 
matter/m2 day in the Main Spring (July 1971 to February 1972) 
and 2,,9 g organic matter/m2 day the Dancing Sands (February 
to November 1971) CI'able 2 .. 1 Ob) 
'l'ABLE 2.10: Production and productivity of free-floating Nasturtium microphyllum at Waikcropupu 
Springs. i) Main S ,1970-1971; ii) Main Spring, 1971-1972; iii) Dancing Sands, 
1972. Cattle the beds of the Main Spring prior to 6 December 1970 and just 
to 25 July 1971 but were excluded d the periods c vered by these measure-
ments. N.D. indicates no data due to loss of watercress downstream . 
. 
a. for each sampling date. 
Sampling 
date 
Area of 
bed 
Mean bed area ~B=i~o=mr~as~s~·~(~d~r~·y~w~e~ig~'h_t_) 
Hean of 
Biomass c 
between sampling 
Productivity 
(g/m2. day) ( ) 
i. Main Spring 
6 Dec 1970 
1 0 Jan 1971 
6 Feb 1971 
6 Mar 1971 
4 Apr 1971 
1 May 1971 
n. Hain Spring 
356 
285 
263 
186 
186 
108 
Jul 1971 101 
26 Sep 1971 
24 Oct 1971 
28 Nov 1971 
4 Jan 1972 
1 9 Feb 
157 
157 
184 
218 
225 
iii. DanCing Sands 
6 Feb 1971 208 
28 Nov 1971 242 
between 
lin~ dates 
\m2) 
274 
225 
186 
147 
157 
171 
201 
b. Results for each 
Sampling Mean area f' OJ- bed 
period during sampling 
perio~ (m ) 
i. 6 Dec 1970 
to 1 May 1971 
ii .25 Jul 1971 163 
to19Feb 1 
Hi. 6 Feb 1971 225 
to 28 Nov 1971 
samples 
(g/m2 ) 
763 
1108 
1293 
937 
1263 
1488 
947 
1003 ' 
1122 
950 
1568 
o 
996 
sampling period 
Change in omass 
of bed d~rin~ samf-
ling perlod. ry w • 
(kg) 
-110 
241 
dates. wt. Dry Organic 
(kg) 
271 
316 
340 
174 
161 
96 
157 
176 
175 
310 
353 
o 
Production 
45 
-166 
61 
-74 
61 
19 
-1 
153 
241 
c matter 
(m.t/ha) 
N.D. 
12.9 
8.8 
weight matter 
N.D. 
7.5 
3.5 
-0.2 
21 .0 
N.D. 
2.9 
-0.2 
17.2 
4.2 3.4 
Productivity 
organic matter 
(g/m2 .day) 
N.D. 
6. 1 
2.9 
COMPARISON OF NEW ZEALAND COLD SPRINGS STUDIED 
of bryophytes 
Z cold springs were rec 
of species recorded from each 
only on the number of species 
intensity of collection~ 
New 
in Table 2 .. 4.. The numbers 
and depended not 
but also on the 
mosses , spPG 
and were found submerged two of the 
springs studied.. Other species of bryophyte occurred, each 
in only one spring (Table 2 .. 4) but the greatest number of 
species was found in Waikoropupu Springs 
No submerged angiosperms grew in the spring at L .. 
Hayes nor 
Native 
Three Springs as the water was too shallow" 
of (11 .. and 
~~~~~~) were found and of .;;;...;;..;;..;;;=~;..;.;::;,,;;;; (including E 
several of the springs studied .. occurred all 
the cold springs that had areas of calm water The introducEid 
grew in most of the springs listed but 
the m"ost widespread plants were the introduced watercresses.., 
in the South Island and N .. 
in the North Island 
was found only Waikoropupu 
were restricted to North I 
sp .. and the oxygen weed __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~.~~ 
introduced, 
introduc 
, i e., 
Most 
in the springs studi or submerged, were 
firmly attached to the substrate, which enabled them to with-
stand the moderate to strong water velocities Both the 
floating-leaved plants were cted to calm water in the 
springs" 
DISCUSSION 
Species of in are 
similar to those running water (Round 1 )'" 
sp .. the common macroscopic in 
springs (Round 1965) and KUhn (1940) recorded from cold 
springs Austria It common Waikoropupu Springs but 
its presence was not investigated in other cold spri.ngs in New 
Zealand" spp" require e carbon dioxide as a 
source of carbon for photosynthesis (Ruttner 1960) and ground.-
. waters frequently contain levels of free carbon dioxide in 
excess of atmospheric equilibrium (e"g" Waikoropupu Springs -
The usually found 
cold and. torrential streams (Prescott 1969)" Its occurrence 
near sea-level at Waik.oropupu Springs therefore unusual, 
although Botosaneanu and Negrea (1961) recorded near sea-
level in cold springs on the Plain of Rumania" Red. algae are 
not as common Silver Springs (Whitford 1956) as 
Waikoropupu Springs, perhaps because former has a higher 
temperature (22oC cf 12oC) and lower water velocities., 
Both diatoms and blue-green algae were common in 
Waikoropupu Springs .. Round (1965) recorded the oms 
and ,;;:;.;;.,;;;;;,.;;;.,;;;;;,.;;;.~~,;;,;; are common springsI' 
because of high pH which may favour blue-green 
(Prescott 1969) Three common diatoms and a en 
'lit and 
sp ) found Waikoropupu Springs are also common 
Springs which is another of the hard fresh-
water type (Whitford 1 )" 
Aquatic mosses liverworts were not common in the 
cold springs studied. New Zealand, except Waikoropupu 
Springs Several genera of moss collect in the are 
of N Ze streams 
________________ ,;.;;;;;...) (Allison and Child 1971). 
a 
mosses may be limited by two 
e carbon dioxide in the water (Ric 
substrate of bedrock, boulders or 
) and 
(see below) @ 
Small deposits of travertine (IItuf") 'were found at 
the of the moss Cr~toneuropsi~ in Waikoropupu 
Springs but deposits were rarely found associat with 
or in the Sp~ings. Travertine deposition re 
. from of carbon dioxide which is necessary to ke c 
bicarbonate solution. Carbon dioxide lost to 
phere as is restored below the source 
by aquatic mosses during photosynthesis ( 
1 ) .. 
Walkoropupu Springs, the liverworts 
and .:;,;...;;.,;;;..;;;~;.;;;;.;;;~=;;;;; were well developed over 
although it is rare for liverworts to be areas of 
important 
(Hynes, 1970) .. 
of submerged communities in running 
New Zealand cold springs studied, a few 
angiosperms belonging to the genera and 
were found and also a number of introduced 0-
sperms of which the Nasturtium was the mo 
s of watercress are characteristic of cold 
( ) and emergent forms have been recorded 
t 
1970) 
growing as 
as well as 
were also found 
cold 
around the world (Minckley 1 
(watercress) species were found 
of the six cold 
Avonhead Springs outflow 
entirely submerged in of 
and reached a depth of 6@5 ill in Waikoropupu 
The submerged form of ~--~-- spp .. was 
mentioned by t (1940) Mason (1970) 
torrential' and. swiftly flowing 
latitudes, a substrate of bedrock» and stones 
restricts the flora to algae, lichens bryophytes 
(Sculthorpe 1967) as was found in Waikoropupu Springs and 
Hamurana Springs0 A lower water velocity and an increase in 
finer substrates permit ted-leaved vascular plants 
e .. g .. spp.. to become established, while on even 
finer substrates, broad-leaved plants e g@ linear-leaved 
spp .. appear (Sculthorpe 1967).. Dissected and 
broad-leaved of angiosperm occurred in all the cold 
springs in the present study except e Springs and the 
Spring at Lake Hayes where the water was very shallow" 
Although substrate seems to affect the overall s-
tribution of plants in the New Zealand cold springs, water 
velocity and light intensity may affect local distributions 
of plants on a particular substrate.. The distribution of some 
bryophytes Waikoropupu Springs may be limited by water vel-
ocity as a substrate of boulders is covered by the moss 
where the water velocity moderate but 
covered by liverwort SPP.,) where the water 
ocity strong to very .. Of the cold springs 
areas of strong velocity were coloni by 
only in Waikoropupu Springs and then only by ~--....;..;..!.,~=.;;.;;;;;;;;; 
whose dissect~d leaves offer little 
€I to 
the current.. Submerged broad-leaved angiosperms e g 
spp occurred areas of moderate water 
velocity in many of the cold springs studied The effect of 
substrate and er velocity on the vegetation of cold springs 
further the Discussion 
Light photosynthetic at 
the bottom of Waikoropupu sunlight was 
between 33% (mid-winter) and 400;6 (mid-summer) 
energy air. Bryophytes and angiosperms 
the light 
the bottom of 
Waikoropupu Springs are unlikely to be near limits of their 
vertical distribution terms of energy as mosses have 
been report from depths as great as 18 to 20 m Crystal 
Lake, Wisconsin (Juday 1934).. "Shade ll conditions for aquatic 
vascular plants are about 1% of summer daylight (Spence and 
Chrystal 1970) and vascular plants are normally confined to 
water above the depth of their compensation point, which 
at about 15 m in a clear ( 1934). 
Biomass of bryophytes and angiosperms submerged in 
Waikoropupu Springs was high compared with that in other tem-
perate waters (Sculthorpe 1967). Few comparisons with other 
New Zealand localities can be made, but in a North Island lake, 
Rotoiti, a dry weight of about 1000 I 2 g m of major 
was recorded (data of Fish 1963 calculated by Sculthorpe 1967) 
(LIse c..C\.I\.e.ol 
and a South Island lake~ Rotoiti, the dry weight of 
reached 997 g/m 2 (Taylor 1971 unpublished) 
Both values are lower than some recorded in Waikoropupu 
the sub-tropical ~ Odum (1957a) recorded a 
mean dry weight of only 61 2 g/m for 
(excluding ~,;;;..;,:.;=;.;;;;) Values for 
around the edges of Silver Springs were generally higher (e.g .. 
1950 g/m2, 980 g/m2) 
and more comparable to for 
at Waikoropupu However, measurements of bio-
mass should be int with caution as biomass may 
include 
may include some 
Net 
t growth and, if as dry weight, 
matter" 
tion of free-floating ____________ ~~ 
phyllum at Waikoropupu Springs was estimat changes in 
biomass over most of the growing season. Values obtained of 
between 11 and 16 m.t/ha dry weight are than those 
recorded. for production of submerged macrophytes in 
temperate flowing waters, e.g. 1 to 6 met/ha (Sculthorpe 1967). 
Springs was However the produc 
lower than the 11 m"t/ha recorded, using similar methods, 
for the free-floating Eichhornia ..;;.;;;;..;.;.;;:;=~..;;;. a tropical climate 
(Penfound and 
In c 
1948; Dymond 1949~ cited by Sculthorpe 1967)0 
temperature springs, an 
algal biomass often occurs during summer ( 
Whitford 1956; 1957). Such changes 
the light be due to seasonal 
seasonal changes 
were related to 
in cold springs near 
in water discharge ( 
unpublished, cited by Round 1968). This is 
case in Waikoropupu Springs as there is no 
of maximum rainfall the Takru~a Valley ( 
no distinct season of maximum water di 
community at Silver 
persisted throughout the year (Whitford 
sp ) were 
) 
1 ) 
algae (Synedra 
Waikoropupu 
was three times 
) only in sunwer, when 
winter" Seasonal changes 
biomass in icelandic t springs (63-66°N) are 
and have been attribut to seasonal changes 
which is about 50 in summer than 
in 
study; 
biomass may 
However, 
, U.Ke 
1967 
ly to be the 
t season 
and hence 
Springs" 
the same 
in 
radiation 
algal 
marked 
radiation 
) 
(Tuxen 1944)" 
It 
in constant 
increasing 
se that 
springs become more 
, indicating the e of 
PART 3 
. FAUNA 
"10 
INTRODUCTION 
The only published account of the fauna of cold 
, 
springs in New Zealand is t.hat of Jliax'shall ('j 973) who studied. 
the Avonhead Springs, Christchurch", Several studi'3s have 
recorded the species of animals found in cold springs in other 
places including Germany (Thienemann 1912, 1926, 19313 1950 
p.,85), Austria (KUhn 1940), Denmark (Nielsen 19L~23 1950aJlb; 
Thorup 1963) and North America (Noel 1954; Sloan 1956; Odum 
1957a; Teal 1957; Tilly 1968; Wilhrn 1970)", 
Several kinds of animal are recognisable in the 
faunas of cold springs: 
(a:) the "phreatic" or "groundwater" animals, generally washed 
from underground waters into springs (Thienemann 19'12; Vandel 
1920) 
(b) "glacial relicts", described by Bornhauser (1913) and 
Nielsen (1950a,b); species restricted in distribution probably 
as a result of Pleistocene glaciations 
" (c) animals of wet soil (Thienemann 1912; Demel 1923; Kuhn 
1940) . 
(d) a common spring fauna of cold E3tenotherms described by 
Thier~emann (1912, 1926, 1950) for Germany, KUhn (1940) for 
Austria and Penna.k (1953) for North America 
(e) animals usually found in other running waters (Nielsen 
1950a)", 
One aim of the present study was to determine which of these 
types of animals were represented in the cold ,springs of Kew 
Zealand@ 
Many springs contain water that i.8 constantly moving 
and thus show similarities with streams and rivers" In running 
waters, one of the major factors controlling the distribution 
71 
e of animals the nature of the ( 
1970) es have related the type 
invert es to substrate type (e.g. 
Minckley 1963; Thorup 1966; 
the invertebrate fauna is 011 
but decreases in diversity and 
decreases to that of 
as the substrate decreases 
to and mud (Hynes 1970) A provide 
. additional substrate types for invertebrates and e 
; areas with higher plants being 
more colonised by invertebrates than areas without them 
( Whitehead 1929; Berg 1948; 
1966). Different species of 
dif of invertebrates, even 
1963; 
may support 
same body of 
water e g the spring source of Doe Run, K (Minckley 
) or the Danish springs studied by Thorup (1966). 
Water veiocity is another factor influencing 
the distribution and abundance of invertebrates in 
and rivers (Berg 1948; Scott Lillehammer 1966) 
and one which varied considerably present study area., 
of invertebrat.es can ted by water 
water hardness of dissolved 
( Lillehammer 1 tors were 
uniform throughout study area", 
Several investigations of the animal 
communities within cold ~ with its 
areas of ed aufwuchs and 
~"""'?"'P'P" 
other invertebrates contained a and animal 
communi ty (Odum 1957a) .. In the Cone Spring, seven 
common of were uniformly ed 
(Tilly 1968) the contained a assem~ 
blage" comparison the thr'ee cold studied 
(1966) ( Blaakilde, RavIDrilde and Rold Kilde) contained 
a vari of animal assemblages ed with f 
strates.. The distribution invertebrate cies Waikoropupu 
Springs was investigated using the methods of Berg (1948) and 
Thorup (1966) to determine whether different animal assemblages 
were associated with different substrates and water velocities" 
Some investigators (Bornhauser 1913; Brehm 1930 
ed by Thorup 1963) considered that because of the constant 
temperature of cold all in Ii histories of 
the in them should present all times the year" 
These life histories have been termed non-seasonal, contrast 
to seasonal histories which there a distinct change 
in the size distribution in the population of a species through-
out the year (Hynes 1961, 1970) However, of cold 
springs have shown that the life histories of many species are 
seasohal e .. g .. in the Order Trichoptera (Demel 1923; Nielsen 
1942; Thorup 1963; Gower 1965, 1967) and 0 aquatic 
t orders (Demel 1923; Thienemann 1925; Thorup 1963)" 
Nonetheless, the life of ( cladida) 
a cold spring Lake Wigry, ( 
) as are the Ii histories of two species of 
in cold springs Sweden ( 1949) and an isopod and an 
ancylid in cold in Denma.rk (Thorup 1963) Another 
aim of the present study was to determine whether were 
seasonal changes in 
common species of 
size distri.butions of some of 
ebrates in Waikoropupu 
PLATE 3.1 : Sampling the moss community at site 1 using a 
Wi scons in trap . Photo: G.C. Wells 
fvtETHODS 
Preliminary studies were out at 
from January October '1970, by 
visits every four from October 1 
to February 1972, with additional other 
in New Zealand ( '" GI .. 1 ) were ed during 1970-
72 and collections identification of the species present 
were made from a 
lined for Waikoropupu 
of substrates 
.. 
COLLECTION AND SORTING OF SAMPLES 
the methods out-
Every four weeks at Waikoropupu Springs, samples 
were taJl:en of the major substrates and 
water less than 1 m These were 
ed plants 
covered moss 
..;;..;;;...;;..;;;.~ ____ ~~;;;;;..;. ,;;.,:;:~~); boulders covered predominantly 
.,.;;."u.--.....;;;.;;.~~~ bulbosum), and watercress 
with some silt.. Between October 1970 February 1972, 17 
were taken at 1 and 4 ( moss and 17 liverwort 
2 .. 1) .. Each sample c of one boulder which was collected 
in a Wisconsin trap with a 
area of the 
Forty-nine samples of 
1970 and December 1971 at 
aperture 0 .. 42 mm (see 
At about 
aperture of 0 
was calculat 
ss were 
e 7, using a 
2) 
1972, 
plants were also collect 
of other 
as described 
indicated on Fig .. 2 1: 
4 3 m ( t e 2), J un c 1.1 s .--. _____ -'"-.:--;c~ at 
depth 2 .. 5 m ( 
mm The 
2) .. 
Septem.bar 
sampler with 
October 1970 
associated 
2, at the 
at depth 
0" 5 m (si t e 5):) 
6) and =-~.=".;;,.;;;;;~ 
2 m (site 8) 
Boulders without s or 
deep (site 10) were c ted into a 
standard areas were ed While 
water on 11 March 1971, numbers of 
antipodarum on a 
bryophytes or 
10 cm) .. 
Each 
of unstable 
were counted 
was sorted 
ion. Animals were washed from the 
and 6 5 III (site 9),. 
water 0",5 III 
trap and 
observer was under-
and gravel without 
13 quadrats (10 x 
within 24 hours of c 
into a series of 
sieves of mesh 0.42, 0 90 and 1 5 mID and were sorted into 
taxonomic er about It of sorting, plant 
fragments and any remaining animals were preserved together 
70% ethanol" animals were ed to species 
a microscope at low magnification and were counted. Because 
Pota.mopYrgus .::::::!;!~~~~!!! was often 
was determined to conversion 
sample of at a 
per s~mple with sufficient ac 
in large numbers, a 
dry weight per 
e to numbers 
determine an 
animals 
of 
e 
abundance. To obtain this factor, 10 random subsamples of about 
50 dried E .. from 
weighed and counted ... 
ADDITIONAL 
of birds 
and the number and 
diving was In 
for laboratory and 
collected and ed in plastic 
water .. Final exuviae of 
collected from the concrete 
c 
of s 1, 4 and 7 were 
the Springs were recorded 
SCUBA= or 
masses and 
identification were 
es 
with 100 ml Springs 
s and stone es were 
( 3) about 50 em above 
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FIG. 3.1: Effect of area sampled on number of species of 
invertebrates recorded at three sites in Waikoropupu Springs. 
a. Site 1 (moss) and site 4 (liverwort) 
b. Site 7 (watercress) 
water Whenever 
swe ne during the day and 
adult ts were by 
of 
the Springs 
INDICES OF ABUNDANCE 
dif 
To compare the numerical abundance of species at 
sites, the mean number of each species at each e 
over 12 months was determined" Between 3 and 34 samples (of 
approximate area 250 cm2 ) were used in calculations for each 
sampling site. To avoid spurious accuracy in comparisons, the 
mean number was converted to an. index of abundance using a log-
arithmic scale (Cassie 1973 unpublished): 
index 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
number of animals/m2 
1 9 
10 - 99 
100 999 
1000 = 9999 
10000 99999 
100000 - 999999 
That is, a species present with an abundance index of llo about 
ten times more abundant than a species present with an abundance 
of 3 .. 
A simple procedure was adopt to find out whether a 
sufficient number of samples en taken to reliably. 
mine abundance indices\l> The cumulative of spe 
collected four-weekly at es 'I 4 7 was 
ed to the area sampl by Cain (1 ) (Fig 
3 .. 1 b) s8.mples at 4 were sufficient to 
recover 13 and 7 11 es ; the number of 
recovered depending on the time • By the end of the 
study, about 0 m2 had been sampled at these es but the 
curve shown in Fig 3 10. s that there may 
76 
species with an abundance index less than or equal to 1 not 
collected~ At site 7, three samples~ each of 0~04 m2~ taken 
on 19 September 1970, recovered 15 species of animal® By the 
end of the study~ 1 .. 2 m2 had been sampled (Figf!l 3 .. 1b) and most 
species present with an abundance index of 1 had been recorded .. 
One limitation of this method, which was originally devised for 
terrestrial vegetation, is that it assumes that all species are 
present and able to be collected at all times of the year .. 
This is often not the case when aquatic insects with aerial 
. stages are involved® 
No attempt was made to assess the reliability of the 
abundance indices of fauna at the other sites because of the 
small area which had been sampled at each site by the end of 
the study" 
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF POPULATIONS OF 'rHE HORE ABUNDANT SPECIES 
The size distributions of 11 species of invertebrates 
in the Springs, collected in four-weekly samples, were invest-
igated. Generally, results from all sites sampled on a given 
date were combined to provide as large a sample as possible 
but this ignored the problem that size distributions may vary 
from site to site within a spring (Thorup 1971) or river 
(Lillehammer 1966)" Almost all specimens of every sample were 
measured except for Potamop;zrgus Jl-ntipodar1d!!!, when sub-samples 
were measured.. These sub-sa.mples were obtained by a method 
similar to that described by Hynes (1961). 
The measurements taken of each species are summarised 
in Table 3 1. Whenever possible a rigid structure was selected 
for measurement as whole animals may shrink when preserved 
(Leonard 1939)" The length of the carapace of crayfish and 
shrimps was measured from the posterior edge of the eye-socket 
TABLE 3 1: Measurement taken for of the 
method and magnification used~ 
Species Measurement Magni- Method 
taken fication 
length x 10 graduated eyepiece 
carapace x 1 vernier callipers 
length 
carapace x vernier callipers 
length 
headwidth x micrometer eyepiece 
length of 
pronotum x 25 micrometer eyepiece 
length of 
wingpads x 25 micrometer eyepiece 
headwidth x 50 micrometer eyepiece 
headwidth x micrometer eyepiece 
headwidth x 25 micrometer eyepiece 
headwidth x 25 micrometer eyepiece 
headwidth x 50 micrometer eyepiece 
height of x vernier callipers 
shell 
PotamopYrgus antipodar!:!!!! height of x 10 graduated e 
shell 
to the 
headwidths were 
capsule 
border of the c e t 
across the 
one 
measurements were made for instar det 
the pronotum the mid-dorsal line was rec 
additional 
length of 
for about 170 
had developed, specimens ted at random, and where wing 
their length was termined0 
ea, Plecoptera and 
size c in extent from 0 1 to 
were grouped into 
o mm, depending 
on the t in which measurements were recorded. 
Species of Trichoptera were grouped (see below)o 
LABORATORY 
Two re aI'S maintained :!: leo were 
each fitted with two 14 watt fluorescent s, a light 
intensity of about 1700 lux, which 2% of the Nelson light 
intensity at noon mid-summer and 6% of that mid-winter 
(see Part 1).. refrigerators were at a number 
of dif daylengths e@g~ LID = 8/16 (8 hours light followed 
by 16 hours dark), LID = 12/12 LID 16/8, but few 
experiments on the effect of the 
of dif developmental were 
Insect and mollusc 
collect Springs and were 
glasses (4 x 4 x 1 5 em) with 
and with a cover of polythene to 
ing moss 
permit 
ercress were 
insects were 
Larvae were 
on the duration 
were 
watch 
water at 
evaporation@ Decay-
eggs hatched .. 
and pupae to 
in covered 
(diameter 9 em) or pottIes 
(diameter 7 em, depth 6 em) which water was not 
or 15 cm) which were aerated 
Springs water, sand and stones were as well as 
moss and epiphytic ( for choptera Chironomid.ae ) ~ 
decayed watercress leaves (for Plecoptera) or diatoms (for 
Ephemeroptera) .. Trichopteran pupae were reared by placing 
pupal cases muslin bags attached to the of an aquarium 
containing aerated Springs water.. The water level reached 
halfway up the bag so that the pupal case was submerged, but 
the newly-emerged adult could crawl out into the (method 
of A. G" McFarlane, pers" comm®)0 Adult Trichoptera were 
maintained in an oviposition aquarium as described by Bjarnov 
and Thorup (1970)m 
DETERMINATION OF INSTARS LARVAL INSECTS 
'';;';;;';;'.w.;.;;~;..;;..;;;;.~..;;;;;.;.. ~~~) (a) Plecoptera 
The mean headwidth of (found. in 
eggs dissected from an adult female) was known but later 
insta.rs could not be determined by inspection of histograms 
of headwidth size classes. Therefore, Brooks' (or Dyar's) 
Rule (Brooks 1886; Dyar 1890~ see Crosby 1973) was applied to 
estimate the number of instars@ The Rule states that the 
headwidth of one instar by the headwidth the 
preceding instar produces a constant (the quotient 
ecdysis) for 1'1 
both late and 
For larvae collected 
headwidth versus length 
larvae penultimate ( 1) 
mean headwidth of F 
to be calculated .. 
In the laboratory~ 
were 
as follows" 
field samples a plot of 
separated CF') 
larvae and enabled the 
, and there 
of middle were 
determine kx As 
longitudinally at could 
not be made@ Instead, the length of the of the 
and of the ecdysed was measured 
Values for (in the laboratory) were calculated from 
measurements of Y1 and yZ using the formula: 
'" 
0 .. 21 where Yl length 
:::; 
Yz is the pronotum length 
after ecdysis 
See Appendix 6 for derivation of this formula 
(b) Trichoptera 
Measurements made on larvae in 
samples and on those hatched from in the laboratory were 
combined@ For each species, the number of in each 
headwidth size c was plotted to determine probable 
number of instars" Mean head.width of each instar was calculated 
and the range of headwidths for each was determined by 
inspection@ The quotient at ecdysis (i~e@ the mean headwidth 
of one instar divided the mean headwidth of the eding 
) was calculated whenever possible~ 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
PRESENT 
A WAIKOROPUPU SPRINGS 
The aquat.ic found in the the 
study are listed Table 3 2$ No attempt was made to 
identify Protozoa 
3,,2: 
«l 
.j..J(D «l (is ~ 0 «l 
w m w ~«l ~~ s::l «l bO bO::rl bO (Db.fJ ~ bO 
Species s::l s::l (D s::l bOs::l ~s::l (J) s::l 
'n 'n (D (D'n ,:j'n ::;·n .j..J 'n 
H a~ HH roH ~a «l H ~ ..d~ .j..J~ (D ~ 
l:Il l:Il..::! 8l:1l OtQ ::rltQ :s:tQ 
PLATYHELMINTHES 
x 
x 
x 
x 
ROTIFERA 
? Lecane sp. x 
Flosculanidae ( 1 genus) x 
NEMATODA 
Dorylaiminae (2 genera) x 
Chromadoridae (1 genus) x 
ANNELIDA 
Haplotaxidae x 
* Lumbriculus x 
Oligochaeta x 
ARr:J:HROPODA 
Tardigrada ("I ) x 
Crustacea 
Herpetocypris pasche£! x 
Other ostracods x 
~pepoda x 
Amphipoda 
x 
x 
x 
Decapoda 
x 
x x x x 
Acarina 
T ssaturus n ? x 
'" 
Insecta 
Odonata 
x x 
x 
::s PI W 
::s ~(J) ro 
PI ro:>-, 0 ro 
om m U) ~ w QW dW 
Species NQD bD::r, QD WOD \tlQD NbO Od d (J) d ODd N d (J)d 
,.!tj .r-! .r-! (J) (j).r! d·r-! ::S·d ~ .r-! 
.r-! N ~*1 NN m N ~a WN mPi ,q PI ~PI (J)PI 
:s:t12 tl2H E-tt12 Ot12 i:I:lt12 :s:t12 
Zephlebia sCita*f x 
Zephlebia versicolor x x 
Plecoptera 
Met£aleptoperla diminuta x 
steno~erla prasina x ~elan obius furcillatus? x 
Plecoptera (unid .. ) x x 
Coleoptera 
H;ldora sp .. x 
Diptera 
Chironomidae (unid w) x x 
Chironomus zealandicus x x 
Maoridiamesa harrisi x 
Orthocladifiiae x 
Ephydridae ( 1 species) x 
Limnophor§. sp., x 
Stratiomyidae x 
Limonia sp .. x 
Trichoptera 
Helicophidae 
Zelolessica cheira x 
Helicopsychidae 
HelicoEs;lche Eoutini x 
~ak.iura vernale x 
Hydroptilidae 
O~ethira n .. sp .. x 
OxyetFiira sPP .. x x 
Hydroptilidae (unid .. ) x 
Leptoceridae 
Hudsonema amabilis x x 
TriElectides Q~soiet~ x 
Polycentropodidae 
Pol;lElectroEus puerilis x: 
Rhyacophilidae 
H;ldrobiosis EarumbriEennis x x x 
H;ldrobiosis n"sp .. ? x 
Psilochorema tautoru x 
Psilochorema ~dens? x ~,. .JI. 
Sericostomatidae 
C onuxi2 gunni x 
Oeconesus sp .. x 
Olin~a fereda;y:~ x 
P;lcnocentria evecta x x 
ptcnocentrodes ap .. x 
o her sericostomatids x 
Lepidoptera 
N~mI2hula nitens x 
TABLE 3 (c ) 
Species 
MOLLUSCA 
*Lymnaea columella 
(~hysa and/or Ph sastra 
PotamoE~rEius 
Sphaerium 
* Salmo 
* Salmo 
TOTAL NUMBER OF 
REFERENCE: 
Hayes, 21 Feb 1971; 
otangeroa Springs, 16 
5 May 1971; Western 
Auckland University 
et al (1972)", 
t 
~ P! (fJ 
::i (\) m 
Pi ~~ 0 
om m HW HbD ootJ:1 (l)bD 
os::: s::: Ms:1 
~ -.-I • .-1 () §'d ,..1 $-I ~~ mP! -+.:>Pi 
:;s:U) U)...::J OU) 
x 
x 
um x x x x 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
COLLECTED 46 10 1 1 10 
a.bout 
Springs, Jan 1970-Feb 1 
Springs, 15 Feb 1971, 
1972~ Hamurana Springs, 
, 2~ Aug 1970 a.nd Zoology 
unpub.), Johnstone (1972), 
m 
s,::W 
moo 
HS::: 
;:S'M 
~~ 
::qu:! 
x 
x 
x 
15 
* Zephlebia seita ( ) = ze~hlebia nodularis (Eaton). 
This synonomy is based on Penni et (1961) and J" G", 
(unpublished key to N Z Ephemeroptera)", 
t Single specimen area during study 
Note: Zelandoperla aEinetis ( ecoptera) was recorded 
Pupu Springs by McLellan (1967) but the locality should 
been reported as. Fish near the footbridge (D 
pel's., comm .. )~ where was also taken in the 
present study 
~m 
HM (J) s:1 
+'> -.-I WH (J)Pi 
~t:I.) 
x 
x 
6 
Lake 
belong 
Of the 46 
the I ( 21 
rec 
lude 10 
belong mainly 
f 
os 
of Trichoptera.. Other 
Platyhelminthes (3 spp (3 spp ) 
and sces (4· sPP .. ) " introduc to 
New Zealand: the 
(Brinkhurst 1971); the (Pullan 1969) 
and the trout ~~~ _____ _ (Thompson 1922) 
There have been few collections of freshwater invert-
ebrates from North-West Nelson anq several species found 
Waikoropupu Springs are undescribed 0 These include a new 
genus of Orthocladiinae and probable new species of 
=--"""----
(Tricladida) , (Acarina) and 
( hoptera)" A 
Trichoptera, McFarlane, 1973 was recently 
described from Waikoropupu Springs as a result of the collection 
of adults the present study (see 
Semi-aquatic and terrestrial animals taken within 
the shoreline of the Springs are listed in Table 33a,b .. All 
were taken around the extreme edge of the Main Spring.. Aerial 
stages of several aquatic insects, the larvae of which were 
not found in the Springs during the study were by 
sweep netting around the (Table 3 ) .. 
these species presumably occur in as 
Creek, the outflow or the Waikoropupu River" 
Seven 
seen feeding in or 
of these are commonly 
(grey duck) with fre 
es of 
swamps and =.,;;;.;;;._ .;;,;;~......;.~..;;;.;;;;;.".;.~;;...,.;., 
from 
(Table 3 .. 3d) 
with aquatic habitats: 
shag) and 
(pukeko) 
( e heron) with 
sea coast The other es are usually associat with 
were 
the 
TABLE 3 3: at Waikoropupu 
(excluding Springs outflow)$ 
recorded in Table 2~ Introduc 
marked by an 
as 
a.. Semi-aquatic (damp ground) 
" 
b Non aquatic ( taken within the Sp~ings shoreline 
c" 
on more than one occasion, but no stage of life history 
spent submerged in water) 
(Linnaeus) (adult) 
(Kirkaldy) 
Dolomedes n .. sp .. ? 
MOLLUSCA 
(Linnaeus) 
Adults of aquatic ts collect around the 
the larvae of which were not found the Springs. 
Diptera 
Pol edilurn opimus (Hutton) 
ulatum Tonnoir 
Tonnoir 
(White) 
lvIcLachlan 
d" Birds or around 
(Anatidae) 
(Latham) (Ardeidae) 
(Sparrman) (Rallidae) 
et Horsfield (Alcedinidae) 
eucos (Vieillot) (Phalacrocracidae) 
lnnaeus) (Rallidae) 
Sparrman (Musclcapidae) 
edge of 
( 
Sibson 
seen 
(weka) 
) and. ~~~~ ~~~~~ ( fantail) ( 
Turbott '1966) 
within the 
occasions c tIe were 
of the Springs .. 
B q OTHER COLD SPRINGS IN NEW ZEALAND 
The animals collect from the other cold springs 
81 
shown in GI 1 are listed Table 3 .. 2. The number 
of spe collected each spring reflects not only the 
number of species present but also the intensity of collection 
and the time of year when collections were made. The 
number of aquatic spe s was collected from Waikoropupu 
Springs with fewer species from Hamurana Springs$ Three Springs, 
the spring at Hayes, Otangeroa Springs and Western 
(inflow) ., 
The fauna of the other five cold was similar 
to that of Waikoropupu including Planaria; Amphipoda; 
Decapoda; larvae of Odonata, Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, 
Chironomidae and Trichoptera; and Gastropoda.. The only species 
found in every cold spring studied was the widely dist.ributed 
(Gastropoda) but other species found 
in least three of the springs were ~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 
(Decapoda) , (Odonata) and !:!i/..~~~~~ 
( 
(Ephemeroptera) , 
common to at 
I u ded ;;;;;.;;;;;w.;;.;=~ 
three of the 
spp.. and ::;:;;::,;;!;!!!;!; 
(Trichoptera) were 
vertebrate fauna 
species introduc 
.to New have 
the rainbow trout 
Hamurana Springs .. 
above exceptton of 
(Thompson 1922) which acc 
There are some of distrib= 
ution of the found in New 
Many of the common found belong to 
that are endemic to New Zealand J e g@ (Hopkins 
1970b); 
(I@D. McLellan, pel's. comm); (McFarlane 
genus belongs 
1970) • 
(the family Helicophidae to which this 
endemic to Australia and New Zealand) (Riek 
other species found in the springs belong to genera 
having a Wider distribution but the species are endemic to 
New Zealand e@g@ (Australia, Asia) (Bishop 1967); 
(cosmopolitan) (Hyman 1951); (New Zealand, 
Australia~ Phillipines~ India) (Barnard 1969); 
( cosmopolitan) (Hynes 1970); (Western Europe but 
probably not native, possibly Australia) (Winterbourn 1970a) 
Most of the aquatic species in the cold springs are 
widely distributed New Zealand, luding .--~~...-,,~;;;;;, 
(Brinkhurst 1971), (Chapman 
1966) , 
(D e Cowley~ A.G. McFarlane, KeA.J Wise~ unpublished records), 
(McFarlane 1951a), 
(McFarlane 1964)~ ( , Climo and 
Mansfi 1 972) and .;;;...;;;..;;.,;;,;;~~;.w.;;.;.;,;; ..::::~~~~::.::: 
Other species found Waikoropupu 
Nelson Marlborough and the West Coast 
to the North Island e .. g 
to Nelson and W Coast in the South I 
n .. (A .. 
1970a) .. 
confined to 
South 
( 1970b) ; 
.. 
comm@) or may occur only of the Southern 
Waikoropupu 
in Part 4", 
Some of the 
(A 
occur 
and 
), found 
a t 
cold studied 
came from sea. 
Two phreatic species were collected: a White, eyeless 
~~~ ne <II, known only from Waikoropupu Springs and an 
amphipod, , from otangeroa Springs@ 
pigmentation. Many 
a troglophile (May 1 
e by loss of and 
reported 
presence of including of 
( 1 er 1 ), Amphipoda (Thienemann 1912; 
.. 
Efford 1959); Syncarida (Efford 1959) and Isopoda (Minckley 
1961) '" 
Some are found the cold 
of their but the remainder 
son 
( 1972)@ 
Its an 
of con,tent of 
( 1 
No Vlere .. 
reason for the e of J which was 
found in cold Thienemann (1912) Demel (1923) 
II 
Kuhn (1940),is not known@ 
Factors th~n the location of cold 
as wa-ter velocity temperature and may influence 
fauna" Most of aquatic the cold 
are typically found in running waters However, 
water velocities are ) such as some of the shore-
line of Waikoropupu and in of the Spring at 
, there were charact of "standing water" or 
e .. g" Erasinus~ 
(Chapman 1963) and ( et 0.11972).. No 
plankters were found in Waikoropupu Springs because of 
the moderate to water and low mean 
holding time of water but the presence of plankton was not 
investigated in other springs" 
The of New Zealand cold springs 
least two are presumably cold stenotherms" 
(Trichoptera:Rhyacophilidae) is 
found "over 300 m above sea level ( 1951b) but 
been found in two cold springs near , Waikoropupu 
Springs and a HUnt's Beach 3 Westland (A.G@ 
pel'S" coinm .. )" ( ~Helicopsy 
discussed in species of tenothermous es 
confined to 
s of the world e g (Gastropoda) 
(Thienemann 1912) 
1950b) and 
---------
(Trichoptera) ( 
(Tricladida) (Arnold and Macan 1969) .. 
The habits of the were not 
but the species from the New cold springs 
include any known feed.ers because of the low 
level of particulate matter waters 
(M"E~U Taylor " COlrun ) 
DISTRIBUTION .AND ABUNDANCE OF INVERTEBRATES WITHIN 
WAIKOROPUPU 
The total numbers and compo of 
ebrates varied between sampling sites (Appendices 9, 10). 
Many of the differences between sites can be related. to sub-
strate type and water velocity. 
Underwater observations in the Springs showed that 
the number of invertebrates, excluding ~~~~~~ antipodarum t 
was greater on a substrate of boulders in a very strong water 
velocity than on unstable sand and. gravel" Neither of these 
substrates was colonised by higher .. The presence 
higher plants was correlat with an increase in the total 
number of ebrates as by the index of abundance 
(Table 3 .. 4) A ~ubstrate of boulders and bryophytes (sites 
1 and 4) had a higher abundance index than a similar substrate 
(at a similar depth) without bryophytes ( 10)" The fauna 
on a substrate of gravel and angiosperms in shallow water 
(site 5) had an abundance index of 5 (Table 4) whereas the 
fauna was abundant on a similar> substrate that was too 
unstable for the growth of angio 
Appendix 9j) fauna was more 
(abundance index 
on bryophytes 
si te ~. than on dif of BS at 
fferenees in water city rather than the 
absence, or the fic composition of higher 
accounted for some of Ba in 
these sites" 
were differences the 
.. 
e, or 
a may have 
between 
abund-Although 
anee of invertebrates ffer es in shallow water ( 
86 
than 1 m) Waikoropupu (Table 3 ), there were few 
f es in proportions of from 
group At tes in shallow er~ the abundance of 
~~~.;;....;.~ 
was the same as the abundance of the total 
invertebrates, because 1: .. ~~~~~ comprised between 88% and 
96% of the total number of invertebrates at each e except 
site 10 where comprised 56% of the total" At all sites in 
shallow water, except 10, the abundance indices of 
o invertebrates 
(excl .. insects) insects 
whereas site 10, 
other 
a insects invertebrates 
(re to Table 3 4) 
Reduced numbers of and other invert-
ebrates except insec q3.t 10 may be to the strong 
water velocities and lack of higher plants at that site" 
Numbers of Potamo us antipodarum, insects and 
other e ra es per mZ=and their abundance 
indices (in brackets) at nine es in Waikoropupu 
TABLE 3 .. 4: 
Springs, arranged order of increasing depthe 
e" - estimated (Re to Appendix 9 for raw data) 
Si.te Insects Depth P .. other Total 
inverte~ 
10 
5 
1 
4 
7 
6 
8 
2 
9 
( m) 
o 5 
° 5 o 6 
0 .. 6 
0-0 8 
2,,5 
2 .. 5 
4 .. 3 
6 5 
2 900 (4) 
e 25~000 (5) 
e.,I+O"OOO (5) 
e 180,000 (6) 
e 30,000 (5) 
2,500 (1+ ) 
2,500 ( 4) 
2 000 ( 4) 
4,000 (4) 
1500 (/+) 
370 (3) 
3700 (4) 
'1800 (Lt) 
200 (3) 
150 (3) 
16 (2) 
(2) 
9 (I) 
brates 
900 ( ~) )/ (4) 
1900 ( 4·) 
5500 (4) 
1800 (4) 
1800 (4) 
680 ( 3) 
220 ( 3) 
( 3) 
~ 
,000 
46,000 
1 ,000 
,000 
4,400 
3,200 
2,300 
4,500 
(~~ ) 
(5) 
(5) (6) 
(5) ( 4) 
(4) (4) (4) 
es 
An 
Waikoropupu 
the total invert 
as it the only 
from 0,,6 m to 6 
coincided with a 
es (Table 3"4),, ( 
without 
m 
in 
s)" On 
the same species of plant, the of abundance 
with increasing depth of water, e gm animals on ~~~~~ 
=";;';;;'~.;;;;;!l..== had an index of abundance of 5 the water 
surface (site 7) and 4 depths 2 .. 5 m and 6 5 m ( es 8 and 
9) and on ~_~~ ....... ...;.;..,; _______ ........ ' had an index of 5 at depth 
'0.6 m (site 1) and 4 at depth 4m3 m ( 2). One probable 
explanation for the ten-fold decrease in invertebrate abundance 
is that of the reduc intensity and 
composition of light 
production is reduc 
eper water the 
spectral 
, plant 
there less food available to the 
invertebrates", Another explanation is that invertebrate move-
ment into deeper water 
of the water currents 
made di because the direction 
upwards and outwards from the to 
the e and edges of the Springs@ 
All the major invertebrates showed a decrease in 
abundance with an increase in depth e .. g numbers of 
~-~~~~ 
decreased about ten-fold (Table 3 .. 4) as did numbers 
of other invertebrates excluding cte (i e", ) 
The decrease in numbers of was more 
from 100-fold to 1000- The reason for the more pronounc 
decrease abundance of ts c 
invertebrates uncer·tain One possible 
the fe history of most aquatic ts 
an aerial stage and s only one year 
stage has less than a to from 
(probably shallow water) to the deep 
that of other 
at the 
There 
of the 
that 
includes 
the larval 
s 
and return shallow 
Invertebrates other than 
and have periods of 
available colonisation 
e 
ts are continually in the 
over many 
Some species of es were widespread within 
the Springs whereas others had restric distributions e 
Four main substrate and water velocity types had an 
abundant fauna and accounted for about 75% of the Springs area 
(types a, b, c and E!I, Table 3 .. 5)" Ten of invertebrates 
. were common (i e .. numerous or numerous) on at least three 
of these four types, namely, four species of Crustacea, five 
species of Insecta (including three species of hoptera) 
and the ubiquitous mollusc (Table 5) 
Some species had restricted stributions within 
the Springs" Characteristic of , as defined 
by (1948) and Thorup (1966) and elaborated in the legend 
to Table 5, were found on three of the five major substrate 
and water velocity types the Springs.. Because the fauna of 
the deeper areas of the Springs was restricted both in number 
of species and number of individuals, 3 5 re only to 
the fauna associated with substrate water city types 
shallow water Deeper areas were considered as 
extensions of the equivalent shallow substrate and 81:' 
velOCity type 
Boulders without es, in a very water 
velOCity covered about 5% of the area of the Springs were 
characterised shallow by the presence of ---~-
(Tricladida) and (Ephemeroptera)" 
was numerous and four of 
Trichoptera less numerous (T 
.. 
3®5: er velocity and associat species of 
Characteristic 
a" Boulders, 
b Bould.era, 
c" Gravel, 
none 
water in Waikoropupu Springs their characteristic, numerous 
numerous species of animals. Characteristic s are pres 
index of least 3 in area but are with an 
usually no more than 1 in numerous species are 
with an e'index of area; less numerous 
present an abundance (Appendix 10 
cies 
strong water 
e-strong 
other numerous species 
city with no 
(Example -
plants., 
10) 
Potamopyrgus antipodarum 
velocity, 
(Example -
in bryophytes" 
1 and 4) 
Paraca1liope karitane 
Polyplectropus puerilis 
Psilochorema tautoru 
Potamopyrgus antipodarum 
to strong water velocity~ angiosperms. 
(Example - 5) 
karitane 
anti po darum. 
Less numerous 
3a5: continued 
Charac species other numerous species numerous 
d .. sand gravel, strong water velocity with no higher plants~ 
none antipodarum none 
or of city, with e-floating watercress e 
(Example - site 7) 
Moss or liverwort growing on boulders or bedrock in 
a moderate to very strong about 28% 
of the a~ea Springs included sites 1-4 The 
at e 2 was poorly developed and that of te 3 was not 
investigated but the characteristic feature in shallow 
(eog@ sites 1 and 4) was the presence of the Trichoptera 
and 0 Other numerous species 
in this a~ea included an amphipod, two trichopterans and 
~~~~~~ ~~~~~~o Eight species (three crustaceans 
- and five insects) were recorded as numerous (Table 305b)@ 
Watercress associat with silt and water of very 
slight velocity c a mean area of about 19% of the Springs 
Here (Annelida), 
(Ostracoda) , (Copepoda) and ~=~ 
(Gastropoda) were characteristic o Watercress has 
been introduced to New Zealand two of these four character-
species of invertebrate are also introduced o Other 
numerous species luded two amphipods, an insect and 
____ ~ __ ~~ ~~~~~~o Nine species, mostly insects, were 
recorded as less numerous (Table 3e5e)* 
No invertebrate s were characteristic of the 
remaining substrate and Vlater velocity ( c d 
('I1able 3",5) On unstable sand 
was the only numerous record.ed but on 
with angiosperms was recorded 
Ten species (an- annel:id, three crustaceans and insects) 
were recorded as numerous on gravel with angiosperms but 
the fauna on unstable gravel was ted to .;:..;:;~=~~~ 
The abundance of invertebrates thin Waikoropupu 
Snri nfrR can be compared with that in cold overseas 
Underwater the that 
without bryophytes had numbers of 
unstable sand and However~ the 
spring source of Doe Run~ Kentucky~ found 
numbers of invertebrates on is than on 
sand~ In Morgan's Creek, the number of invertebrates collected 
per unit time was three times higher on bedrock at the spring 
sourc-e than on rubble 25 m downstream (Minshall 1968) <II No 
other studies of cold springs have been concerned with the 
numbers of invertebrates on substrates that were not colonised 
by higher plants 
Waikoropupu Springs~ a substrate of boulders with 
bryophytes had a more abundant fauna than a- substrate 
without bryophytes, and stable gravel with angiosperms had a 
more abundant fauna than unstable gravel without angiosperms .. 
Most other studies have also shown that the presence of 
higher plants increases the abundance of invertebrates.. At 
station I of DOt'j Run (Minckley 1963), the invertebrate fauna 
was much more abundant in beds of moss 
and watercress 
or shifting sand 
.;;;..;;;..;;;..;;;;;:~~;;;;;.,;" ) than on bare riffles 
such as the Tuel 
shaab (Berg 1948) a stony bottom and 
various had a was times more 
than a without plants", Lillehammer (1 
found in a Norwegian that was a much 
ersity of where there was a thick moss growth 
) 
than on a bare substrate The numbers of inverte-
brates on higher plants are probably due to the 
and case-building mat provided by the ( 
1966) .. However, a study of a with a mud bottom 
91 
(Wilhm 1970) showed that "open" areas had times more 
invertebrates than areas with vegetation The of 
the numbers of invertebrates in the vegetation was 
to the choking effect of the 
Biomass of the 
roots .. 
will be discussed 
Part 5 and their distribution and that of the plants will be 
considered together in the General Discussion* 
ASPECTS OF THE BIOLOGY OF THE MORE ABUNDANT SPECIES 
Data on seasonal changes in size distribution were 
obtained for some of the more abundant species in Waikoropupu 
Springs The Trichoptera and Plecoptera were of particular 
interest and information of their Ii histories 
The common 
INSECTA 
TRICHOPTERA 
(Conuxia ~=;;;;:I 
given .. 
- see Part 4» 
were studied in the most detail .. 
: 'The eggs of four species are described Table 6 .. 
~~~~~~:;;;; and Ps .. Both species of Rhyacophilids (H~ 
generally laid a mass of 200-300 eggs in a array on 
the underside boulders whereas the f.'}gg masses of the 
two species contained .. 
an mass on moss which 
was attached to the bottom laboratory container 
collected the Springs were in water em 
deep and underwater observations that the 
es of the 
deep .. 
Eggs from each 
were e to water 
mass were at least 85% 
than 60 em 
and 
3@6: 
s 
Ra.1;:iura 
vernale 
and laboratory observations on eggs of four species 
Trichoptera from Waikoropupu Springse N Ds denotes no data. 
Morphology No.of eggs collec 
of egg mass Date Site & 
white, oval, 
length 0.32 mm 200-300 
J oval 00 
length 0(1132 mm 200-300 
e~spherical, ~100 
diam 0 37 mm 
,spherical, .N100 
0$19 mm 
6 Fe-b 1971 
1 May 197 
20 1972 
Aug 1971 
19 Feb 1972 
20 197 
9 Jan 1971 
(eggs 
on 27 
1971 
depth 
N 
near 0, 
30 cm 
near 10, 
30 cm 
3 
10 
0 
3 
25 cm 
N.D. 
in laboratory 
1971 ) 
of 
Laboratory 
( and 
( days) 
first 
hatching 
4 (a) 3 
(b) 4 
3 
8 
NeD@ 
4 
3 
3 
21 
( 
6 
) 
4 
3 
4 
3 
13 
3 
9 
24 
,?) 
-, 
hatched in the laboratory 1 over a 
the time from hatching of the 
ing days 
to the 
been 
not exc 
in 
egg development of ~~~ ~~~~~ (Trichoptera:Limnephilidae) 
which took 18 days at 100e and 1 14 under laboratory 
conditions at 15-20oe (Gower 1973)@ By contrast, an 
period of hatching of the eggs of some Plecoptera and 
Ephemeroptera has been inferred by Hynes (1970) .. 
Determination of larval instars 
Measurements of larval headwidth indicated the 
presence of five larval instars for 
~~-.;;----
ended 
(Fig .. (Fig .. 3.3). The quotient 
at ecdysis ranged from 1.47 to 1~70 (E .. ~~=;..;;.) and 1 56 to 
-,.,;;;..,....;;;...;;..- ) suggesting that no larval ins tars had been 1 .. 82 (Ps 
overlooked. appears to have five larval instars 
(Part 4) with a quotient at ecdysis between instars 1 and 2 of 
'@67@ 
Measurements of larval headwidth suggested the 
presence of four larval instars in field collections of Q. 
(Fig" 3 .. 4) and ~ .. ( ., 3 .. 5) Groupings of larvae 
are tentative as very few specimens of the early instars were 
obtained and, in later , the headwidth s 
An additional measurement, such as 
required to separate the later 
femur length, would 
-----
) and 1 50 
suggesting that no had been the 
range studied.. In neither case were obtained and hatched., 
The mean headwidth of of 
was 0 .. 21 mm 
The results obtained in the present study are 
.. 
s 
IS 
n.118 
l 
'0 
15 
i S 
f 
0+--.--..-
o-s '-5 
1 2 3 
FIG. 3.2: polYPlectrotus puerilis. Larval head-
widths. Arrows indica e mean headwidths of sugg-
ested instars. 
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FIG. 3.3: Psilochorema tautoru. Larval headwidths. 
Arrows indicate mean headwldths of suggested instars. 
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FIG. 3.4: Conuxia gunni. Larval headwidths. Arrows 
indicate mean headwidths of suggested instars. 
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FIG. 3.5: Zelolessica cheira. Larval headwidths. 
Arrows indicate mean headwidths of suggested instars. 
reasonable with those of Nielsen (1942) who 
that the usual quotient at ec is about 1 5 hoptera 
The number of larval in Trichoptera has been as 
five to seven (Nielsen 1942) and or seven (Riek 1970), so 
that the five determined for three species in Waikoropupu 
Springs falls within the recorded limits .. 
Seasonal changes in distribution 
Of the five common species, four had seasonal 
histories Waikoropupu Springs and the other had a non= 
seasonal life history@ 
fe history of B .. (Part 4) differed The 
from the other fe histories studied that larval 
growth took place from about November-December to June" Fourth 
ins tar larvae were not found after the end of April and pup-
ation took place about the end of June® There is some doubt as 
to whether larval growth extends over one or two years because 
of the difficulty in separating early instar larvae of this 
species from those of ~~~~~~ ~~~;. 
The life histories of C ~~~, Eo and Z 
extended over one year ( 3.6, 3 7, 3.8) and 
had larval ze distributions on any sampling date 
during the study period., Second were recoI'\ded 
during winter 1971 ( to August) and. fourth 
appeared in 
Maximum numbers of 
numbers as season 
were present 
from October 1970 (when sampling began) to J'C1nuary-February 
1971 and from August~September 1971 to January 1972" 
Pupae of P .. were not found sites 4 
that final 
from these sites to shallower water 
migrate 
to pupation0 On 6 
p I I • • • I I 1_-
4 I IIT' 
3 I 
L. 
S 
~ 2 H 
1 110 
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o N 0 F 14 A H HAS 0 N F 
4 9 6 ro 7 7 4 1 ~ V U ~ U M ~ 4 W 
1970 1971 1971 
Sunpllna ~II! 
FIG. 3.6: Conuxia ,Untie Instar distribution in Waikoropupu 
Springs from Oct 19 0 0 Feb 1972. Data from samples at sites 
1 and 4 combined. Blank denotes that no specimens were taken 
in samples on that date. 
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FIG. 3.7: polY~lectropus puerilis. Instar distribution in 
Waikoropupu Spr~ngs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. Data from 
samples at sites 1, 4 and 7 combined. Blank denotes that no 
specimens were taken in samples. on that date. 
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FIG. 3.8: Zelolessica cheira. Instar distribution in 
Waikoropupu Springs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. Data from 
samples at sites 1 and 4 combined. Blank denotes that no 
specimens were taken in samples on that date. 
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FIG. 3.9: Psilochorema tautoru. Instar distribution in 
Waikoropupu Springs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. Data from 
samples at all sites combined • 
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Dec 19"10 were found numbers 
near the shoreline 20 em deep McFarlane 
(1937 unpublished) found sp .. indet" 
chooses backwaters for pupation the of Canterbury .. 
Pupae of ~" were found from November 1970 to 
February 1971 and from late August 1971 to February 1 .. Up 
to fty pupae were found groups at e 1 in small areas of 
but never in nearby moss =",.;;..;;.;;;;;;,.;,;.;;.;;;;.;;; 
Pupae were found at site 4 (liverwort) in 
spite of the presence of final instar larvae there, and, when 
found, were not groups nor firmly attached.. r,['his again 
suggests migration of final instar larvae prior to pupation. 
Pupae of C,. were collected at both es 1 and 
4 in maximum numbers from November 1970 to February 1971 
from November 1971 to January 1972, which 
pupal period of ~e 
No data are available for Q .. 
other localities but Hudson (1904) studied 
" 
similar to the 
or ~ .. 
in an 
unrecorded localitY0 T ..!.n Springs, early and middle instar 
larvae are present in winter and early whereas Hudson 
stated that larvae were scarce at times In both 
Springs and Hudson'S locality, were fully 
summer" While pupation occurs during spring and summer 
Waikoropupu, Hudson c that the in 
November in 10 ov as pupae.. He record-
ed adults as nocturnal, with a flight from November to 
April The flight period was not investigated the present 
udy but emergence late 
In contrast to the four species described above~ Ps 
has a non-seasonal fe (Fig .. 3 9)" No 
and few second ins tar were recovered in the samples 
a 
b 
!mm 
FIG. 3.10: Conuxia gUini and Zelolessica 
cases of final instar arvae. 
a. Conuxia 9unni 
b. Zeloless~ca cheira 
cheira. Typical 
1 and 4 .. 
to August and 
larvae were found from February 
1971 but 
found in every month of the year@ 
larvae were 
were recorded from 
moss and liverwort 
November 1971 
es in November 1970 and March, May 
se data e some 
of most instars are present at all of the year, 
that larval growth not confined to a particular season 
but may extend year round" 
and pupal cases and larval nets 
The of Rhyacophilidae are free-living and 
Polycentropodidae are the only larvae present 
the Springs build nets@ The of both 
are enclosed in cases.. Sericostomatidae, Helicophidae and 
Helicopsychidae have both larval and pupal cases® 
Larval cases of Q., gunni are cylindrical and ly 
teristic projec 
3 lOa)" The 
round vent 
of the case 
curved with a c 
posterior end ( 
from 0.8 mm (F-3 ) to about 7 mm (F instar)., The 
material of case construction changes larval 
ment from sand ( instar) through 
instal') to silk with a few grains of 
The pupal case, about 6 mm long, 
and is firmly to moss or 
ropes of silk 
Larval cases of Z~ c 
ually to a charact 
(Fig@ 3" lOb)" 
---, 
c oblique 
case length 
and sand ( 
tached (F 
of smooth brown 
filaments 
are curved and 
the posteri.o!' 
B from 2,,5 mm ( 
the 
) @ 
instal') to 8@5 mm (F instal') but the cylindrical pupal case 
only 6 mm long material of and pupae th 
the habitat of animal~ In moss (mainly ---.~~~~~= 
~~~) cases were built rec of moss and oc 
sand (0 2 mm diameter) incorporat in a regular pat 
In liverwort (mainly spp~) cases were built of 
circles of leaves (0 1-0~3 mm in diameter) 
Larval cases of instars 1 - 4 of B. are 
spiral ( are indistinguishable with the naked eye 
from those of ~==~~~~ SPP0 Cases of the final ins tar 
a distinctive tubular projection of larva however, 
. coarse sand particles,rnaking them easily recognizable.. Prior 
to pupation the larval case is firmly attached to the underside 
of a boulder and the opening is closed with a silken 
plate" 
Larval nets of £0 
the Springs but 
were not observed while 
diving reared a moderate water 
velOCity the laboratory built funnel-shaped nets about 7 cm 
long by 4 em wid.e" The nets were kept open partly by at tach-
ment to stones and the aquarium walls, and partly by the current .. 
pupated on the undersides of 
boulders cases of gravel:l but its 
finer than those of the rhyacophilids 
" 
These spec pupated 
cocoon enclosed by a case of fine 
described by 
( 1966) ~ 
Pupal development and e 
pupal of P 
o the laboratory at a water temperature of 20 C 
cocoon was 
and H" 
a tough 
to the 
and Cowley 
for 12 in 
Hudson (1904) 
described the pupa of 
to the adult stage 
eies but. was unable to rear it 
Emergence of Z in the laboratory was 
observed on two OC .. Pupae Ie cases and 
swam to e one instance, the 
third pairs of legs and in the other 
of legs which are fringed with long 
e, all three 
As with 1: .. 
and R" (see Part 4), emergence took place at the 
surface of the water and the adult was able to fly immediately .. 
Adults 
Most collecting was done during summer and for 
identification purposes only, so that no information avail-
able on the flight periods of the Trichoptera except for 
===,;;;.; __________ " This species had an unusually short and early 
flight period from mid-September to early October (Part 4) 
Dates of collection of adult Trichoptera are recorded in 
Appendix 5" 
PLECOPTERA 
(Gripopterygidae) 
Eggs 
Eggs dissected from an adult female were white~ oval 
and of length 0 .. 42 mm.. The contained first 
of headwidth 0 25 mm0 This 
parous~ as are ~~~ ~=~_ 
several other es of 
recorded that females of 
that the 
) ( 
( 
are soon 
emergence but continue feed for about 21 days while 
eggs develop be being and the same may the case 
with M .. 
Determination of larval 
An attempt was made to separate larvae head-
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FIG. 3.11: Me~aleptoperla diminuta. 
width and leng h of wingpads for the 
indicate mean headwidths of instars. 
Relation between head-
later instars. Arrows 
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FIG. 3.12: Megaleptoperla diminuta. Size distribution in 
Waikoropupu Springs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. Data from 
samples at all sites combined. A blank denotes that no 
specimens were taken in samples on that date. 
98 
width data but the headwidth range of final (F) and 
(F-l) overlapped Fortunately, F 1 
could be wingpad length (Fig 3.11) but 
F-2 and could not by method~ 
The mean headwidth of F instar larvae was 1 .. 82 mm and that of 
1 instar larvae 1,,67 rum, giving a quotient at ecdysis of 
1"09,, 
Laboratory rearing individual specimens of middle 
instar yielded a quotient ecdysis (pronotum) of 
·1 .. 10-1 .. 18, corresponding to a quotient at ecdysis (headwidth) 
of 1 .. 08-1 .. 14 (Appendix 6b) .. The mean value of 1 .. 10 for the 
quotient 
middle 
ecdysis (headwidth), experimentally derived for 
is fore almost the same as that 
derived from measurements of late larvae from eld 
samples.. Using a factor for the quotient at ecdysis (headwidth) 
of 1 .. 09, number of was calculated to be 25 whereas 
using a factor of 1 .. 10» the number of instars was calculated 
to be .. However, until the species reared from the egg 
to the·final instar larva in the laboratory, the number of 
instars cannot be determined with certainty., 
Seasonal changes in size distribution 
The earliest larvae were not recovered 
field but of headwidths 0.. ,,54 mm (possible 
6 to 9) were found in October November 1970 and h, 
~ August and November 1971 ( ,,3 .. 12) .. 
larvae were taken samples October November 1970 
June October and November 1971 ( 3.12) but numbers were 
small.. It is possible stonefly of er 
migrate towards the shore to emergence, as was observed 
by IJillehammer (1966) a Norwegian river" Final 
exuviae were found from August to November 1971, but it 
known whether they were to August 1971@ Adults 
were netted on one occasion only, at the edge of 
just fore noon on a warm calm day (1 May 1971) .. 
Data on larval size for this are 
dif cult to interpret. The main emergence period may be 
spring (September-November inclusive) with emergence of some 
advanced specimens in autumn (March-May inclusive) or emergence 
may continue over an extended period from late autumn to 
spring .. 
ODONATA AND EPHEMEROPTERA 
The dates on which adult 
------~--------
and .;;;;;,.;;;~;.;;;,,;;.;;;.;;;;:.;.; were collected or 
observed flying at Waikoropupu Springs are recorded in 
Appendix 5 .. 
Adults of .. ~~~~~ were flying from 4 December 
1970 to 6 February 1971 and from 1 January to 19 February 1972 .. 
Hudson (1904) also observed that the species appears in largest 
numbers in December but becomes rarer towards the end of 
summer and noted that it only on bright days .. 
Imagos of ]2 .. were taken from November 
1970 to February 1971 to August 1971 but no 
comparative data are 
" 
Swarms of of 21 were 
ruary May and OC 1971 and January and February '1972., 
Norrie (1969 unpublished) also recorded e of 
species in late :II SUJ11mer and autumn from an Auckland 
stream.. Imagos at Waikoropupu 
calm water of the Dancing 
swarmed 4 m above the 
McLean (1967) observed them 
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FIG. 3.13: Paracalliope karitane. Size distribution at two 
sites in Waikoropupu Springs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. 
"ns" denotes that no sample was taken on that date. 
a. Site 1 (moss) 
b. Site 4 (liverwort) 
F 
19 
swarming a of o m above pools in a 
were taken in the Auekland 8 Isolated 
area the species must have been breeding in 
numbers elsewhere. 
CRUSTACEA 
(Amphipoda:Eusiridae) 
1 
near 
€II' 
Some individuals of E were gravid through-
out the year. The pink clutch of eggs on the ventral surface 
of the abdomen was clearly visible to the underwater observer 
but very few gravid females were taken in each four-weekly 
samples Eggs were oval and 0$4 mm long@ 
distribution over the study period was 
at sites 1 and 4 ( • 3@1 b) Although young animals, 
newly released from females, measured only Oe9 mm long, 
animals ss than 1 .. 7 mm long were not recorded from aId. 
collections and may have been lost during the sorting process .. 
Greatest numbers of small amphipods were present from early 
March to the end of May 1971 although some small specimens were 
present at all times of the year 
(Decapoda-A ) 
Data obtained from all sites Waikoropupu 
over the period Oc 1970 to 
01 3" 14.. During the study, 
taken (carapace length 7 8 rum, 
were of carapace length (C@L0) 4 
3 .. 8 em) and few shrimps had a CGL 
suggests that young of C L 
1 are 
one was 
1970) All shrimps taken 
G4 rum (total length 1" 
er than 7 rum 
~L,,5 mm most 
mature shrimps of C0 L@ greater than 7 mm may be downstream 
from the study area at Waikoropupu Springs G Seasonal 
ft •• I 1 
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FIG. 3.14: Paratya curvirostris. Size distribution in 
Waikoropupu Springs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. Data from 
samples at all sites combined. A blank denotes that no 
specimens were taken in samples on that date. 
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FIG. 3.15: Paranephrops ~lanifronso Size distribution in 
Waikoropupu Springs fromct 1970 to Feb 1972. Data from 
samples at all sites combined o A blank denotes that no 
specimens were taken in samples on that date. 
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in of the population Vias not evident 
(Fig" 3.,14)" 
Richardson and Yaldwyn (1958) recorded that 
species eggs from September to but gave no 
of where they found the mat examined sampling 
round the edges of Waikoropupu Springs failed to find more than 
one gravid shrimp" Nielson (1972), working mainly in the Avon 
River, Canterbury, stated that gravid females keep to 
shady parts of the river but results from Waikoropupu Springs 
. suggest that they may migrate or drift downstream. Nielson 
also reported that "newly hatched larvae may washed down 
to the mouth of the rivers quite early and undergo their 
sequent development through the larval stage in 
return to fresh-water at a length of about 5 mm, and then 
actively migrate upstream He recorded. shrimps 5,,5 mm long 
up to four miles (6 km) upstream from the sea, but shrimps of 
this length were never found Waikoropupu Springs (6 from 
the sea)" The strong current the Waikoropupu River and 
Springs outflow may make upstrea..t11 migration of young 
very slow" 
(Decapoda: ) 
The size frequency distribution of 74 
collected in Waikoropupu between Oc 
February 1 in ~ 3 15 Crayfish 
length (C 0 L.) 3.. ..5 mm were taken over course of the 
study, smallest female having a C L. of 17" 1 nun" 
Gravid females Were , while 
week in April to the of June 1971 Young were 
collected. in October 1970 and June late October 
1971 
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FIG. 3.16: Lymnaea columella. Size distribution in 
Waikoropupu Springs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. Data from 
samples at site 7 only. "ns" denotes that no sample was 
taken on that date and a blank denotes that no specimens 
were taken in samples on that date. 
1 
(1967b) studied E 
!!! Wairarapa and found a e length hatching of 
3e5 rom and at maturity of 17 0 mm, which e 
that in Waikoropupu Springs 
from April to December ( 
The breeding period 
1967a) much 
ended 
than that 
apparently occurring in Waikoropupu Springs Individuals 
the population studied by Hopkins (1967b) lived for about three 
years but the generation time in Waikoropupu Springs has not 
been determined" 
GASTROPODA 
(Lymnaeidae) 
Information was obtained. four-we.ekly 
of watercress from Oc '1970 to January '1972" Because of 
the small number of specimens taken in samples, the period of 
reproductive activity for this species 
could not be determined" 
Waikoropupu 
Egg masses obtained. from Waikoropupu on 16 
April 1972 contained. 4-20 eggs" Eggs laid the laboratory 
at 12°C hatched in about 30 days into snails of height 
0 .. 2 rome Shells of most specimens taken were 
( ,,3 16) and no shells less 4 mm high were 
between December 1970 and September 1971 (inc 
the samples taken 
2 and 3 mm size 
from a di 
November 1971 contained 
may have 
within the sampling area 
predominance of in the watercress samples 
The 
suggests that watercress within the area ( t.e 7) 
is only part of the habitat of this species" Early of 
may be on 
watercress or they may 
beneath 
inshore of the area .. 
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FIG. 3.17: potamo~yrgus antipodarum. Size distribution at 
three sites in wai oropupu Springs from Oct 1970 to Feb 1972. 
HnsH denotes that no sample was taken on that date. 
a. Site 4 (liverwort) 
b. Site 1 (moss) 
c. Site 7 (watercress) 
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Potamopyrgus antipodarum (Hydrobiidae) 
In Waikoropupu Springs, the population of E .. 
antipodarum possessed a different size structure at the three 
regular sampling sites (Fig@ 3 .. 17 a,b,c) .. At site 4 (liverwort), 
snails in the mm size classes predominated with few snails 
in the 4-6 mm size classes; at site 1 (moss), 2 and 3 mm size 
classes were the most common but some larger specimens were 
also present whereas at site 7 (watercress), all size classes 
from 1-7 mm were well represented in most months of the year .. 
Winterbourn (1970b), in a study of 1: .. antipodarum 
in Tiritea Stream near Palmerston North, N.Z., found large 
numbers of young snails in sediments and willow roots and 
attributed their abundance to the shelter available.. In the 
Springs more small snails were found at site 4 (liverwort) 
than at site 7 (watercress) .. Compared with site 7" site 4 
has much higher water velocities and presumably less shelter 
available, so that Winterbourn's shelter explanation is not 
applicable.. At site 4, a very small percentage of snails had 
a shell height greater than 4@5 mm, at which height snails in 
the laboratory released embryos.. It is likely that this 
species is not reproducing to any extent at site 4 and small 
snails found there may have migrated into the area .. 
This species seems to reproduce all year round at 
some sites as small snails were present throughout the year", 
A similar situation has been reported for 1: .. antipodarum in 
a stream and two ponds, although in the stream, where the water 
temperature varied from 8-190C, a higher proportion of adult 
snails contained embryos in late spring and early summer than 
during the rest of the year (Winterbourn 1970b)" 
At site 7 the greatest percentage of small snails 
was present from February to May 1971 (Fig .. 3 .. 17c) IJ:'his 
1971 
suggests 
to early 
lar'ger c 
size c 
1 grew so 
were 
lnlll in 
June to 
" 
these snails probably took less than one to reach 
in the Winterbourn (1970b) reported 
laboratory studies 
maturity may be 
embryos can occur in 
a mean water temperature of 18°c, 
six months the release of 
months .. a slightly 
growth rate than that inferred from the present field study 
at 12°C" 
VERTEBRATA 
Both short- and long-finned were present 
of ~nguilla ~~~~ __ ~~~~ were 
therefore 
the Springs" Spe 
were only 11,,7-20 cm 
to the 5, 6 or 7 
length, and 
classes of ( 1941) They 
were found in beds of floating from S to 
October 1970 and October 1971 to 1972" 
Anguilla about 0,,90 m long were 
observed in the Main Spring between November 1970 and 
1971 and again in 1971" 
Dates on birds were seen feeding or were 
at Waikoropupu Springs are recorded in Append.ix 7 
species were seen feeding fferent of the 
pukekos 
of the Main 
study area; little 
wekas in erc:ress beds 
and Dancing ~~uv..Q 
and. grey sometimes study 
area near 
white 
COMMENTS ON 
g~~,U~ but usually in the Springs out 
the Springs out 
HISTORIES 
In Waikoropupu Springs, most of 
investigat apparently had seasonal life 
been found 0 cold springs of constant e@g@ 
general on a spring in L. Wigry, Poland ( 
1923); (14 spp ) (Nielsen 1942) and an Ephemeropteran, 
Plecoptera (3 .. ) Diptera (2 sPP .. ) (Thorup 1963) 
springs 
cress beds 
the 
and Trichoptera (2 spp .. ) in 
the United Kingdom (Gower 1965, 1967) 
of Psilochorema cautoru ( 
Rhyacophilidae) was apparently non=seasonal, as was 
history of ocqipitalis (Trichoptera: 
in Danish (Nielsen 1942).. The fe of two 
species of optera common in springs in Sweden are non-
seasonal, with larval populations composed of many classes 
and extended emergence periods ( 1949). 
Except for the crayfish ~~~~~~ ~~~~~, 
the 
Waikoropupu 
as 
( 
e 
) 
of crustaceans 
appeared to 
shown elsewhere 
Silver Springs, 
with increased reproduc 
in 
histories~ 
summer (Odum 
1957a) ; aguaticus (Isopoda) and =~=.,;;;, .;;;=;..;.;;;;~,;;;;;;~ 
( ) in cold springs in Denmark 
histories (Thorup 1963) .. 
life histories of 
may adapted to take 
the availability of food (Odum ) 
showed non-
in cold 
changes 
cold spring~$ 
the insec which spend part of 
the water~ generally have 
life history out of 
Ii histories while 
crustaceans and molluscs~ which do not water 
suggests generally have non-seasonal fe 
that the life histories of aquatic cts cold 
may be adapted to take ad.vantage also of favourable 
temperatures during the flight period, as are the life 
histories of insects in Lapland streams (Ulfstrand 1968) 
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PART 4 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND HISTORY OF =;,;;;.;;;;..;;,;;;;.;;,;;;; ~~~ 
(TRICHOPTERA:HELICOPSYCHIDAE) 
luulnal of the Royal Suciety of .Vel£, Z ealand, 1 07:J, V ul. :1, A'f), ') j)/) , 295 .'30·/-. 16 /i.1:,1 
The Di~tribution and Life History of Ra'ki.ura vernale 
(Trichoptera: Helico)J~sychidae) 
FRANCES B, "~ICHAELIS 
Cawthron Institute, I\elson and Zoology DepartllH'IlL 
1 nivcrsity of Canterbury, Christchurch 
[Receil'ed by the Editor, 27 Jul), 1.972] 
A b..,lract 
The distribution of Rakiura I·'e mall' (Trichoptcra: Hclicopsychidae) 111 New Zealand 
suggests that it may he a glacial relict. It is koown frOIll several localities in the 
Stewart Island region and has alsu becn found in the cold WaikoropuIJu Springs, 
Takaka (11.7 °C all year round), 
The morphology uf the larva and its spiral casc are descrihed, The life history of 
the spe~ies in Wai.koropupu Springs is reported and discussed , Emergence of adults 
takes place unusually early in spring: the flight p eriod lasts less than fUllr \-\'eeks, 
Egg laying and hatching fnll o\-\' closely but it is uncertain whether larval growth 
ext >nds ()\'er one or t\\'O years , The final instar is present in autumn and the pupal 
stage lasts through ... vinter. 
INTRonuCTI N 
To elate. Rakiura l'nna/c iVfd,'a rlal1f'. 1973, h as htTll coli 'ctecl frolll onlv two 
10 'alitics in ); ew Zealand, \tVaikuropujJu S}Jrings in the Nelso n district and 
S t \\ 'art Isbnd togfthcr w ith its outlying islands. TIH' species has not yet been 
found bctv\"ccn these places. The restricted distribution of this species prom}Jtcel 
inv'stiga tiol1 and sugges ted that it could be a g-lacial relict which has been ablt' to 
survive in co ld springs a t an ot}wrvvisr. llnsuit;lbl ' latitude (13ornhauseL I ~n3). 
,\part from a study by Glasgow ( 1936) o f th life histories of lIydro jJSychl' 
colonira and DiplatTona ::ealandellsis ( referred to as ll. f;hilpotti by (~lasgT)W; St'{' 
Nf Farlane (1973)) a nd unpublished theses by ~lcFarlane (1937), .,\l1a11 ( 1938 ), 
Rowley-Smith (1962), Babington (1 967 ), alld Norri e ( 1969) there arc no reported 
stuc1ics on the life histori( 's of am' ~ C\\' Zealand caddi::;Jlit's. 
:\lAITRJALS A],;O ~lETlIOOS 
Lanrac and pupae of Rakiura vern ale \\T f' collected by !rand fro ln th(' uIlckr-
sides of boulders in \Vaikoropupu Springs every [our \\ 'cd;:s and w eI" imllledi;1 tely 
preserved in 70 percent ethanol. Because of the slllall siz(, of the populatio ll , fc',vcr 
than ten indi\ 'idu a ls were collected 011 each occasion . . \dults w ere takell by SW('('P 
netting each \\'eek during the cmel'gcnn' perioe!, Heae! capsule \\ 'idths \\T.r t:' 
measured in an attempt to determine larval instal'S, ~\'rcastll'('mcnts \\'('1'(' lllack across 
the widest part of the head using a L f' itz lllicwllll'tn (')Tpiecc (~ ttach ed to a 
binocular microscoVc (total magniflcation X 25) , The mUllbcr of larvae of each 
h '.ad\\'idth \\'as plotted to find th e number of instal'S f n :' the species, 'Yater 
velocities were measured 10 ern abo\'e the substrate using a Gurley current meter 
:\{odd )Jo, 622-F, 
LahOTatory Rxper£ments 
E~-~s \\'ere placed in nOll-aerated Springs water ill solid watch glasses ( ~I eIn :< 
'f cm X J.5 em ) covered with polythE'l1e to prcv('nl evaporation, .Food. III tiI(' 
form of plan t detritus , \-\'as added when tlH' eggs had hatched, 
Larvae and pupae \\TIT. maintained in C()V('icc! plastic ]H' tl'i dishes (q ('lll 
diameter) 'on.taining· Springs water , stones, diatoms alld other algae, Fiv '" animals 
w'ere placed in each dish at 12 °(; and thl" ch;}}('s WtTf' transferred to one of four 
J01 ' R:'IiAL OF THE ROYAL SOCIET'{ OF ~EvV ZEALAND 
constallt telllperatures: 6°(: . 12°C, 16°(; ::lIlcl 2((C. Two refrigerators lllaintained 
:l.t 12 ( C ± 1 C o were fitteci \\ith lighting in thl' form of two fluorescent tubes each 
of 14 watts, giving a light intensity in tIle' centre of the rdrigeratol' of ] 700 lux. 
Refrigerators \\'('n' mailltainecl on a " winter" daylc n,!2;th of fl hours light followed 
by 16 hours clark (hereafter rdcrrecl to as LID: B/ 16) or a "sulIllllcr " daylcngth 
of]6 hours light fnllo\·\Td by 8 hours dark (LID: 16 / B) . Aclults were maintained 
in an oviposition aquariulII of the type e1f'scribed by Bjarnm' and Thorup ( 1970). 
DI':SCRiPTIOX OF LARVA ( Fin;t! instal') 
Rabura van ale McFarlane, 1973 (Figs 1·--8 ) 
:Vleasurelllcnts. L ength 6.:) 1111ll: head length 0.91 mm froll1 front of clypeus to posterior 
edge (If carina, v\'idth O,B4 mill: pronotllI)1 length 0.4:) 111111 , width 1.':2:'1 111111. 
Genera! DesrrijJtioll. SU1ut, pale gre:'n, cylindrical, erlll·if(lnn larva , curved to fit spiral 
case. The carinate head . when retracted, acts as an "operculum ". Hea d, pronotulIl and 
legs heavily sclcnJtiscd, Pr()I1C1tum, meSOTl()tUIl1 and pyg'opods lightly sclerutised. No scler()tisa-
tion on sterna of thoraciC' segments. 
H ead (Fig. 1) . Dorsal slIl'facc uniformly lI1id-hru\\ n : clypcus distinct: head completely 
carinate posterior to eye spots ( Fig. R) . Bnth mandibles hearing hrushes of setae on tIl£' 
inner sides. Antennae in a groove and inconspic\lous, less than three times as long as wide. 
Genae not meeting ventrally, no gular sclerite : gular area. memhranous. 
Thora\ : Prollotum (Fig. :2). Broad and uniformly lIlid-IJI'()\\'n with a ro\\' of evenly-
spaced llairs around a carina towards the pusteriur edge. Surfac(' uf prullotUIl1 reAected 
d(,wl1wards laterally and posteriorly to carina (Fig. 8). Anterior edge un each side projects 
f( jl'\vards and 1)(' ,11'5 tl'n spiIl!.:s. lvfe.\()// o tullZ (Fig. ~ ) . Lightly sclcrotised \\'itll tufts of hairs 
at anteriur corncrs: ()111y anterior edge pig·lllented . . Metanotllln (Fig. 4 ) , Not sclerotised. 
1 egs (Figs 5, 6, 7). Pale brown with dark brown areas at S()lIIe juints: fon~lcgs relatively 
slu"J rt and thick hy comparison \\'ith elungate middle and hind legs. Tarsal cla\\'s one-third as 
long as tarsus. 
Abdomen ()f nine c1 ~arly \'isiIJ]e seglll('nts with a tenth at base of pygopods. First and 
eighth segments each have t\\O lateral obliquc humps bearing a. row of short yell n\\' hairs. 
Py{!, QjJods small, lightly pigmented and surrounded by a few hairs. Nlain claw chisel-shaped 
and Ilunt , accessory dorsal claw short and slIarp. Dorsal spur very small. 
Remarks: Third alld fOllrth inst:1 r 1;'1 rV;1(' of R. 7J1 ~ Tnale build spiral cases that, 
to the unaided eyc, are indistinr~uishabk from those of If elicojJsyrhe. HO\vcve r, 
larval' o[ R. l'1'I'1Ial(' can he distin~~uish cd from larvae of sp('cit~ s of Hl'licojJsyr.he 
by the presence of tIlt' carillate heac! and b / th e angle of the heac! re lative to tl1l' 
pronotum (Fig-. 8). 
1,fcFarl a lle ( 1 q73 ) rCI!1Zlrkt'd on the doubtful tc1xonolllic position of this genus 
" 'ith thE' Hclicopsychid ac, but Stl,[,~'g('sted that it \-vas less ill-placed h efe than 
elsewhere. Keys to the larvae of Trichoptcra woule! not ahvays place the final 
illstar larva of R .• 'crnall" in t1w family Hdicopsychic}ac. Roth R oss ( 1 q44) and 
Rif'k ( 1070) lIsed the anal hook as a definitive f('aturc of larval H elicopsychid a c, 
c1t'scribing the seconcl tuoth of the anal hook as comb-like. Howev r, the second 
tooth of the anal hook of R. l ernall' is short and sharp. 
Jv[aierial F.\'!1mined 
'Vaik(»)'opupu Springs , Tabka: 11 pre-pupae, 4 final ins tar lan'ac, :2R.vi.71: 8 late 
pupae, :29.viii .71: 1 first instar larva, I:.! ~e tllnd instar Jan'ae, 11 third and fuurth instal' 
Jarvae , 9.x.71, F . · B. Michaelis : Fish Creek, Takaka , :1 larvae, ~9 , v. 71 , F. B. Michaelis . 
~J Ilrdcrer's Bay. Big South Cape Island. 1 larva, 4 pupae, :28.viii.64, P . M. J uhns: 
Sealer' s Bay, Codfish Island, ':2 larvae, H.xii.GG, J. T. Townsend: Stream at Traill's Camp, 
K. Arm, Patcts()n Inlet, Stewart hlancl, ':2 lar\';I('. 10.xii.6I1, A. C. r.rfcFarlanc; :Mill Creek, 
Paterson 1 nlet. Ste\\'art Island, 10.xii,6H, A. G. McFarlane; Euchre Creek, Paterson Inlet , 
Stewart Island, 1 larva, I ('mpty pupal case, Ll.xii.68, A. G. McFarlane, 
A.dditional larval lIlaterial examined by A. G. McFarlane has been cullect'd by 1.. .J. 
DUl1Ihletlll1 from Tri butary strpams of RakeallUa R. , Stewart Island, in Janll;lry J 967 and 
Stony Creek, Stewart Island, 11,ii.68. 
All material xamined is held in the rollecti(lll (If the Canterhury Museum, Christchurch. 
l\1rcHALLIs- Life History of Rakiura 2~)7 
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05mm 
FIGS 1- 7.·-Rakillra l, male. final instar );'l"va. Fig. 1. H ead , dorsal ; Fig. ~ . ProDll[um; 
Fier. 3. Mcsonl,tlltn: Fi cF . 4. ~lctan{)tulll; l'i , .. :-). Foreleg, dol' al· Fi . 6. Middl I dorsal ; 
Fig. 7. Hind leg, dorsal. 
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.I0 UR l\'A L OF '['II I:: R()YAL So :l ETY O F NEW ZEALAl\ O 
DI::iTRIHI ·nox 
FJ( ; , S,- Nahum ,'enzale, final instar 
la lTa showing carinae aro und head 
and prun(Jtum and a llgle of h ead 
relative to pronotum, Scale bar 
represents 0 ,;) 111m. 
Lar\'a l' ()f R . 7) C nlfl!(~ a n' knuwn only from S tewart LJane! ane! its outlying 
isb mls (Codfish lsl a ncl amI Rig SOllth C::lpC Island , and from T~lka ka ( Fi?,. 9 ) . 
. \t 'J';lkaka. lhe spe il:::; h els bct 'n foulld ,)J}ly in \\'aiko ro jJllJlll Springs and. in slnallcr 
ll11mb!'ls , in the spring-fed Fi..; h Cr 'ek, +0) In frolll the ~) jJrili gs. It is jJossibl ' , hut 
l.llllikdy. th ;l t thi s sp ec ies has b een ovc rloo ked ill otlwr \(l('alilif's or lIlistaken for a 
spccies of Ilelic o j!.r;yc h r (Tr ichopte ra : Heli(, ujJsychid a c ) as they bot.h h ave similar 
larval caSl'S. Sp(,cimens of th(' g <'llUS !-! ('l ico ).i.IO)'C!U ' h:lve h ce ll co llected [rom wany 
areas ill the Snllth I sland . 
On ' pos ihk l' l'<:lS() ll for til e' distrihution oj' R. (,tT/wll ' is th at it can exist at 
latitlldes as j'~lr north as Takaka becausl' the \\at ' l' in \V:ti koro pll]lu Spl'ill,e;s is 
cooI, l'\'l'1I ill SUlUIIH']'. Thl' \\;\t('r telJIjH'ratura a t the Springs i s con stant at 11.7°e , 
and th at o f Vi , h Cree k n ever ri ' es above l2 ,5 °C . 
. \ sc ril's of l':o.:pcrilllt'nts was c ~IlTi{'d out to ill\'cstigatc the possihility that 
R. N il/all' is ;1 coIl StL'llOtlll'll11. !kt\\ (-'cn lU a lld .~ O egg .. , f111 ;t! ill star larv~lc ;mc! 
pUjJZle \\ 'l'e r a re c! at each of 6 ° :, 12°C. 16°C ~\Ilcl 20 °(;. I nclividual s rC3 r cl at 
12°(; ;, llcl :!.O c, (: Wl ' n' lll ~l il i lain l' d umh - ,: w inter" light conditi ll1S (L I D: 8/ 16 ) 
\\"1 n e;ts illdi\ 'idllab rC;\l(,d a t 6 "(; ;md 16°C: \\l'll' kept in COllstan t darkness 
bl'(' ;tUS rdri,Q' Tators at thes ' lE' lllpcratures v\cre Ilotnttl'd with built-ill lig·hting. 
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R f's ults oj' thi s (':o.:Pl'l'illWllt a l C I t' l'OJ'dcu ill T;tblc 1. E~rgs hZltclH'd at both 12 ° (: 
ar cl 20 ° : but v,e re no t t st"cl a t 6°e an 11 6°C. La l'\'ae , urvivl'd at temperatures 
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ranging fro m 6 ' ~ to 20 (' (: fo r at least ·10 days anel pupat 'd at bo th t l: llljJeratllft 'S 
test ed , 6 r~ C anc! 12 G C . . \ ,()Tca tcr }JerC' nta.;'c or jJupal' completed d cvTlojJlllcn t 
( i.e.) left th e ir pupal cases ) a t 12 ° C tb an a t o th er telllperatures. ,\dults cmergeel 
from" s'v"illlrning' pupae" only ;) t 12 °C hut the ;lbs(,llc(' o[ ligh t mZly h;P: l ' plTcluded 
ernera nee (It 6°C and 16°(: . . \dults did H()t merge fWIll ,. swimmillg pu pal'" 
at 20 ° C ill spite or eight hours' ligh t a clay. This suo-ge.' ls th;\t R . l 'N na/I ' lllav lw 
limited to \\ ':1tcr tlwt is kss lklll 20° 1 at the tim ' of ('llwrge ncc. 
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Fm. 9.- 1\fap of Kc\,\' Zealand to sho\\' present distr ii)uti()J1 (J[ Hakiu fa l 'crna{c ;llld 
Pleistoce ne glacia l and tu ndra zon , steppe loess zone an d fn rf'st zone , I nsl't is all enlargTlllcnt 
of the Stewart I sland region. 
\VAIK OROPU P SPRli\:("} s--the type loc;dit y 
\\ 'a ikoruJ111IJU Sprillgs, thl' la rg('s! cold springs ill :'\t'\.\ Zealand. f1()\\ ' rrum ~1ll 
;lltl 's ian basill in ,\rthm 1\ Ltrhl<-. \\ itlt an ;l\nage \\ <l. Ll'l di :;chargc (d' ;lJ)pro~~ illl: l tcl y 
11 lIl? / sC'r (400 cust'cs '; , They arc characterised by a l'CJIlstallt 'v\·;lt('1 tClllpcratlll'C 
amI rebl in' ly CO l1stant vl' l()cit y a il e! chemicll C01I I[>ositio I), \\ 'a tn frolll t ) )(' ..l\ 'bin 
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Spring or \\'ai korupul)tl SprinL's is h;ml (calc!] l;l ) . 63 ~ ~/r~1:' 1: lcm ill dissolved 
oxygen (60 percent ~<;turati(Jn )' ': \\·ith a hi ,i~·h specific co~ducti~ity (672 tImho / cm 
; It 25°C). !t is lherd()r(' quite llltlikc :,; ulfac(' \vatn iil the ~els()n-'Ltl~dka area 
(Taylor, unpublished data). 
Remnant sLlnds of vegetation S, lggcs t that 'Yaik()ropllpu Springs were 
fJrir>in a lk slllro ul1ekd hy jJodol':1 J'p-hardwood forcst (Dacrydium (u/nesSinUTlI, 
Poducol/u/\ lotara, l':oth()/a,~us spp. ) . This Co\Tf \'\as removec1 prior to about 1004·. 
T od a y t1w Sprillgs arc brgel~ ' slllToun<\ed bv scrub including inclig'cnolls manuka ,mel 
ka nnLl ( L efJt os j)(?J1ll1U1i s('ofJ(lr illln ;mel r. ('ri: oidr'.,) ,mel the ad\'f'nti\'Cs gorse 
( U[(' \ nuo /wells) and broom ( C yt i l ll.l\( o /Jarills ). S(lllle of the shoreline of the 
~ pri ngs has bccn (,OI1\'l' r!l'd to .gr,~ss for access and J'('C I,(,~l tion. 
Larvae :mcl p\lp~\l ' of R . 7' I'Tllrlh \\ l'n' [onnel Wllt'IT \\ 'a ter \ciocitil's ran g-cel frolll 
2:') em /sec to l ' ICl ("1ll/SlT. i.t,. , medium to V('I"\' ~; trong (Bcrg . 19-18 ) . ;ll1cl where 
thl ' \\atl'l' depth \\;l S kss thaJl 1 lU ;Ulel gt'lll'lally ~Jb()ut 4D Cillo The substrate in 
thi s d l'C a ('ollSisteel lll a inh· or boulders ( a\'('r ;:wc di,llllcter ahout 20 nn ) , some 
gra\' ,I a nci ('(l~HS(' ~and. The nplH,), surfaces of SC)])\(' boulders w('re covcreel with 
th(' liven\ ()rt~ !, o /J! /O r: n[('(! mill OI'. L . flllltri[~('I/(1 ai1d .~'ees io.'('v/)hlls jJho !'nicorhizuJ. 
The sidl's of till' h()l!lckr~, \ \ (,1(, co\T: '[.' c1 \\·ith th t' rt,c1 a lg;l lfi!d(,}lhralldia ril!lIlmis 
and tlH' hluc-PTe ' 11 alg~l 1'~' II! ()!) !tI',(!!i1 ri7 '111",il, :1i1c1 Ihe llDckrsiclcs appeared ban' . 
L;UT;tC ,,\('rt' found on Illl' L!llcl e rsid f's of bl)(i\ckrs, ill groups, tiJeir cases tightly 
\\edged into cracks ill the rucks. Sr)('cics found in association ,,·ith R . uernale 
il1cl~cled thl' molh: s(' PntanlOj))'r g us a;J.tipodf71um, ; \11 und( 'scribed flatworm J)u[!,csia 
sp. ('I nd larvae of the rn;! yih- Drleatidiurn mr::o brf71z r: lzin and of th e caddisfly 
J hdrobio IiI /)(!Il l ll! hn:/J('Jlll ir; ( Rh Y;I COph il iel;\(' ) . 
STF'v\' ,\RT J SL.'\~D LOCALITII .S 
or th(' StC\\8rt Island localities , .\ . C. McF';lrlalll" (pns. ("orn111.) writes: 
" T , ~ln ;w ',\-'('IT j"olmd in llloclc rat' numb~ rs in sll1;dl ~ubk strfarns of average 
width O. :) - l.D Ill. T he h'\ld.; ~; \\ 'e re stef' p ",ith a good ck;d of undercutting and moss 
to the \' 'i ter's l' d (IP. Sll('h strpam \\ Pl' f' w('ll sh ~.1 c1cd ; 111 el conscCjlll'ntly ('ontained 
mu ch lr' .., r cktl'itl \\ 'hich staill('d th e \\' , ''\l')' li~ht brO\\'I1. TIll' strt>am-bcds con.-istcd 
of sll1all- ~lIld llH'dillIll- :i ized stones and coa rse.' s;lnd. L;lrV;'( ' v\'C'l"e found in water of 
clpp th 20- 30 l·1l1. E xt" 'pt for :' rea s of tllrbull'nt \\atl')'. tlw floy" was slow to 
mod er8te . "\ ate r tc'mpera tllrt ' \\ ': '~; !lot rt'(,Olc1 ed ". T1H'L ' ,lIe no clwlllical data 
ava ilahle- for watn in strc ~ !~ l" (1) St('w ar t hlalld. 
L IFT 1 TrsT(l'~ -' .\T\VATKllROP U P U . ,pfU:--;cs 
Li lc histnrv studie.- a r C' b ased O J! fil'lel uhsCTva tions llldd e bC'l \\,(,l'll Scptembt'T 
1. 70 rmd 1;\1);I<lry Fl7~ . sllppkTlWllt('d hy hhorato)'y rl':l rill ,~ of individuals at ;111 
stages o f df'\"l'lnpmcI1t. 
F .l!.gs : E gg maSses were ll n t oh~('rV('c1 in th e field bu t unfcrtilispd f,Q(~-. \\'('1"(' 
clisSlTtl'd from a latc' pup" ;::l. nc1 fertili sed eggs Wl'l'{' biel ill the hhowtory. F <:!:!=rs arc 
pale- llLl lWl" spherical and 0.1 q !lllll in clia!lH'tl'r. . \n ('g'!.' mass of diameter 2.2 mIll 
\\ 'a:; skdc .ed 2+ hours a fter the la sj eggs \'.· c n' bid ( F i i~. 10 ) . I t co nsisted of ;1 
~ ' ) ir;d ribbnn of 1 00 l'(f~S . surround ed I V clear il'lh'. E [tffS h a tched aftn 21 --24 days 
::J t 12°(: (L ID: 16 / 1\ )', ·16- -18 c1 a" a t '12 °C (L ID: 8 /1 6 ) ,mel about 111 clays ~lt 
~)O °C (L I D: 12 / 121 . E ,! ! ~s did lwt h;ltch OV(' I' <m l'xtrn cl cd pcriod as h as been 
obscnl'Cl in mall Y Pkcoptf' ra and Ephnneroptf'l"l (II yncs, 1 g7n) . 
!,r!l'i'a f : ~/rt'asun' lill'nts of 1;1I\'al h(,;ldwic1ths of :11 specimens indicated there 
;l rt' prob;\bh- fi\'(' 13 ]'\' ;::11 in .- tars. TI'( ' ;,r ;l ]Jpr()xill1;l tr, hc;tch \' idths ;If' : first in~;t(lr. 
() .15 mm: ~'('('onc1 in stCl r. 0.2:) Innl' thin! ;'lld fourth iust; l\"s. unce rta in: Final ( fifth ) 
instar. 1.n+ mIll Thl' first in'i\;lr L!n';\ '.\itb its charClctnistil ' long tarsal cLl\\'s is 
shO\\ 11 in Fig-. 11 . 
ft \\ :.lS not possihle to cktl'nnill :' fr (1H1 the SJ l;dl collediolls 111:1dc' ;It ,,,'; 1 ikoropl.lj)l 1 
Sprill~S \\'!wthn Ian al .~T()\\th ('x te nc1 t'cl over on(' nr two Yf'ars. The duration of 
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FIG. lO.-Rakilira nernale, egg mass. }'IG. J l.-First illst~lr larva, dorsal. 
12 13 
1mm 
15 
FIGS 1:2-- 16.- Dev, jupmcnt ()f til la rv a l casP ()f Nakillla c'entalc. Fig. l~. Case of fir st 
instar larva: Fig. 13. Case ()f second insl;) r larva: Fig. 14 . Case uf third ins ta r larva : 
Fig. Li. Case uf f()urth instal' larva: Fig. 16. Case ()f fillai (fifth) instal' larva. 
carll' instars is not knowll, but the fin;lI inst~lr LIsted ;It least 8~ davsill th(' 
lab~ratory at 12°C (L / JJ: 8/ 16). fi eld data :c;ug ,~) c t that it la ::; l::; ~lt lea t 6:) 
days as no penultimate instal'S \\(1'(' recovered ;lftn till' end of .\pril :llld 
pupation did not comlll('Ilcr' until th·, E:Jl(1 of JUllC'. 
Larval cases: Development of the larval case is shown in Figs 12-16, First 
instar larvae build strai~ltt cylindrical C~IS('" uf fine sand particks aile! s('('cJ!lcl 
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illsLlr lan'al' exteud these \\ith C()~Il'SlT S;llld particles to form a curved case. Third 
alld fourth ill~L ' i \;11 \" ::1(' ('XlClld t1W!, t rllrth~'r to fOfIll spiral ('a ~it's which, to the 
uuaided eyf', \\T iT indistinguishable hOlll thu!;(' of HelicojJ ,I}'clie. Ho\\CYlT, they 
were built of coa rs('l s~tild panicles th ~l, n \\('1"(" t hosp of J-Iclico p,lJ'che j,outiJli round 
ill \\"aikoJ'upupu Springs. Fillal ill ~, tar !:\l,\~)(, ('xtended the cas still further \\'ith a 
distincti\l ' tuhular prnjr ,cti oll uf CO~W;l~ particks. Casl's frOlU all localities W(,IT 
mo~tly white quartz !'~lIld ('elllenti'd with <l hlack !'(,Cl'l'tio11. 
Pujwtioll: Pupatioll \\ ',IS prcCI'cil-d by the llrm attachmellt of the larval case to 
tltl' llndlT .. ,iclc of a Llq.U' h~l\lld('r ~lllcl thl' clusurc u[· the brv;t! case hy a silkcn platl'. 
Thi!' plate is transluCl'Ilt. 1.7 mIll ill cli;lllld('[, \,vith a central ;qJl'rtulc 0.6 mill 
lurw. III till' bbo ratOl'Y . at 1 Le. the !Jllp;li stagT of 011(' specimen lasted SB- 60 
days. field data suggest that it las ts at k~lSt 70 (bys as all Jlnal insUlr lan'ac had 
pupakd b) ('ady ,luly 1<)71 dllll lirst o\)s('l'ved l'llH'rgcIlC(' took plac(, in rnid-
Sepkmhcr 1 ~)71. 
Elilcrgcll ce : FOll! pupae \\L'lt' obs('rved clllcrging in the laboratory between 
110() :'ll ri Ih() () }ll Oil clill'('l'( ' ilt oC('i\siOll'i. Pupae ldt their Clses ~lllcl sy\ 'arn to the 
~ljj'ra('e minI-'. the fi rs t and st'co;ld p clilS of leg,..; which arc fringed with hairs and arc 
)H)t UIl'llcllsihk. Pupa~ ' n'lll ~~il1l'd :It tile sllrL1C (' or thc ''';It('I', the ir undulating 
ahdolllt'nS (,llned do\-vl\. They S\\~llll ;\1'1 IIIlld , trapped in the sllrLlcc film for at 
least 10 lIIinutes. alld ill snow ClS('S [or longer than 2·\- hours. This prolollged 
swilllmillg would probably !lol occur ill the fil'let as pUp~lC would bl' \'ltlrH'rablc 
fo fish rm:cbtion ()r \\oll!d Ix \\ash"d f;ll elnv,i!stn'(llll. This lIlay 1)(' a result of 
pupal' beillg disturbed ill the lahoratm), ~\!ld kavillg their jJup;d cas("s befor(, 
be ing r('aely to ecd yse ,\. C. ),;fcLlrla n c, pCI ' . comlll. ) . Emerg'llc c began \vith 
the p up;d skill splitting cI() \\1\ the clor~a! side of the h eac! < ncl thorax and the 
partial ('lIl e rgence of th(' ;ldult. ;':,()lll(·tillll'S till' adlllts r es ted a t this stage for a fey\ 
seconds hdo)" ' making- ~l jillal thrust. The adulb th('ll left the 1 upaJ exuviae and 
stood Oil th e surf a(T of til,., \\:\ tn. The proc('ss of C'llwrgenc las ted only IS secollus . 
. \clul ts ran to the eclg-e of th c \vate r ;llld lISill,~ thl' nm\ prchcnsik legs. Cl'L!V\,kd 
u)J\\ 'anls 011 ;1 t\\ig- bdoI'C rf·sting . There \\::1S 110 pnioc1 ()f t'xpansioll of tht' 
"ving and aclul ts were :Jhle to fly immediately after emergell ~ c. 
Adults : . \<lul ts wcr' takt'll ill th fi e ld from rnid-ScjJll'lllbc.r to early October 
( 18.ix. 70- 10.x.7() and 10.ix. 7 1- 9.x.71 ) . Tlw)" \\('n' seen sWdrming 011 lllanlika and 
kallll kl ' \11(\. to ;l It-sscr l'xt('n1.. on gorse surroullding' the Sprill'(s .. \dults call tlY, 
hut i-!." 'll'Ta lly '('rn to IllOve (lhout l~y rapid ('}'a\\'lin~~ during th(: clay .. \dults WC;(' 
uhsc'['\'('d tn 1)(' :lctivc in the lil'l<l ,,\hen the air telllpe r a ture' rangl'd frolll 9 °C · 21 °e . 
. \clu lts \\ e r~ llut obs{Tvcd fl't'ding :lIld individuals kept for up to ('ight da\'s ill the 
bhnratory did not fced ()n :\ sliga r solutioll th:1t \\as on T('el to thClll. They \\'('r t: 
f ( )Ullci to be sllOl't-livl'u in the bh()}'~\t()r\' ( Ill<1xilllUm adult life g days ) and 1n 
tht' ficld, ~ (lults \\Tn' pr(,sent only frolll Illid-S~'pt(,lllhn to carly Octobn and hellce 
could not ILl\T li'.'('d 1Il0le lh;lIl L~-) lbY:i. Late fcill:de pupae contained mature 
<',f2;V a nd tlll'!c' \\;IS ],() ('\' idrncl' of diapaLls(' Ol'('ulTillg ill adults. 
Copllbtion \\as nhs'.'l'\'t'd i:l tllt' '{idd ;1l 1400 hI' Oil a sunny day (all' 
t(,llljJ<'fatlitT 9° ' ) . Initi;dly the' copulating pair n'stt'd o n Ll lIlanuka branch about 
')0 ('Ill ahove th e g[,()llllc1 . . \rUT SO minute, the pair sl'paratcd and tite two adults 
\\'or' l'olkc 'wcl and t~d~f'll tn til{' hhoI'<,ton' wlwn' th(:'y wcr<' plan'cl ill an o\'iposition 
aquarillIrl. T ip rn ll()\ \' iIlg el :"IY. the fclll,d C' W,t:-; S('(,ll f1oatin0, on till' surfacc of th e 
'.vater. ,)\1CloE1cn undulating. ;-l ft('J' "hich it s\\ ';!m dO"1l :3() ('Ill t() th' bottoJll of 
the dish \ .. h ere C',!.2:gs \ \T ),(' laid. The ~T)(,i1t i<'lJl;lie lin:,d :..!Ilother 2 days out nf 
tIll' \\ale)' bllt a ll ;!lL('mpts to illc!UCf' further mating in tite Llboratory were 
llI1~u(' cess ful. 
lHortal£t y : Possible predators o f R. veuwle lar\',)(' ill the Springs include trout 
( alma tmit l ) , eels (Anguillo di t ijf'lIbacizii ;!Il(J A . (lu."tr(l/i ) ,\chmidtii ) and larvae 
of a ('addis. Hydrobio,li \ /wr1!mhrijJf7Ii!il (Rh Y:ll'ophilid:.tr) . !\Ulll('I'OllS adult 
R. vC1'llOlc \\('1(' ~,('('!l ca ught ill spic\t-r:;' \\'('bs a round the l'Clgc of t1w Springs, and 
fantails (RIli/iI'r/mf! /11 IigiJlOS(! ! . "hidl fecd on tilt' "'illg. alrmd (,ertainly t:tkl' 
th m. 
?\1ICHAELIs- l.ife HistoTY of Raklura 
Little shelter for adults is aV;1ilabk now l'Ound the edge of the Springs and 
slibstanti~t1 numhcrs of adults cli:'d durillg \\inds Clilcl heavy r~\ill at the 'lld of 
September 1971 . Such l"(lJIditiolls \\'hich " 'e re mo re CO il 1 III 01 1 e1uring th(' adul t 
flight pnioc.l of 1\)71 thall 1970. may account rot' the ~,!ll;..dl IlUIrl\)(, I S of brvat' 
pr S' llt in 1~171 - 1qn comparcd to 1970- 1971 . 
1 ) : ~;(TSSln!\" 
The life history of R . U{'ll/O/r ' ill \ Vaik() i ()IJl'lll! Springs is lllll:SU;t! for " ("~\ddislly 
ill that winter is spellt (IS ~\ ]Jl.lp~l, ('lll<'lg('llC t' Ltkc's pb("(' V(TY (,~lrl y in spri n g a nd 
the Hight period is short. Thrc(' uth er !' pecics of c~l(!clis th:ll haw \)('('11 studied ill 
\VaikoHlpupu Sprillgs, vi:" Polypll'ctropus /mnili, iV!cL(lchbn ( Polyccntropodidae ), 
(;o lluxi(/ giu/lii (ivfcFarla nc ) (Scrit·ostoillaticlat'). and Zcloll'llic(l clil'ira ,\fcFarlane 
(Hclicophiclae ) em ero· . over an extended p(Ti()d ill lale spring alld SllTIlllltT 
(Michaelis , unpublished data ) . Other illfoJ"ltlatioil on the CIYlcl',Ocnc(' periods of 
Trichoptcra in New Z'alancl is containcd mainly ill unpublish('cl theses alld. t' ~~ ("ept 
for Non·i, ( 1969) , is reo trictcd to tIlt' LUllilies Rhyac()philiclac, Philanisidat' and 
Leptoceridae. Norrie ( 1969) rccorckd the Hight periods of many sp'cies or Tricho-
pt'ra near .\.ucklancl but results ob taill 'cl at that latitud' may not apply to tht' highn 
latitucks of the rest of New Z ealand. \1\ 'il1tcrhourn ( 1 t)71 ) It't"nrdecl ollly 1 species, 
Clistoronia magniji t a (Lilllllt'plliliclac ) , emerging ill sprillg soun ~lf tc r it T left tL:' 
lake in \'.TstC'n1 Canada, and in th =- U llited Kil!gdom, Crichton ( 1. 971 ) (o u lld 
ft.\\ . spccit's of Lirnllf-'philidae tha t emergecl in spr ing . Hickin ( 1967 ) f('("orclcd 
.:t slwcics of British n e> raeida -' eme r~"i)}g ill sprin~ c l d ca rl y sumo e1' with !light 
fwriods of 2--4 \veeks. 
R. ['en/ale seelllS to ht, the first animal knO\\'ll \\huse clistributiw) is limited to 
~"\('lson and Southlallel although BUITO\\'S ( ! 96:") ) recorded lf1~!lly pLlllt s]>ccit's with 
a similar d istribution . In the genus Blp, ilOjJl' iti, ( DiplojJoda ). n.'plroj)/IO (lccurs 
in Fiordland and B. /igurata ill :\"c lsoll-1VLtrlhornligh-Sorth C ;l lltnbmy (.lOhllS. 
1 ~)70). The cockroach Cdatobl{/{t(l .Iu bcnrtiunia is lilllitr 'd to \ 'L lllhorollg-h-:'\orth 
C:antcrbury ~.mcl Fiordblld-Soutldcl1ld ( includillg' StC\\clrt Island ) ill th(' South 
Island hut is also foune! in til( -:'\orth lsLlIld Ue hlls . 1966) . 
] )istrihlltions of this killd Illav 1)(' tbc rC:;lIlt or Pkist )("('])(' t.;-bci ;1lit ,ns. b lo re 
\\'hieh R. v' rnale may hav(' h~'l'll \\ickspread in th e South' lsbllcl of \-l'W 
Zealand. Durino' th' icc ach'ancc: of the late Pleistocene, its d istributiull \\ 'as 
probably restri ct d tD iCf'-ff"e areas \\ltich \""ill ,tL ( 1 ~)50 ) slI ,o'ges ts WCIT found in 
Stewart Island (up to 150 m above s(';t-lc\'('l ) , South East Ot;-Ig( , tlw [\,,",lrlbmough 
Souncls and ~orth \-\'cst Kelson ( Fig. 9 ) . ,\s tilt' i(T retreated at the t'I1<.\ of the 
Otira (;Iaciatioll (Sliggat' 1965 ) , wa ter t('lll]Jt'r ~l turf'S lllcl"< 'asl'cl amI R . (,(,TlUll t . 
unabk to survivc in streams 'kith a larg(' vJri;ll!Oll ill \\~Itl'r t~ ' IIl[J(T~\tur(' could 
havc foulld rdu~r(' in la rge. colc! ~ prillg sl!dl as "\'"ikon PUPl·!. \\iHTC tilt' ,va 1.('/" 
temperature , in SUllInH'r, n:lllaince! low 1'. R. i'cuwle has ~llso l ' t'1l1 ~ il!~'d in IXllls 
of Ste\\art Island aile! its outlying islands \\hcJ"(' \\::tt('r teIlq)I,Taturt's ill \\TII-shade I 
streams arc presLimably cool but apparelltly has 11:)t ("()Ionised th( ' South('!']) . \lps 
sillcP the last ujarialioT1 Iwrhaps becClu:,c oj" thc' Birch I-Jill i(T adV<1IH"(, ;lfLt'r tht' 
last .crj ac iatioll (Burrows. 196:) ) . Th short Hif.';itt-pniocl of R. "( 'f' r/ l(dl' ,mel i1:; 
restri c ted powers of /li ght ",oule! pn'slIlIl,\hly m~tkl' rcc()I()llisati()JI ~\ n : ry sl()\\ 
rroces, . 
There arc s('\"(,I':\1 reco rds of glacial r ,lin."; . i~()Ltb1y in the I ·o;·t!W!ll I J('lllj~;plH'r('. 
ROrJlh a llSlT ( 1~)13 ) , lfuhault ( 1927 ) Clnd C~\l"]>l-' llt ('r ( l~J:.!g ) al! llWlltioll splin.:~s 
containing stenothermal c()ld\\ater illhahilants \\'hich ;l n~ relict s [rmll gbcia l Ft'rioch. 
-:'\icls'll ( 19:)0 ) cliscussed thc j'wst-kl'.OWll trie]w}Jtn;'1l l'xampl e. Aj)(ltullin 
(= Aj}(ltidca ) 1I1UIidni., (LilllllC'phiiidac ) , ;l tnl<' .\rctic relict, fOll nd ill ;) f('\\ 
';prings in th E' ':\orth Eur()peall lowh ncls.rt ~ li fe h istory in t/w c()le! Rolel K ildt' 
(D -'nmark ) is aclapted to sub-poLr cOllditions Z' nd h;l~; IHT;:; ist('cl ill spitt' of :l 
t'hang't' to milder nmditi n5. Oven-\'illtninp: 0 ((" I! rs a~; a larva in a pupal C;1 ~;(, 
a nd emergence cg~T-layjng and gl"mdlt or l~ll"\"ac ta l:,., pla("e dlli 'jllg tilt' hl" id 
surrlIlwr ( ~i e l s e n . lQSO ) . Thl' life history of R. L' (' rnall~ ill \V~\ikoropupu Springs 
::;04 
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is not l41llikc that or A. Jlluliehri.1 in Rolc.! Kildc and IIlay hp adapted to colder 
conditions th ,m !Hm' (''(i st in alld arlJund \Vaikoropupu Springs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cold are constant 
chemical environments suitable investigations of community 
metabolism@ A number of recent studies on cold springs have 
been concerned with aspects of production ecology such as defin-
ing the trophic structure of the springs and determining 
crops, production and energy budgets" 
The first major study was carried out by Odum (1957a) 
who provided comprehensive data on biomass, productivity and 
energy flow in the large, sub-tropical Silver Springs in 
Florida" He followed this work with a comparative survey of 
primary productivity in eleven Florida springs (Odum 1957b)" 
Teal (1957) recorded biomass and energy flow in a temperate 
cold spring with a large input of detritus Tilly (1968), 
working on a cold spring in Iowa, described the food web and 
standing crop of invertebrates as well as providing an 
budget for the spring. More recently, Wilhm (1970) studied a 
11"1. 
cold spring ~ Tennessee~ recording biomass and trophic 
structure" 
This part of the study on Waikoropupu Springs was 
und,ertaken to quantify the abundance of and 
invertebrates the Springs, thus a 
Silver Springs (Odum 1957a)" ture of the 
Springs, the biomass at each 
changes in the biomass each trophic: were investigated. 
~1ETHODS 
The biomass at each trophic level at three es within 
Waikoropupu Springs ana, in the Springs as a .whole was estimated" 
'J09 
DRY WEIGHT AND ORGANIC MATTER 
For plants, the methods outlined were used .. 
To determine s of a 
species size were from sampling dates .. 
Specimens were removed from alcohol, dried constant weight 
600 C (4-120 hours) and weighed to the nearest 1 .. ( to 
ten individuals were weighed together for specimens of low 
weight) .. No correction was made for weight loss due to preserv-
ation before drying and this may have led to an underestimate 
of invertebrate biomass" Mean weight was calculated for 
individuals of each size group of each species" 
Caddis cases, which usually contained materials (e@g@ 
moss) not produced by the animals, were removed prior to oven-
drying" Because of their high inorganic content, ostracod and 
lamellibranch shells were also removed, but was not practi 
to remove snail she by hand@ Treatment in ( 1 M, 4 hours) 
to remove the shells proved unsatisfactory as it dissolved 
not only the inorganic, but also some of the organic component 
of the -snail.. Instead, all samples of Potamopyrgus ~~~~~~ 
and selected specimens of Lymnaea ..;..;;;".;;;;;,,;;;.;;;;..;..=_ of known shell height 
were rinsed free of alcohol with distilled water 
to obtain total dry weight.. The organic mat 
determined as a percentage of dry weight 
below) and the weight of tissue exc 
c 
assumed to be 1 .. 2 times matter content 
(from data of 1961 in Winberg 1971) .. 
oven dried 
ent was 
( 
W8.S 
the snail 
Conversion tors used for obtaining weights 
from numerical data for animal are in 
Appendices 11 13 Dry weight per area on each 
date was calculated for each of standard 
110 
areas computed. at 1 and. 4 and the actual 
sampling area for samples at 7 (see 2) 
To obtain organic mat content, oven-dried 
of the major species of animal the Springs (see below) were 
selected from as many four-weekly as possible (u 
4-12)@ Samples of O.1-1~5 g for invertebrates, and up to 400 g 
for vertebrates, were ashed at 5000C for 90 minutes, cooled in 
a desiccator and reweighed to obtain the weight of ash. Mean 
organic matter content as a percentage of dry weight was then 
calculated .. 
For comparison with other studies, the following 
factors were used for inte.rconversion of wet weight ~ dry weight, 
organic matter and calorific content: 
g dry weight of 
animal tissue 
= about 3 g wet weight (Allen 1951) 
1 g organic matter of 
animal tissue 
= about 5@5 kcal (Tilly 1968) 
PYRAMIDS OF BIOMASS 
Each species was assigned to a probable trophic level 
using information from the available literature, and laboratory 
observations where indicated in Table 5,,1 .. Only the major 
species were considered; that is, those species 
(dry weight) greater than 1% of the total biomass 
probable trophic level 
Pyramids of biomass were constructed 
h a biomass 
(1, 4 and 7) for two seasons, autumn 1971 (4 April 1971) and. 
spring 1971 (28 November 1971), representing the when 
insect biomass was at a minimum and maximum respec 
For those species that showed little variatj.on in biomass 
throughout the year or variation in biomass that was not season~ 
aI, e"g" bacteria, bryophytes, crustaceans and molluscs, the 
111 
mean biomass was ed as many samples as possible 
taken throughout the study period.. But for sand 
that showed a significant change 
emergent watercress and mo insects, values for biomass 
gi ven by samples taken on 4 April and. November 1971 were 
used (When no value was available for 28 November 1971~ the 
value for 9 November 1970 was used) .. 
A pyramid of biomass was also constructed for the 
entire Springs study area, as delimited in Part 1~ using values 
for annual mean biomass of each species.. At sites other than 
1, 4 and 7, sampling was less intensive and an approximate 
biomass value for each species was calculated using its abund.-
ance index at the site (Appendix 10)$ 
RESULTS 
TROPI-II C LEVELS 
Four major trophic levels were identified in 
WaikoropupuSprings (Table 5 .. 1) .. These were termed the Primary 
Producer (P); Primary Consumer (C l ) (including bacterial 
feeders, herbivores and detritivores); Secondary Consumer (C2 ) 
(carnivores); and Saprophyte (S) (bac and fungi) Is" 
The term "decomposers", used by Odum (1957a) to bacteria 
and detrital-feeding crustaceans, was not used as it was f 
to determine what proportion of Primary Consumer was 
supported by autochthonous and what proportion by 
living plant material.. Instead the term IIsaprophytes ll was 
employed to include bact and fungi 
Table 5 1 shows the most probable trophic 
occupied by each species 
.,;,;;;;;;;.,;..;;;~~--== ) trout Salmo trutta) and 
TABLE 5 1: Classification of major species in and around 
Waikoropupu Springs according to probable 
trophic level. References used for the c 
ification are given in brackets. 
PRIMARY PRODUCERS (P) 
~~~~~ microphyllum, 
PRIMARY CONSUMERS (C 1) 
Lumbriculus variegatus (Brinkhurst and Jamieson 1971) 
ParacaIliope kari:Cane (Percival 1932 for E fluviatilis) 
Paratya curvirostris (Percival 1932) 
Paranephrops planifrons (Percival 1932) 
ale to erla diminuta (laboratory observations by the author) 
hocladiinae (Forsyth 1971) 
Conuxia gunni (laboratory rearing by the author) 
Zelolessica cheira (laboratory rearing by the author) 
columella (laboratory rearing by the author) 
r~=.!O.Il..-.;;;;..r.w.;;;;u;;;.s ~tipodarum (Percival 1932) 
~ superciliosa (Oliver 1955) 
]Q§ taurus (Van Dyne 1968) 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS (C2 ) 
(Forster 1967) 
(Hudson 1904) 
ory author) 
and ! .. (Cairns 1942) 
SAPROPHYTES (S) 
Bacteria 
Oliver 1955) 
other of 
) both on and secondary 
consumers but were to the consumer 
" 
PYRAMIDS OF BIOMASS 
a Sites 1 , 4 and 7 (moss, liverwort and ercress) 
Biomass per unit area for each of animal on 
each sampling date these sites is shown in Appendix 12. 
The pyramids of biomass drawn from these data were broad-based 
and in general there was little difference between pyramids 
constructed for autumn 1971 and spring 1971 (Fig~ 5.1, based 
on Table 5 .. 2) 
At the Producer level, the greatest biomass was at 
site 7 ( ) At sites 1 and 4 biomass at the Producer 
level was similar in autumn and spring 1971 because bryophytes 
did not show much seasonal variation in biomass.. However, the 
sp .. ,which was epiphytic on moss at e 1 was 
more abundant in autumn 1971 than in spring 1971 .. A consider-
able difference in biomass of watercress ( te 7) was found be-
tween autumn and spring '1971 (1260 and 950 g/m2 respectively) 
but some of the autumn increase was above the water surface 
and not available as a habitat for ebrates 
The biomass at the Primary Consumer was 
at all three sites", The major es liverwort and ercress 
and in moss, 
was some variation 
recorded in total biomass this trophic between autumn 
and spring 1971, due to the seasonal biomass of 
the insects At e 1 (moss), the presence of numbers 
of insects in spring '1971 in an increase in biomass 
from 40 .. 6 glm 2 autumn to 51,,8 g/m 2 in spring At sites 4 
and 7 (watercress and ) , mean annual of ts 
a 
b 
c 
AUTUMN 
CTERIA 
CRAYFI 
MOLLUSC 
MOSS 
ALGAE 
LIVERW~T 
BACTERIA r£~as SPIDERS 
MOLLlr-= 
l~USTACEANS 
INSECTS 
lOLIGOCHAETES 
WATERCRESS 
1 
SPRING 
~SS 
ALGAl! 
OLLUSCS 
RUSTA<EANS 
INSE'CTS 
LIVERWORT 
ACTERIA 
EELS 
SPIDERS 
CRUSTACEANS 
MOLUJ:5G5""~HINSECTS 
OLIGOCHAETES 
WATERCRESS 
DUCKWEED .I DUCKWEED 
Dry wei .. , 181m2, 
,100, 
FIG. 5.1: Pyramids of biomass for three sites in Waikoropupu 
Springs in autumn 1971 and spring 1971. a. site 1 (moss) 
b. site 4 (liverwort) c. site 7 (watercress). 
TABLE 5.2: Biomass of major species of plants and animals at three sites in 
l'Iaikoropupu Springs in autumn 1971 and spring 1971, arranged 
according to trophic level. Only species that contribute more 
than 1% of the biomass of a given trophic level are considered. 
ND donotes no quantitative data available. For bases of cal-
cUlation of this table, refer to Appendix 13. 
Component 
a. PRODUCERS 
SAPROPHYTES 
a. site 1 (moss) 
b. site 4 (liverwort) 
c. site 7 (watercress) 
TOTAL 
(exel. shell) 
Biomass 
autumn 
1971 
120 
1070 
1190 
0.4 
0.6 
20.8 
<0.1 
0.1 
< 1 
TOTAL 40.6 
0.20 
<0.01 
0.39 
.Q,2.! 
TOTAL 1.10 
Bacteria 0.006 
b. PRODUCERS 
spp., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and 2ZQ 
SECOND1\RY CONSUMERS 
pOl1Pleqtropus puerilis Psi ochorema tautoru 
Anguilla dieffenbaehii 
Salmo truUa 
SAPROPHYTES 
Bacteria 
e , PRODUCERS 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
SAPROPHYTES 
(exel. shell) 
(exel. shell) 
shell) 
TOTAL 570 
1.6 
0.2 
4.2 
" 0.1 
" 1 
" 1 
TOTAL 54.2 
" 0.01 0.06 
0.39 
0.51 
TOTAL 0.96 
ND 
1260 
1310 
0.3 
0.1 
3.2 
1.6 
0.6 
32.6 
0.2 
TOTAL 38.6 
0.1 
hl 
TOTAL 5.6 
Bacteria 0.05 
spring 
1971 
90 
lQZQ 
1160 
0.76 
0.18 
0.39 
£h2l 
1.84 
0.006 
2ZQ 
570 
1.6 
0.2 
4.2 
0.1 
1.8 
0.2 
!±8.2 
56.3 
0.51 
1.05 
0.39 
Qill 
2.46 
ND 
950 
~ 
985 
39.8 
5.6 
0.05 
1 3 
was and on was 
Eels and trout were the major components of the 
at the Secondary Consumer 
was the most important but 
in other areas, large indi vi.duals of A and ~~;.;;. 
were the most important components.. The spider 
sp.. was a minor component of this trophic level at 
site 7 (watercress) and caddis fly larvae were a small component 
at sites 1 and 4, showing some seasonal variation in biomass .. 
Bacteria were assumed to be the only component the 
Saprophyte level as the numbers of fungi on aquatic plants were 
apparently very low (Part 2)0 The biomass of heterotrophic 
bacteria that grew under laboratory conditions was higher in 
watercress (site 7) than in moss (site 1).. No data are available 
for the biomass of bacteria liverwort ( e 4)", 
b.. The Springs study area 
Table 5 .. 3 (based on Appendix 14) presents data on 
dry weight and organic matter per unit area for the major species 
of plants and animals in the Springs as a whole, as opposed to 
the three sampling sites dealt with previous section 
The same species were dominant and the same general 
held between trophic Ie s were 
dry weight per unit area or organic 
The most notic of the 
(dry weight) for the study area ( 
area. 
of 
.. 5 .. 2) 
that it very broad-based, for two reasons. , the 
major primary producers are macroscopic plants.. Secondly the 
Springs are almost entirely dependent on photosynthesis 
them rather than on allochthonous input of 
since there is no appreciable inflow from the surrounding land 
TABLE 5 .. 3: Biomass of major species of plants and animals 
in Waikoropupu Springs~ arranged according to 
trophic level~ Only species that contribute 
more than 1% of the biomass of a given trophic 
level are considered. 
Component 
, PRODUCERS 
Cratoneuropsis .;;;;..;;..;=:-. 
Mean biomass 
( g/m2) 
Dry weight Organic 
matter 
bulbosum --~--..;~-= --
82 
104 
7 
66 
76 
6 
47 
159 
93 
PRIMARY CONSUMERS 
antipodarum excl~ shell 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
SAPROPHYTES 
Bacteria 
TOTAL 
55 
194 
104 
546 
0 .. 3 
1 .. 0 
3 1 
0 .. 1 
12 .. 0 
-
447 
0 .. 2 
0 .. 8 
2" 1 
0.1 
10,,0 
TOTAL 16 5 13 .. 2 
0,,05 0 .. 05 
o 88 0@82 
o 0 
0", 0 
TOTAL 1,,83 'j 57 
0 .. 01 0,,01 
---f EELS, TROUT 
CADOISFLES 
S-001 
SNAILS SHRIMPS 
CRAYFIS: : AMPHPOOS 
CAODSFlES 
.. :"'-1I;n.A 
WATER:RESS M.LFOIL L--"-'-
.IYI:,i. "'. "'_ "'. h«)SS RJSH 
O"'Y weight(~) 
100 
DUCKWEED- .. 
FIG. 5.2: Pyramid of biomass for Waikoropupu Springs. 
P = Producers, Cl = Primary Consumers, C2 = Secondary 
Consumers and S = Saprophytes. 
~.1.83 
G -16.5 
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little forest the Springs addition, a 
water discharge and generally moderate very strong 
velocities the accumulation of autochthonous 
detritus", 
There are many important ers including 
species of bryophytes and four of angiosperms" 
The Primary Consumer is less diverse, i major components 
being crustaceans (3 spp",), an insect and a mollusc. Organic 
matter of the Pota.mopyrgus contributes more than 
75% of the biomass this trophic level", The Secondary 
Consumer level dominated by eels (2 ) and a species of 
trout, with a minor contribution from carnivorous caddis (2 "') 
The Saprophyte has a very low of bacteria" 
Biomass ratios between trophic were: 
trophic 
c1/ P 
C2/C1 
No 
biomass 
dry weight 
3 .. 0% 
11% 
organic matter 
3 .. 3% 
11% 
e was made of biomass of birds 
supported by the Springs, but their sence or absence was 
recorded (Fig. 2 7, Part 3,p,,104 and Appendix 7) Q 
the grey duck 
occupy the 
aightings of the 
supercilio~~) and domestic catt 
Consumer level were not frequent 
shag ) 
cattle 
of 
fantail and ), 
all of which were placed in the Secondary Consumer were 
more frequent 
DISCUSSION 
The mean biomass of benthic invert 
(including and secondary consumers), averaged over the 
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Waikoropupu Springs study area, was 16@5 g dry wt/m2 or 
g organic matter/m2 • 'rhese values are to those 
ed for other cold springs" In Silver Springs, the annual mean 
biomass at the herbivore (Primary Consumer) level was 37 g dry 
wt/m2, although only 19 g dry wt/m2 of this consisted of 
benthic invertebrates, the remainder being aquatic reptiles 
and fish (Odum 1957a) .. In a temperate cold spring in Iowa, 
the annual mean standing crop of consumers (all invertebrates) 
was 77 kcal/m2 (about 14 g organic matter/m2) (Tilly 1968) .. 
A mean standing crop of benthic invertebrates of 7 .. 7 g organic 
matter/m2 was measured in a small cold spring in Tennessee 
over the period April to September (Wilhm 1970)" At Waikoro= 
pupu Springs~ the maximum biomass of invertebrates was found 
in beds of moss and liverwort; an annual mean biomass of 
about 45 g dry wt/m2 occurring in moss and 55 g dry wt/m2 
(moss) bed near the spring source 
of a brook in Kentucky, Minckley (1963) recorded a maximum 
biomass of invertebrates of 8 g/ft2 (87 g/m2) wet weight 
excluding gastropods and decapods or 29 g/ft2 (315 g/m2) wet 
weight including gastropods and decapods This corresponds 
to about 50 g/m2 dry weight excluding shells of gastropods 
which similar to that found Waikoropupu Springs 
The annual mean biomass of benthi.c invertebrates 
Waikoropupu Springs exceeds the value.s report other 
running waters in New Zealand Allen (1951) recorded a biomass 
of benthic invertebrates in the Horokiri (Horokiwi) Stream 
of 85-647 mg wet wt/ft2 (about O~ ,,3 g dry wt/m2) and 
considered this stream typical of many in New Zealand 
Hopkins (1970a), working in the Wairarapa region~ found a 
slightly higher standing crop of benthic invertebrates of 
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between 2 .. 1 g wet wt/m2 in the Hinau stream 1 1 o 
g wet wt/m2 the Hinaki Stream (about 0 9-4 4 and 3 .. 8-7 7 
g dry wt/m2 respectively)., The higher biomass of invert es 
Waikoropupu Springs might from the stability of the 
Springs environment, from the low biomass of predators 
(see below) or from differences in sampling methods., 
The biomass of fish (eels and trout) in Waikoropupu 
Springs of about 1~8 g dry wt/m2 (8 g wet wt/m2) lower than 
that found in other running waters studied in New Zealand e@g 
.the Horokiri Stream (1.,' .,3 g wet wt/ft2 or 12-36 g wet wt/m2, 
Allen 1951); the Hinau Stream (17-36 g wet wt/m2, Hopkins 1970a) 
and the Hinaki Stream (41-117 g wet wt/m2, Hopkins 1970a). 
The Springs support a biomass of eels of about 1.,3 g dry wt/m2 
(53 lb wet wt/acre) and would be classed by Burnet (1 ) as a 
low yield area (less than 60 lb wet wt/acre)., The biomass of 
fish Waikoropupu Springs may have been underestimated by the 
method used, compared to the netting methods of Allen (1951) 
or the ctric fishing of Hopkins (1970a)., However, the 
biomass of fish in the Springs might be low because of several 
factors: lack of shelter for eels (Burnet 1952); lack of a 
suitable spawning ground trout on the western side the 
Takaka Valley; and very strong water velocities the 
outflow which probably t upstream movement of 
fish such as bullies~ In the Main the level of 
dissolved oxygen (6 6 g/m3) together with the level of 
carbon dioxide (5 .. 8 g/m3)" is just above the limit tolerated 
by trout (Frost and Brown 1967) but (eeg 
are known to tolerate reduc levels of dissolved oxygen ( 
1969) Birds may also contribute significantly to the biomass 
of the Secondary Consumer level by feeding on animals in the 
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Springs, but the of contribution unknown .. 
The trophic structure of Waikoropupu 
compared with that of other cold springs 
cussion .. 
the General Dis-
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The distributions of plants and animals in Waikoro-
pupu Springs have been related to substrate type and water 
velocity (Parts 2 and 3). Where plant or animal species 
present on a substrate type in a particular water velOCity 
include characteristic species, the substrate type and water 
velocity termed a biotope (Dahl 1908) and the plant and 
animal species present constitute a biocoenosis (Mobius 1877 
cited by Hutchinson 1967). In each biocoenosis the plants 
can be separated into the following groups: characteristic 
(faithful or exclusive) species (Poore 1955), ferent 
species (Tansley 1946) which occur as often outside as within 
the biotope and casual species (Tansley 1946) which are found 
rarely and casually within the biotope. The animals in each 
biocoenosis can be separated into the following groups: 
characteristic species (Berg 1948), other numerous speCies, 
numerous cies and rare species (Thorup 1966). 
Previous work has delimited biotopes running water 
solely on the basis of characteristic species of animals 
( 1948; Thorup 1966). the biotopes of Berg 
the plants were considered together with the e 
as a "substrate" for '" In the study, how-
ever, plants were considered to be of the biocoenosis 
associated with biotope rather than of the biotope 
itself 
Table GD",l lists major substrate types and 
veloc in the study area and shows that each of these 
could be termed a biotope either because it had characteristic 
£1 physje~l, c~l and ~iolu a~ uras of 14 co springs. bt 
ficatloh. viatiuns: lat. - latitude; t .. - tc~peratc; s~~-t. 
Temp. - T ure; nomoth. - thermal; heteroth. - beterothermal; v. -
moderate; fw - freshwater. N.D. denotes no sui e data availaLle .. 
Water 
Spring Reference 
• 
Substrate 
Waikoropupu Springs, sent warm bedrock homoth o v.slight 1st fw 
, N.Z. study temp. boulders to vo 
gravel strong 
(silt) 
Silver Springs, Odum 
Florida, U.S.A. (1957a) sub-to silt homoth" slight 1 st fw 
Doe Run, Kentucky, Minckley warm rubble homoth .. N.D. 1 st fw 
U.S.A. (St.I) ( 1963) temp. sand 
(mud) 
ld Kilde, ) cool stones homoth o N.D. N.D. N.D. 
Denmark ) Nielsen t 
• N.D. ) (1942) 
Ravn Kilde, ) Berg cool stones homoth .. 3rd N.D. 
Denmark .. ) ( 1951 temp" gravel mod .. ) Thorup N.D. 
e Blaakilde, ) ( 1963, cool N.D. homoth. strong 3rd N.D. 
Denmark ) 1966) temp .. 
Tyee Springs, Davidson & cool gravel homoth .. 11 slowll N.D. .(, J.w 
Washington,U.S.A. Wilding temp. mud 
(1943) 
Lander Springbrook, No warm rubble homoth. mod .. N.D. mineral 
New lv1exico,U.S.A. ( 1954) temp. e 
ot Spring, Mass- T Viarm mud homoth .. N.D. 3rd N.D. 
achusetts, U.S.A. ( 1957) temp .. 
Tilly warm pebbles heteroth. t-JaD. fw 
( 1 968) temp. sand 
's Cret:k, I warm bcdro heteroth .. 3rd fw 
;{ en t u c l~~Y , [r • S .. Ii • temp .. ers 
( ( .... ) 
" .0 . 
s pri ngbr(jjk , II' enn- Stern '. w:Jrm budrock toroth. v • sllC;h t jJ .D. :"'\'J 
GssC::'e, .S.i\ ... (St q ) SLurn(19 9)t m::trl sllGht d Q I 
, onness,~ t", \vt.:trrr!' mud 1 J •. ) • 3rd .r':N 
. (St.I) ) tomp • 
f\vonhead Springs, I warrrT homoth. *3rd rw 
Christchurch, N.;; • ( 1 )73) t 
urrectly C1vl:Yl paper 
) 
xc l',~,r' G,t.il.oa ~)i' 
- Stl ;)-tropic 
ver-y; d u -
Dominant 
component of 
structure 
5 autotrophic 
autotrophic 
N.D. autotrophic 
5 N.D. 
5 N.D. 
5 N.D. 
N.D. N.D. 
N.D. N.D. 
N.D. erotrophic 
autotrophic/ 
heter'o c 
N.D. het phie 
d. . l·~ .. j) • 
. D. ",: TO 1, • LI .. 
t~ • I; • . ~) . 
plants animals or it any 
species of and animals@ were 
five biotopes: boulders a very strong velocity; 
boulders a moderate to strong water velocity; stable gravel 
in a slight to strong water velocity; unstable sand and 
a slight to strong velocity; and silt and water of very 
slight velocity. The biotopes delimited by characteristic 
plant and animal species were Similar, but it was Simpler to 
delimit biotopes on the basis of plant species as their dis-
tributions had easily recognisable boundaries. Although the 
biotopes were most cleal~ly defined in shallow water, they ex-
tended into the deeper parts of the 8 
The five biotopes a.nd associated biocoenoses can 
compared: 
Biotope 1. Bedrock and boulders in a very strong water velocity 
had nO characteristic plant species as the algae ____________ ~ 
and ~ dominant this biotope, 
were classed as indifferent since they were also found in 
biotope 2 (below). The biotope was characterised by t absence 
of bryophytes and angiosperms, which are common on stable 
substrates in the rest of study area.. The fauna 
biotope was moderately abundant and two' 
species, the lad n"sp .. and the fly 
myzobranchia .. 
Biotope 2. Boulders 
a small area of bedrock 
charact species 
and one was a green 
There were also two indi 
and another 
moderate to water velocity, and 
a slight water velocity, had seven 
plants, of which were bryophytes 
SP\1l) epiphytic on a bryophyte. 
species of algae (see biotope 1) 
of bryophytes which were casual 
120 
in 
very 
The fauna on boulders water was 
with cases) 
bryophytes 
were two 
One of these species, 
case-building materials 
t 
uses the 
teristic 
species of were associated with and slight 
water velocity (Table GD.l) perhaps because bedrock was found 
only at 4.3 mJ where the fauna was limited in species. 
Biotope A substrate of stable slight to very 
strong water velocity had three plant species, 
all rooted firmly into the e and submerged, 
at (see Part 2). Two of the three species 
angiosperms were introduced to New The biotope had 
no charac species of animals but supported a mod-
erately abundant fauna of species widespread in the Springs .. 
Biotope 4. A substrate of unstable 
one-quarter the area of the 
istic plant and animal species and 
Biotope 5.. Silt and water of very 
charact species of plants 
( ) was dominant.. Associat 
ant fauna including four charac 
two s of crustaceans~ an 
It that two of the 
animals on introduced watercress were 
biotopes in Waikoropupu 
with cold springs 
cold (Lille Blaakilde, 
Thorup (1966) concluded that 
represented nearly 
but had no character-
fauna was not abundant" 
velocity had two 
this was <3.n 
es of invert 
and a gastropod<l) 
teristic species of 
introduced e 
may be compared 
After a study of 
Rold Kilde), 
did not comprise an 
1 1 
unit or community but that the spring was a mosaic 
of smaller biotopes (substrates) the fauna com-
posed of communities associated with these 
as was found in Waikoropupu Springs. Thorup (1966) recognised 
five biotopes, two of which are similar to those in Waikoropupu 
Springs, namely stony bottoms (biotope 1) and areas of moss 
(biotope 2)., 
The stony bottom in both Rold Kilde and Ravn Kilde 
was characterised by the mayfly and the filter-
feeding dipteran ornatum (Thorup 1963). It inter-
esting that a similar substrate in Waikoropupu Springs was also 
characterised by a species of mayfly but filter-feeders were 
not found in Waikoropupu Springs presumably because there was 
insufficient particulate organic matter in the water to serve 
as a food supply. 
The mosses in Ravn Kilde were not identified by 
Niel~en (1942) or Thorup (1966) but were characterised by the 
presence of the psychodid Pericoma (Thorup 1963) Oil 
Water velOCity in the beds of moss in Ravn Kilde was only 
10-20 cm/s (slight) (Nielsen 1942) whereas in the beds of moss 
Waikoropupu Springs it was moderate Psychodid larvae were 
not found in Waikoropupu Springs but the larva of a of 
Psychodid sometimes found in moss and algae 
New Zealand ( and Cowley 1966). No data are 
able on the water velocities in which tids occurs. 
The third of Thorup's biotopes - swrunpy border areas 
was to the biotope of .silt and water of very slight 
velocity near the edge Waikoropupu Springs" In the Springs, 
this biotope was dominated by watercress No details were 
available on the species of plants found in the swampy border 
1 
areas of the Danish springs .. The biotopes of 
Thorup's springs hygropetric areas areas 
beech leaves were not present Waikoropupu <II 
latter biotope would not be the Springs because 
the forest that once surrounded the has been c 
No other studies have determined the biotopes 
biocoenoses within cold springs but studies have been made 
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of that contained a single 
Silver , Florida, 
and animal community .. 
a cold spring of 
comparable to that of Waikoropupu Springs.. Ninety-four 
percent of the area of Silver Springs consisted of beds 
the eel-grass, lorata, and associated 
.;.,.;,;;.;;.,;,.;,,;;;;..;;,= on a 
of .-.~~ Differences in the density of 
of Trichoptera occurred throughout the springs» 
apparently influenced by water velocity; but Odum (1957a) 
provided no evidence that there were differences in the 
s composition of invertebrates the beds .. 
Springs thus contained a single plant and animal 
community and could be considered a single biotope, in contrast 
to the five biotopes the present study .. It possible that 
the 6% of these springs not covered by beds contains 
one or more biotopes", The alga was restric 
to the spring vents (Whit 1956) and of 
aquatic angiosperm (e.g 
t to the edge of However, 
insufficient data are available to delimit biotopes and bio-
coenoses other than that of .-.~~ lorata s 
Cone Spring, Iowa, had a substrate of fine to coarse 
sand 
angio 
pebbles (Tilly 1968) and contained 
, two of which were emergent and one 
species of 
ee-floating", 
Because the seven species of invertebrates used as indicator 
species were very evenly distributed crilly 1968), Cone Spring, 
unlike Waikoropupu Springs, could be considered a single bio-
tope@ 
Thus some cold springs consist of a single biotope 
while others contain several biotopes@ The number of biotopes 
in the spring is related to the diversity of its substrate 
types@ However, the concept of biotopes should be used with 
caution@ Biotopes emphasize differences between areas on the 
basis of characteristic species rather than emphasizing 
similarities because of species common to several areas (Berg 
1948)® 
Waikoropupu Springs as an ecological unit 
Studies of other cold springs and their springbrooks 
have shown that the spring as an ecological unit includes not 
only the spring itself but extends for some distance below 
the source® Pennak (1953) stated that this distance is 10 In to 
500 m below the source depending on local condltions, but his 
figures seem to apply only to springs of small discharge@ 
Morgan's Creek, Kentucky, issues from a spring source with a 
modal discharge of 0",007 m3/s.. Cold stenotherms extend to only 
25 m below the source but the spring and Creek can be con-
sidered a "single community type" which reaches its maximum 
development 300 m below the source of the Creek (Minshall 1968)@ 
Noel (1954) studied a small springbrook of unspecified discharge 
in New Mexico and found three species of invertebrate largely 
restricted to an area which extended for only 15 m below the 
source.. However the spring water with its distinctive tem-
perature and chemistry extended for 77 m below the spring source 
Springs with a larger discharge result in larger 
1 
ecological units The 3/4 ( 1 ) of Silver Springs 
Florida (total 19 ) is remarkably 
of ~;,w;;;;~~;;;;;,;;.; and ~~~~, and may termed an 
ecological unit of 18 acres (7 ) (Odum 1957a). Minckley 
(1963) studied Doe » Kentucky~ which originates in a 
. of normal discharge 20-40 cusecs (0.6-1.1 m3/s) and found that 
the transition zone from the faunal assemblages characteristic 
of the to those characteristic of the downstream zone 
occurred at a station between 1.7-2.1 miles (2. .4 km) below 
the spring source. 
The study area in Waikoropupu Springs was restricted 
to the region of the vents and immediately below the vents 
thus included only the deep part of the (Fig. 1.4) and 
none of the Springs outflow (Frontispiece). It apparent 
that the area studied only part of a larger ecological unit 
which probably includes the auxiliary , Fish Creek, 
Waikoropupu Springs and outflow of the Springs as far 
downstream as the confluence of the Springs outflow and the 
Waikoropupu River (0. km below the spring source), for 
following reasons 
An eroding substrate and moderate to very strong 
water velocities extend downstream as as the confluence of 
the Waikoropupu and 
high down to point 
with the Waikoropupu River~ 
As 
and the c the 
downstream as its confluence 
Springs water rich in 
calcium and low dissolved oxygen. In contrast, 
Waikoropupu above 
calcium (Ca2+ ~ 
fully saturated with 
At least two 
confluence is moderately rich 
, pers. comm.) 
(100%, 8 October 1971) 
s of aquatic ebrate are 
1 
common to Waikoropupu the Springs 
outflow but are from the Waikoropupu They are 
(Tricladida), a phreatic , and Rakiura Dugesia n!)j 
vernale ( hoptera), a possible t (see Part 4). 
addition, the catchment area (Bormann and Likens 
1967; Likens 1 
included as 
they have not 
) and underground 
of the Waikoropupu 
mentioned in previous 
beds should be 
system, although 
of cold. 
springs. Together they provide water, nutrients and organic 
matter to the Springs. The catchment area of Waikoropupu 
Springs has not been clearly defined but probably includes an 
area of 120 sq. (310 km2) in the Valley 
(Henderson 1928); 
containing beds 
known of the 
The only cold spring of similar 
of the 
which can 
be compared with Waikoropupu Springs is Silver Springs (Odum 
1957a)@ Water discharge, light transmission and water chemistry 
are very similar 
water velOCity are 
temperature 
erate to very 
perature is 
are slight to 
the two springs but water 
@ In Waikoropupu 
water velocities are 
in Silver 
al 1947) 
e 
and 
the water 
mod-
tem-
velocities 
At the Producer trophic level, Waikoropupu Springs 
was a mosaic of s (algae, bryophytes angiosperms), 
in part reflecting of substrates and, er velocities 
in the Springs", , Silver ed of an 
extensive carpet of lorata and aufwuchs on 
a uniform substrate of 
" 
Algae were not a ficant 
component of 
in contrast to 
mean W aikoropu pu J 
Springs" as 
were present a biomass in summer Waikoropupu 
and declined in winter. The of the pyramid of 
biomass was 
in Waikoropupu 
to a number of 
Silver Springs, 
accumulation of 
Silver (809 g dry wt/m2) than 
(546 g dry wt/m2), which might be 
, including the temperature of 
lower water and hence 
as a substrate Silver Springs, and 
large area (28%) of Waikoropupu Springs that had an unstable 
substrate without bryophytes or angiosperms. 
Total biomass of the Primary Consumer trophic 
at Waikoropupu (16.5 g dry ) was less than that 
at Silver g dry wt/m2)", the major 
components of the Consumer 
the same groups Waikoropupu and 
level belonged to 
Springs and included 
Decapoda, Diptera" Trichoptera and GastroI>oda" In addition" 
primary consumers of Springs included small fish and 
aquatic reptiles with a generation time of 
year, allowing accumulation of biomass from 
Waikoropupu Springs, fish were not 
perhaps because of the very strong water 
of shelter, and reptiles are not 
Although the Secondary Consumer 
components in both (mainly fish) II 
level was not well in Waikoropupu 
because of the fish as a 
consumers ( 5, p 116) '" 
The pyramids of biomass for both 
shape and s of biomass (dry 
than one 
to year", 
present, 
and lack 
New Zealand", 
similar 
Tertiary Consumer 
perhaps 
food for 
are a 
based on annual 
mean values) between 
Primary Consumers! 
Producers 
Secondary Consumers! 
Consumers 
Tertiary Consumers! 
Secondary Consumers 
levels are: 
Waikoropupu 
Springs 
3 0% 
11% 
127 
Springs 
(Odum 1957a) 
31% 
llr% 
The most obvious difference between the two springs is the much 
lower Secondary Consumer to Primary Consumer ratio at Waikoro-
pupu 
from the 
compared to Silver Springs® 
biomass of secondary consumers 
may 
Waikoropupu 
Springs, the reasons for which were discussed. in 5@ 
Although the concentration of particulate 
matter the Waikoropupu Springs outflow was not measured, 
the discharge rate of the Springs is so high that even a low 
concentration of particulate organic matter in the outflow 
could result in a large annual ss of organic matter This 
the case at Silver Springs where loss of 
macrophytes is inSignificant when compared to 
iculate matter, which 
0,,6-0@9 ppm (g!m3) 
(Odum 1957a)1Il 
The 
of Waikoropupu and. 
export at a conc 
12% of total 
of many physical 
Springs may be 
matter as 
as part-
of 
tion 0 
chemical features 
for 
of some biological 
compOSition of tic 
, such as the species 
the invertebrate components 
of the Primary Consumer' trophic level the pyramids 
of biomass and. limited in the plant and. 
The es 
the springs may account for 
substrate and water 
single biotope 
one species of 
a 
Silver 
between 
sub-
strate 
Springs five/biotopes, four of which have a coarse substrate, 
and many species of bryophytes and angiosperms in Waikoropupu 
Springs. 
Waikoropupu Springs can be compared with 13 other 
cold springs with respect to general physical and chemical 
features" the plants and animals present, and its trophic 
structure (Table GD ). 
Most of the studies of cold springs been on 
springs located warm temperate and cool temperate latitudes 
(between and 460 latitude" except for the Danish springs 
at 57°N). The sub-tropical Silver Springs (28°N) is the ex-
ception. The difference in latitude, and hence annual solar 
radiation, between these cold springs is therefore not con-
sidered here as a factor affecting the species of plants and 
animals present. However, the magnitude of seasonal changes 
in light energy also determined partly by the latitude of 
the spring; being at higher latitudes, and 
changes in light energy may be 
seasonal changes the animal c 
( 2 
Water temperatures the heterothermal cold 
springs ed between 18°C ( Spring)~ 9~ 14.00 C 
(Morgan's Creek) of Stern 
and Stern). homothermal water temperature varied 
less than 1 CO about the mean and water of 
springs, except Silver Springs (22°C) Lander 
TABLE GD.l: Biotopes and biocoenoses in Waikoropupu Springs. Substrate type and water velocity (from Part 1); 
area (from Table 2.6); characteristic plant species (from Table 2.5); characteristic animal species 
and other numerous animal species (from Table 3.5). An asterisk denotes a species introduced into 
New Zealarrd. 
Biotope 
Substrate type and 
water velocity 
Area as 
% of 
total 
area of 
Springs 
bedrock and about 5 
boulders - very strong 
bedrock - slight 
boulders - moderate 
to strong 
gravel - slight 
to strong 
unstable sand and 
gravel - slight to 
strong 
silt and water with 
very slight 
28 
26 
about 23 
16 
Characteristic plant 
species 
none 
Spirogyra sp. 
Cratoneuropsis relaxa 
Cyathophorum bulbosum 
Fissidens rigidulus 
Lophocolea austrigena 
Lophocolea minor 
Neesioscyphus phoenicorhizus 
*Juncus microcephalus 
Myriophyllum elatinoides 
*Nasturtium microphyllum 
(submerged) 
none 
*Nasturtium microphtllum 
(emergent and flOG ing) 
Lemna minor 
Biocoenosis 
Characteristic animal 
species 
other numerous animal 
species 
Du~esia sp. Potamopyrgus antipodarum 
De eatidium myzobranchia 
none 
Conuxia gunni 
Zelolessica cheira 
none 
none 
*Lumbriculus variegatus 
Herpetocypris pascheri 
Tropocyclops prasinus 
*LymnaeG columella 
Paracalliope karitane 
PotamopYrgus antipodarum 
Paracalliope karitane 
Polyplectropus puerilis 
Psilochorema tautoru 
PotamopYrgus antipodarum 
Paracalliope karitane 
Potamopyrgus antipodarum 
Potamopyrgus antipodarum 
Paracalliope karitane 
Paraleptarnphopus spo 
Megaleptoperla diminuta 
Potamopyrgus antipodarum 
1 
Springbrook (18°C), were constant at between 7.50C and 17°C 
Water temperature was therefore not considered a or 
between 
These cold all discharged water that could 
be termed freshwater except for Lander Springbrook which dis-
charged mineralised water that was mesohaline (Whitford 1956) 
It would be desirable to further classify the freshwater 
springs according to their chemical characteristics likely to 
be of biological importance: dissolved gases (particularly 
oxygen and carbon dioxide), dissolved salts (particularly the 
levels of calcium:p nitrate and phosphate ions)1 and dissolved 
and particulate organic matter, but insufficient data are 
available. 
Some biological features of cold springs could be 
related to their physical and chemical features such as sub-
strate type and water chemistry Whitford (1956) studied the 
species composition of algae in in Florida springs 
and was able to relate this to the water chemistry of the 
springs, with four algal associations related to four water 
chemistry types. Much further work needed to extend such a 
study to cold springs parts of the world. No comparison 
of the algae in New Zealand cold could be made as 
Waikoropupu 
were studied. It 
was the only cold spring in which the 
interesting that the epiphytic algae 
Waikoropupu Springs had two species and four genera common 
with the 12 hard freshwater in 
(Whitford 1956)" The present study did not attempt to relate 
the species of benthic , higher plants or animals found 
in the cold to the chemistry of the as 
there were insufficient data. 
On hand, the higher cold 
could be related to the type of 
the most obvious difference between the 
which was 
A few 
springs did not have a uniform substrate throughout the source 
area. Nonetheless, two major e groups were evident -
coarse substrates of bedrock, boulders, rubble and stones 
(found in seven springs) and fine substrates of silt or mud 
(found in five springs). No data were available for Lille 
Blaakilde. An intermediate substrate group of gravel, pebbles 
or small stones was not well represented in the cold springs 
studied except for parts of Waikoropupu Springs, Ravn Kilde, 
Tyee and Cone Spring. 
A coarse substrate a cold spring was characterised 
by a growth of submerged bryophytes. In the North American and 
Danish springs these bryophytes were always mosses: e.g. a 
substrate of marIon bedrock, at station I of Stern and sternes 
springbrook, was colonised by ; a lime-
stone slab with boulders at station I (source) of Morgants Creek 
had a growth of an unspecified moss; rubble at station I (source) 
of Doe Run was colonised by ; a substrate, 
presumably stony though not described, was overgrown by 
unspecified mosses Blaakilde, RaId Kilde and Ravn 
Kilde. In the New Zealand Waikoropupu 
were as well as mosses. reason 
for the e of aquatic liverworts 
not known. 
these two New Zealand 
cold springs 
A substrate of mud and , which charact 
or of seven of the fourteen cold studied, was 
colonised by rooted angiosperms which were in shallow 
water and submerged in water. In calm water, 
developed", For 
, in the Avonhead was colonised 
. 
~~~~-= ~~~~~-=' Silver 
Springs~ a substrate of was colonised by the submerged 
Thus the of plants found in sub-tropical 
and temperate cold springs could be directly to the 
substrate type the spring. 
A comparison was made of the of the 
springs studied. It was found that the animals,·when 
taxonomic groups, could not be related to substrate type; 
temperature, velOCity or chemistry; nor to the of 
plants present in the cold springs The comparison might be 
better if the animals were grouped on the basis of ecological 
type (Thorup 1966) or ecotope (Whittaker~ Levin and Root 1973) 
rather on taxonomic groupings A cone similar to that 
of plant growth forms, which were useful in the present study, 
is needed .. such a concept is developed and species 
found in cold springs can be classified according to ecological 
type, no further comparison of faunas possible. 
The trophic struc of two cold was compared 
by Phillipson (1966) He noted that in Root Spring of 
the food by consumers entered 
, whereas in Silver most of the consumers' 
food was produc the by primary producers. 
This comparison suggested that cold springs could be fied 
according to proportion of energy input to system 
photosynthesis the compared to that detritus 
originating outside the spring, i",e<ll the ent of the auto"" 
trophic component of the em c to the erotrophic 
1 
component At the source the of 
and area i.e. Waikoropupu , Doe Run~ 
other Florida springs (Odum 1957b) the energy input was 
almost entirely derived from photosynthesis by algae, bryophytes 
and higher plants. In these large , detritus from 
terrestrial vegetation was present only around the of the 
springs and the high rate of water discharge prevented its 
accumulation. 
Two of the three smaller cold springs studied, Root 
Spring and Morgan's Creak (Minshall 1967), were dependent on 
allochthonous detritus for most of their energy input (80% and 
more than 69% respectively). The third spring, Cone Spring, 
was dependent on allochthonous detritus for 46% of energy 
input. In all three detritus was the form of leaves, 
tWigs and fruit of deciduous trees shrubs surrounding the 
springs. Data are not available for any other small cold 
springs, but the abundance of dead beech leaves as a substrate 
type in the Danish cold springs suggests that some of their 
energy input must be from allochthonous detritus .. 
Previous methods of classification of 
used water temperature (Tuxen 1944), water 
1927), water chemistry (Whitford 1 ) and 
below) 
( 
type (see 
The present study has shown the importance, from a 
biological point of the following components of a 
spring: location, substrate, water temperature, velOCity, 
water discharge water chemistry; and these features should 
be considered classifying a • Existing methods of 
classification according to water temperature 
discharge should be retained but spring should 
reject as a method of fication 
type (limnocrene rheocrene or ) has 
been widely as a method of fication of springs 
(Bornhauser 1913; Thienemann 1925; 
Hesse et 1951; Noel 1954; Teal 1957; 
er 1928; Tuxen <1944; 
and stern 1969)~ 
The limnocrene, rheocrene and helocrene classifications of 
these authors an approximate indication of residence 
of water the spring source and provide a limited amount of 
data on depth and width of a spring. Carpenter (1928) included, 
as , a description of the substrate of the describ-
a typic limnocrene as having a basin lined mud and 
a rheocrene as having a stony or sandy basin Her descriptions 
have been overlooked by subsequent authors and, any case, 
are of limited application. Carpenter's description, it 
would be difficult to fy a spring such as Waikoropupu 
with large basin and coarse substrate. Thus, spring type 
provides little t information on the physical features of 
the spring. 
Methods of fication of springs according to 
substrate, water velOCity, chemistry and location are now 
proposed~ 
The 
according to 
method of of a 
e type includes two aspects the sub-
(a) The type of present e.g@ bedrock, boulder, 
coarse (Wentworth's c slightly fied, 
in Welch 1948) 
(b) Uniformity and distribution substrate Whether a single 
substrate type or several substrate types are and 
latter case, the distribution of substrate types" 
In the in 
a the .... ""'.".., ... fication of Berg (1943) could be 
i"e" very slight, slight, moderate strong very strong" 
waters should be if they contain 
less than 300 g/m3 of total dissolved solids water contain-
ing total dissolved solids appreciably in excess of this value 
should be termed mineralised (Peterken 1967) Whitford's (1956) 
classification of mineralised water in Florida needs to be 
extended to cover all types of mineralised water found New 
Zealand and elsewhere. 
A suitable classification of springs according to 
latitude could class them as equatorial (00 to 100)~ tropical 
(100 to 23t°), sub-tropical (23t° to 30°), warm temperate 
(300 to 450 ), cool temperate 450 to 660 ) or polar (660 to 900 )" 
The present study concludes that there are 
physical and chemical features which should be used to c fy 
a spring. They are listed with their reference as follows: 
Feature 
latitude 
substrate 
water 
type 
formity and 
distribution 
water velocity 
water discharge 
Reference 
Present study 
Wentworth' 
ation in Welch (1948) 
Present study 
( 1944) 
Berg (1943) 
Meinzer (1927) 
tford (1956), 
Peterken (196'7) 
study 
IDEAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Because Waikoropupu provide an of 
constant water temperature and chemistry, it would be 
esting to investigate the relationship between the level of 
irradiance, dependent largely on depth, and rates of photosyn-
thesis of aquatic plants@ Rates of photosynthesis of plants 
from Waikoropupu Springs could be compared under different 
levels of illumination in the laboratory and related to field 
conditions. To ensure that the experimental conditions of 
illumination apply to those in the field, more detailed measure-
ments of irradiance at different depths in the Springs on a 
daily and seasonal basis are needed. 
The depth to which watercress (Nasturtium ) 
grows in Waikoropupu Springs (6 .. 5 m) remarkable.. It would 
be valuable to compare the leaf and chloroplast structure and 
levels of chlorophyll of this plant growing different depths. 
The method of monitoring changes the concentrations 
of oxygen and carbon dioxide as water flows over the submerged 
plants (Owens 1969) could be used to estimate the total primary 
productivity of submerged plants in Waikoropupu 0 The 
present study area would need to be extended downstream to at 
least the gauging site. 
The Springs provide a suitable area in 
the distribution of to , water velocity 
and depth.. Further on the distribution of invertebrates 
could investigate the animal assemblages of the of the 
Project Aqua site, and determine whether the animal assemblages 
of the present study ru"e still valid when juveniles are 
considered.. To achieve these aims, sampling should be ended 
both the number of sampled and in the area sampled at 
each site 
Studies of the of the 
Waikoropupu Springs are particularly because of 
the constant water temperature@ Although some preliminary 
investigations form part of the present study, additional 
work on the life of invertebrates in the Springs 
in 
needed with regard to the eggs and juveniles of most species 
and the emergence and flight periods of the insec e With 
more detailed background information, experimental work on the 
control of life histories in an environment of constant tem-
perature could be planasd. 
PLACEMENT OF COLLECTIONS 
Collections of , bryophytes and 
from the cold s.tudied have been deposited with the 
Botany Division, DeS.I.Be, Christchurch. Collections of 
aquatic invertebrates from the cold springs are in the Zoology 
Department Museum, University of Canterbury~ Christchurch. A 
collection of insects from Waikoropupu Springs has been dep-
osited with the Entomology Division, DeS.I "RIO» Aucklanda'ld 
the specimens of (Trichoptera) have been dep-
osited with the Canterbury Museum, Christchurch. 
1 
SUMMARY 
1. (a) The present study by SCUBA , the 
physical, chemical and biological features of Waikoropupu 
Springs, the cold springs in New Zealand and one 
of the largest in the world. 
(b) The Springs have a maximum depth of 6.9 m and a mosaic 
of substrate types (bedrock, boulders and gravel)@ The 
temperature of the Springs water is constant at 11.7°C. 
Water velocities are generally moderate to very strong~ and 
average water discharge about 11 m3/s. Mean holding time 
for water in the Springs is 3.8 mins. 
(c) The Springs water flows from an artesian basin in 
Arthur Marble and low in dissolved oxygen. Unpublished 
chemical analyses by M .U. Taylor show that the water is 
hard J with a high specific conductivity 
(d) The major variables within the study area are substrate, 
water velocity and depth since water temperature and 
chemistry are essentially uniform throughout the area. 
(e) Light the major seasonal variable in the Springs as 
water temperature constant all year round water 
chemistry, discharge, and hence velocity, are stable with 
time. 
(f) Information on temperature, chem-
istry is provided other cold in New Zealand", 
(g) A system of classification of cold springs, based on 
published studies of 13 cold springs and proposed from a 
biological point of view, rejects spring type (limnocrene, 
rheocrene and helocren~) but includes latitude 3 substrate, 
water temperature, water velocity, 
water chemistrY(i1 
discharge and 
2., (a) The Waikoropupu Springs in 
other N .. Z" cold described@ Aquatic plants 
Waikoropupu Springs include 16 , of , 10 
of bryophytes (including three species of liverworts) and 
five species of .. 
(b) It was possible to relate the distribution of plant 
species in the Springs to substrate type and water velocity 
and there were plant species oharacteristic of (exclusive to) 
each of three of the five major substrate and water velocity 
types the Springs. 
(c) The fauna of Waikoropupu Springs (47 species) and of 
five other N.Z .. cold springs is described and includes 
phreatic forms, a possible glacial relict and cold steno-
therms. The most abundant animals in the NeZ springs 
are Amphipoda; Decapoda; larvae of Plecoptera, Diptera and 
Trichoptera; and Mollusca .. 
(d) In Waikoropupu Springs, ten common species of inverte-
brates were found on at least three different substrate and 
water velocity types but eight species were restricted to 
(characteristic of) 'one of three substrate and water 
velocity types., 
(e) When characteristic and are 
considered, Waikoropupu seen to five 
biotopes. biocoenoses are 
compat"ed. with those cold Denmark and the United 
3.. (a) Notes on the histories of six species of ts 
Waikoropupu are included.. Populations of 
species of insect (a Plecopteran and four of 
Trichoptera) showed seasonal size distribution~ 
140 
of one of Trichoptera showed no 
Some aspects of the biology of the more abundant 
cru~taceans and molluscs are considered. 
(b) The life history of ;;.;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;,;;;;.;;;; ...;,..;;.;;;;.;;.;;;;;;.;;;;;;..;;, ( 
unusual as this emerges Helicopsychidae) 
only a few weeks spring@ Its distribution within 
New Zealand suggests that it is a possible glacial relict 
the Springs and its life history may be adapted to 
colder conditions than now exist there. 
4. (a) Four major trophic levels are present in Waikoropupu 
Springs and are termed Primary Producer, Primary Consumer, 
Secondary Consumer and Saprophyte. Pyramids of biomass 
constructed for three sites in the Springs and for the 
entire study area are broad-based. 
(b) Cold springs can be classified according to the extent 
of the ~utotrophic component of the trophic system compared 
to the heterotrophic component~ In the springs of largest 
discharge, energy input almost entirely derived from 
photosynthesis within the spring (autotrophy) whilst 
the springs of smaller discharge, a considerable proportion 
of energy input is derived from allochthonous detritus 
(heterotrophy) 
5@ (a) A cold spring as an ecological unit include 
not only the but catchment area the 
outflow. Waikoropupu and outflow are 
compared with 
(b) Waikoropupu 
cold other countries., 
is compared in more 
Silver 
comparable 
J Florida (Odum 1957a), a cold spring of 
differences can largely be 
similarities and dif 
features outlined under 
biological 
by 
€IS the 
(e) above 
and 
€I to 
and chemical 
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APPENDIX 
1 Revised information on Project Aqua 
2 Levels of dissolved oxygen in water from the "principal" 
vent of the Main Spring and the. Dancing Sands, 
Waikoropupu Springse 
3 C~emical analyses, made by Dr. M. E. U. Taylor, of water 
from the "principal" vent of the Main Spring and from 
the Dancing Sands, Waikoropupu Springs. 
4 Plate counts of bacteria~ made by Dr M.D. Cooke, from 
water from the "principal" vent and plants at two sites 
in Waikoropupu Springs. 
5 Dates of collection or observation of adults of aquatic 
insects at Waikoropupu Springs. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Geometric increase 
at ecdysis 
Sightings of birds at Waikoropupu Springs. 
Estimation of numbers of ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~. 
Numbers of animals collected at nine 
Springs on the sampling dates indicated. 
in Waikoropupu 
10 Abundance of common aquatic animals at nine sites in 
Waikoropupu Springs. 
11 Dry weights of species of animals not reported in 
Appendix 13. 
12 
13 
Biomass of 
in Waikoropupu 
Biomass major 
Waikoropupu 
arranged according to 
animals collected at three sites 
on the sampling dates indicated 
plants and 
autumn and spring 1 
level ed by the 
14 Annual mean biomass of major spec of plants and 
animals in Waikoropupu Springs, arranged according to 
trophic level occupied by the species. 
Oct ~73 
100 m 
CROWN 
LEASE 
a , 
I 
\ 
auxiliary . \_ 
springs 
FIG. A. l : Sketch map of 
Waikoropupu Springs and surround-
ing area to show Project Aqua 
site and. land ownershipe Broken 
line indicates proposed boundary 
of Project Aqua site , and solid 
lines, according to their colour, 
indicate boundaries : blue for 
water, red for Crown Land and 
Crown Lease , green for privately-
owned land and brown for legal 
roads. (Based on Lands and 
Survey records) . 
APPENDIX 1: on Project Aqua 
Waikoropupu Springs 
44 Takaka District Block V Waitapu S0De 
Nelson Province$ New 
400 511 S 
1720 47' E 
About 14 m 
0.57 ha (Waikoropupu Springs downstream to the con-
fluence of the Springs outflow and Fish Creek). 
The Project Aqua site as originally proposed should 
be extended to include the spring sources of Fish 
Creek (Gully), Fish Creek itself, Waikoropupu Springs 
and the Springs outflow as far downstream as its 
confluence with the Waikoropupu River (NZMS 1/S8 
Max@ depth: 
Takaka and accompanying map)@ 
6,,9 m (constant) 
Origin: 
Trophic 
Special 
From Arthur Marble. Source probably Takaka River 
status: Not applicable. 
scientific interest: Has one of the highest di?charge 
rates of any cold spring in the world (11 m3/s). 
The water is of constant temperature (11 .. 70 C) with a 
chemical composition unlike surface water in the area~ 
An abundant and unique flora and fauna is present on 
substrates of bedrock, boulders and gravel 
De ree of scientific research: Ecological survey over three 
970-72 @ 
,Takaka@ New 
.=::.::::..:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:;;w:. .lQ!111-115 II 
F.Be 1973: The distribution and life (Trichoptera:Helicopsychida{ 
: 295-304 
None as yet. Spring sources of Fish Creek, 
itself and Waikoropupu Springs are privatel: 
owned.. West bank of Springs outflow is Crown Land 
but east bank Crown Lease" Original podocarp-
hardwood forest removed from around Waikoropupu Spr.ing: 
prior to about 1900; now, scrub and pasture" Fish 
Creek and the east bank of the Springs outflow have 
retained a dense forest cover but the west bank of 
the Springs outflow periodically burnt, and grazed 
by cattle, preventing regeneration of native plants .. 
Under consideration 
on on a limited scale (tourism and SCUBA 
Cattle graze emergent vegetation 
Scheduled 
Frances B Michaelis 
8 October 1973 
road 
Maps of Waikoropupu Springs and the surrounding area are deposit-
ed with the Department of Lands and Survey, Nelson 
APPENDIX 2: of dissolved o:xygen water from 
"principal" vent of the Main Spring and the 
Dancing Sands, Waikoropupu Springs, on en 
between 26 Jan 1970 and 26 Sep 1971 
O:xygen in some samples are 
given. A dash denotes not available. 
Dissolved o:xygen 
( g/ro3) 
Date Main Spring Dancing Sands 
Gauge height 
(feet) 
Jan 1970 6.9 6.8 6.0 6.1 
Jul 1970 6 .. 4 6 .. 5 
3 Oct 1970 6,,6 6.7 5 .. 84 
8 Nov 1970 6.6 
6 Dec 1970 6 .. 8 6 .. 4 6 .. 6 5 
10 Jan 1971 6.5 6.6 6,,7 6 .. 7 5",62 
7 Feb 1971 6 .. 9 7.1 6,,6 5 .. 40 
7 Mar 1971 6 .. 6 6 .. 6 5.58 
4 Apr 1971 6 .. 8 6 6 5 .. 40 
2 May 1971 6,,7 7 .. 0 7 .. 0 5",63 
30 May' 1971 6.4 6 .. 5 7 .. 0 5 .. 66 
27 Jun 1971 6 .. 5 6 .. 9 5 .. 68 
Jul 1971 7 .. 0 6 .. 8 5 .. 59 
Aug 1971 6.6 6.8 5 .. 66 
Sep 1971 6 .. 9 6 .. 9 5 .. 64 
APPENDIX 3: Chemical analyses, made by Dr~ M~E*U~ Taylor, of 
water from the "principal" vent of the Main Spring 
and from the Dancing Sands~ Waikoropupu Springs 
on six occasions between 2b Jan 1970 and 10 Jun 
1971~ Full analyses were made on the dates in-
dicated and partial analyses, mainly for the major 
anions and cations, on the remaining dates~ The 
results of partial analyses are not included in 
Table 1*6, except for the boron analysis* A dash 
denotes data not available~ 
a* Main Spring 
Date 
pH 
Odour 
Taste 
COlour(A@P.H.A.) 
Turbidity 
(Silica scale) 
Specific con-
ductance 250 C 
<.",uS/ cm) 
ACidity, 
phenolphthalein 
Total alkalinity 
Total dissglved 
solids 180 C 
Total fixed 
solids 5000 C 
Free C02 
N03 - N 
N02 - N 
NH4 - N 
Total oxidisable N 
'Available' P 
Cl 
S04 - S 
Si02 - Si 
Ca 
Mg 
Na 
K 
Fe 
B 
Gauge height 
( feet) 
a~ Main Spring 
b * Dancing Sands 
Full analyses 
26 Jan 10 Jan 2 May 
1970 1971 1971 
7<116 
none 
mineral 
clear 
none 
580 
7,,6 
165 
354 
326 
6.7 
0.33 
o <lJ069 
0.03 
0~001 
90 
7<iJ4 
none 
mineral 
clear 
none 
13<iJ0 
167 
394 
372 
5<IJ8 
0*29 
0.001 
0 111 050 
0.10 
0.001 
'100 
59 
2.5 
60 
9.4 
72 
5~3 
51J)62 , 
7.4 
none 
mineral 
clear 
none 
759 
11 .1 
157 
4.9 
o <IJ 30 
0.004 
0.09 
Partial analyses 
27 Jul 8 Mar 10 Jun 
1970 1971 1971 
none 
mineral 
clear 
none 
0.005 
120 
o 
none none 
mineral minera 
clear clear 
none none 
67 
9 
62 
5 
121 
3 ( 'd@) 
b@ Sands 
26 
1970 
pH 7.7 7.4 
Odour none none 
Taste mineral mineral 
Colour (A .. P "A" ) clear Turbidity none none 
( scale) 
Specific con-
ductance 25°C 
514 494 
(pS/cm) 
(g/m3) 
Acidity, 6 .. 0 8 .. 4 
phenolphthalein 
158 Total alkalinity 147 
Total dissolved 298 316 
solids 180°C 
Total fixed 285 274 
solids 500°C 
Free CO2 5 .. 3 3 .. 7 
N03 -N 0.33 0.34 
N02 -N -"0.001 
NH~ -N 0.06 0.02 
To al oXidisable N 0 .. 03 0 .. 10 
'Available' P "" 0 .. 005 <0.001 CI 
SO~ 
Si 2 
Ca 
Mg 
Na 
K 
Fe 
Gauge height 
( feet) 
56 68 
2.2 
57 52 
6.0 7 .. 0 
39 
4 .. 7 
5.62 
2 May 
1971 
7.4 
none none none 
mineral mineral 
clear c 
none none 
592 
(g/m3) 
10.0 
155 
~· .. 4 
0.28 
.,001 
0 .. 07 
-80 70 46 
51 
2 .. 3 
64 60 
7 .. 8 6 0 
54 35 4,.4 3.9 
0.02 
5 
APPENDIX 4: 
from 
at sites 1 
Bac 
Water 
Sampling date (bacterial colonies!ml) 
6 Dec 1970 140 
10 Jan 1971 160 
7 Feb 1971 1 
22 
7 Mar 1971 2371 
3490 
4 Apr 1971 23000 
11000 
2 May 1971 35 
36 
30 May 1971 71 
186 
27 Jun 1971 38 
256 
25 Jul 1971 3 
14 
29 Aug 1971 730 
5000 
26 Sep 1971 14 
24 Oct 1971 9 
6 
MEAN VALUE 7266 
M .. D C 
plants 
and -.;;;;;..,;;~~ Waikoropupu 
plate count 
Dec 1970 to 
available .. 
Plants 
(bacterial colonies!gm 
wet wt of plant) x 104 
Site 1 Site 7 
34 10 
36 8 
12 8 
10 
390 5900 
1100 7800 
1 4 
15 8 
270 200 
13 58 
10 160 
370 190 
13 200 
8 44 
9 6 
3 4 
71 
6 120 
490 
8 420 
8 4 
2 7 
118 785 
Dry weight of plant as a entage of wet weight was 
for moss (18 determinations) and 5% for watercress (17 
minations) .. 
Note: Results of two plate counts of bacteria on 
at site 6 are recorded in Appendix 14@~~~~~= 
APPENDIX 5: Dates of collection, by sweep netting, or 
ation of adults of aquatic ts whose larvae 
were found' Waikoropupu Springs (Jan 1970 ... Oct 
1972)~ Collections were made for identification 
purposes, and not to determine the flight period 
of the insect" 
Odonata 
.. 70!J 6.. Xl.J.", 70, 18.. • 70 
72, 14. L. 72, 15. i .. 72, 19. 
Ephemeroptera 
Deleatidium 
, ~~~~--~ 
8 .. xi .. 70, 4 .. xii. 70 J 5 .. Xl.J.. 70, 6. XJ.J. .. 70, 11 .. i .. 71, 
i.. v" 71, 15.. v.. 71, 29.. v" 71, 24.. vii.. 71, 29.. viii" 71 <II 
6. ii .. 71, 29 .. v .. 71, 
Plecoptera 
Megaleptoperla ~~~:;;: 
1", v", 71 .. 
Trichoptera 
16.. i v.. 70, 5 " .. 70 .. 
70 .. 
Oxyethira n .. sp", 
16 .. ivOll 70, 5", xii. 70, 
5. xii. 70, 26 .. ix. 71. 
30", 
l' 72 
v 71 
.. 70, 9@ i 71, 26. ixOll 71, 
.. 72", 
APPENDIX 6: 
(a) 
y 
,J:I 
..p 
tJD 
I=l 
<I> 
.-I 
El Yl :::I 
..p 
0 
I=l 
0 
~ 
If an 
at ecdysis 
between quotient 
ecdysis ( 
x 1 
headwidth 
has headwidth 
X ::::: a:y + b 
pronotum length Yl 
prior to and headwidth x2 and pronotum length Y2 
after ecdysis, then, according to ' Rule (Brooks 1886), 
X2/X1 is a constant, kx' the quotient 
If the relationship between headwidth 
the insect and can be 
x ;;: headwidth 
:= Y2 + b/a 
Y 
ecdysis (headwidth)~ 
pronotum length 
as 
pronotum length 
x ::::: 1@35 + 0 mm 
(r ::::: 0 .. 93, 167 
the Y interc: 
Y2 + 0 .. 21 
Y 1 + 0,,21 
~ P 0 .. 01) 
o mm 
APPENDIX 6 (contd.) 
(b) Quotient (pronotum) 
(headwidth), duration of for 
specimens of M. diminuta reared at 12°C under winter (L/D:8/16) or-summer (L/D:16/8) daylength" Quotient at 
ecdysis (headwidth) was calculated using the formula 
given in Appendix 6a" A dash denotes data not available" 
Daylength of Pronotum Hea.dwidth Dura.tion (L/D) after after of ins tar (hours) before after ecdysis/ ecdysis/ in the 
ecdysis ecdysis pronotum headwidth laborator: 
(y 1 ) (Y2) before before ( days) ecdysis ecdysis 
(ky) (kx) 
8/16 0.82 011)90 1 .. 1 0 1.08 7+ 
16/8 0,,85 0,,93 1 " 1 0 1 08 44-47 
8/16 0.70 0,,78 1 " 12 1.,09 36+ 
16/8 Oe69 0,,78 1 13 1 10 21 
8/16 1 " 1 0 1,,26 1" 14 1 " 11 29+ 
8/16 1,,05 1,,20 1 .. 15 1 </I 12 30+ 
8/16 0,,52 0,,62 1 " 18 1 .. 14 
16/8 26-30 
16/8 0.98 27-35 
16/8 0.70 
16/8 0.71 31 
16/8 0,,67 
16/8 37-53 
8/16 0.50 45-50 
8/16 0.70 46-49 
16/8 0.66 
16/8 0.78 84-100 
7: Sightings of birds at Waikoropupu 
sightings are from a possible 49 
the Springs (generally from 1000 to 
between Jan 1970 and Apr 1972. f 
s = sighted but not feeding, 0 = 
- grey duck 
1 adult - 8.xi.70 f, 9.x.71 s, 6 adults - 10 .71 f 
plus four young breeding on the island 
and DanCing Sands - 27.xi.7l f. 
= ......... ..., novaehollandiae - white faced heron 
3.v.70 s~ 8.xi.70 s, 3.iv.71 s, l.v.71 f, 2.v.7l f, 
~==~~~ australis - weka 
3.x.70 f~ 4.xii.70 s, 5. 
26.ix.71s~ 9.x.71 s, 19 
- kingfisher 
., 70 s, 6 
tl>72 f. 
Phalacrocorax melanoleucos - little shag 
16.iv.70 s, 4.v.70 f, 18.ix.70 s, 5.x.70 f, 8 70 0, 5. 
15.v.71 0, 29.v.7l 0, 10.vi.71 f, 26.vi.71 0, 24.vii.71 0, 
29.viii.71 0, 9.x.71 s, 25.x.71 0. 
Two shags - 11.i.71 s, 6 .71 0, 71 0, 26.ix.71 8, 
16.iv.72 o@ 
Porphyrio porphyrio - pukeko 
8 .70 f, 4.xii.70 f. 
Rhipidura fuliginosa - fantail 
Usually two to six birds 
25.vii.70 f, 3.x.70 f, 
29.v.71 f~10.vi.71 f, 
.x.71 f lilI 
- 4.vii 
70 f 
vi 71 f, 
• 
APPENDIX 8: of numbers of ------~--~ 
At sites other than 1, 4 and 7, numbers of E odarum 
were generally low enough to be counted. At sites 1, an , 
the species was too numerous for counting to be practical, so 
the mean dry weight of E. antipodarum samples taken over a 
12-monthly period was determined as 161 g dry wt. (incl. ) 
at site 1, 415 g dry wt. (incl. shell) at site 4 and 272 g dry 
wt. (incl. shell) at site 7. 
Factors to convert dry weight of snails to number of 
snails were calculated by weighing 10 samples each of 50 
from each site. Conversion factors are given, together with 
the 95% confidence interval, as: 
1 g dry wt. of • (incl. 
260! 72 individuals 1) 
425 + 103 individuals (at site 4) 
110! 32 individuals (at site 7) 
) contains 
Therefore 1, 161 g dry wt of P e antiEodarum 
contains about 12,000 individuals; at site 4, 415 g 
dry wt. of P. contains about 176,000 ! 43,000 
individuals; ~~~~~~~, 272 g dry wt. of E. antipodarum 
contains about 9,000 individuals 
a. 
e. 
i. 
1" b. Site 
6" f. 
10" j. 
NeD No 
were inadequately 
deliberately 
1, 24 Oct 1971 
not 
e. 
d. 
h. 
were 1 
Sampling date 
2 Standard area sampled (cm ) 
Species 
Temnocephala novaezelandiae 
~ pinguis 
Paracalliope karitane 
Paralept~~phopus sp. 
Paratya curvirostris 
Paranephrops planifrons 
Jeleatidiur.1 myzobranchia 
: ;egaleptoperl a diminuta 
Hydora sp. 
Ephydridae 
Stratiomyidae 
Limnophora sp. 
Limonia sp. 
Chi rOnOlt1US zeal andicus 
Grthocladiinae 
Conuxia gunni 
lIydrobiosis parumbripennis 
Polyplectropus puerilis 
Psilochorema tautoru 
i\.akiura vernale 
Zelolessica cheira 
Potamopyrgus antipodarwll 
1970 11)71 
Jec Jan reb .. ar Apr, .ay -:ay June Jul Aug Sep Jct 
6 10 7 7 ~ 2 30 27 25 29 26 2~ 
Jan Feb 
19 
256 2,~0 252 390 385 25~ 249 356 455 422 266 204 126 318 131 
15 158 
1 
3 
22 
7 
1 
23 
4 
1 
5 
18 
1 
8 
(no/ sample) 
17 24 63 68 66 44 
1 
1 
17 
14 
2 
1 
10 6 3 
3 1 1 2 
4 
1 1 
1 
1 
29 
6 
1 1 
3 7 
1 
1 
3 1 2 
1 1 
6 23 28 
5 3 
5 8 5 
2 2 
10 10 34 
(no/ sample) 
1 
1 1 
27 77 82 10 63 92 8 
1 26 7 1 
1 
3 
1 
6 
1 
1 22 
18 156 
6 7 
4 12 
14 14il 
1 
12 
24 
2 
1 
44 
1 
1 
5 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
10 6 10 
49 91 134 
1 
4 
6 
2 
7 
8 
21 
51 164 53 
1 
1 
4 
2 
~.U X.D N.D. N.D X.U~.D K.D N.D N.D N.D N.D N.U N.D N.D N.D 
7 Feb 1971 .; Jan 1972 
lotal 
Xo. 
3677 
1 
2 
633 
53 
9 
15 
1 
21 
3 
3 
o 
3 
2 
6 
109 
549 
1 
39 
81 
4 
526 
N.D 
." 1. ~o. m Abundance 
3 
5 
1721 
144 
24 
44 
3 
57 
8 
8 
5 
16 
296 
1493 
3 
106 
220 
11 
1431 
e.40,OOO 
index 
1 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
3 
3 
2 
4 
5 
2 
1911 
Apr TOTAL 
5 3 
ed ( ) 154 9 410 1614 
(no/sample) 
9 5 6 20 123 3 
8 4 12 14 2 
1 1 6 1 
1 1 6 1 
1 1 6 1 
1 2 3 19 2 
1 1 6 1 
155 79 93 327 2026 4 
Sampl ing dat.e 
2 Standard area sampled (cm ) 
Species 
Temnocephala novaezelandiae 
Dugesia n.sp 
Lumbriculus variegatus 
Paracalliope karitane 
Paraleptamphopus Spa 
Paranephrops planifrons 
Paratya curvirostris 
Deleatidium myzobranchia 
:-legaleptoperla diminuta 
Hydora sp. 
Ephydridae 
Stratiomyidae 
Chironomus zealandicus 
Orthocladiinae 
Conuxia gunni 
Helicopsyche poutini 
lIudsonema amabilis 
lIydrobiosis parwnbripennis 
Polyplectropus puerilis 
Psilochorema tautoru 
Rakiura vernale 
lelol-essica cheira 
-Lymnaea columella 
Potamopyrgus antipodaruDl 
9 c. Si te 4 
1970 
Nov Dec 
9 6 
1971 
Jan Feb 
10 7 7 
Ap r ; ~ay ;,lay 
4 2 30 
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Xov 
27 25 29 26 2~ 28 
1972 
Jan Feb 
4 19 
234 433 250 520 318 570 134 154 178 253 343 296 351 199 1~1 147 
1 
2 
N.il 
1 
1 
1 
1 
13 
22 18 
6 
3 3 
55 16 
1 
307 5 
1 
1 
6 
13 9 
1 
1 4 
1 
92 214 
1 2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
5 
2 
105 
6 
3 
3 
5 
3 
3 
(no/sample) 
119 105 
13 52 
]4 613 38 
26 
3 
96 137 
27 13 
3 1 1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
6 
3 
3 
1 
4 
15 4 
2 
3 
6 
5 
1 
2 
6 
1 
2 
2 
5 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
8 35 3 
26 27 4~ 36 
2 1 3 
1 
5 9 2 8 
8 7 22 
1 
9 56 69 10 
1 
214 
1 
2 
57 
1 
1 
3 
1 
55 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
X.D K.D ~.O K.O N.D K.u N.D N.D K.D K.D K.D N.D X.D ~.D ~.D K.D 
7 Feb 1971 4 Jan 1972 
Total 
no. 
3457 
1 
1 
3 
1752 
137 
12 
4 
9 
o 
1 
° 4 
] 5 
61 
224 
8 
2 
1 
39 
64 
1 
165 
1 
K.D 
? ~o/m60 
3 
3 
9 
5,)68 
396 
35 
12 
43 
26 
3 
12 
176 
648 
23 
6 
3 
113 
185 
3 
477 
Abundance 
index 
1 
1 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
e.180,000 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
6 
9 5 
1 1 19 
6 19 
) 900 1 
e) 
3 1 4 2 
184 35 2 2213 4 
1 2 3 16 2 
3 3 16 2 
1 1 2 10 2 
8 6 14 73 2 
1 2 3 16 2 
Orthocladiinae 4 3 5 12 63 2 
1 1 5 1 
1 2 2 5 26 2 
4 3 2 9 47 2 
9 2 8 19 99 2 
3 4 7 37 2 
eG2500 184 e. 2000 ee4684 e. ,000 5 
9 e. 6 
1971 2 Abundan~ 
May Oct TOTAL No/m 
2 2 24 16 
) 900 900 900 900 3600 
( ) 
4 4 11 
143 153 82 213 591 1641 4 
24 2 2 78 
3 5 2 
1 2 3 8 1 
,2 6 1 
i 1 8 5 25 2 
3 3 8 1 
1 .s 3 9 2S 2 
1 11 2 13 36 2 
G2 192 108 1 891 2475 4. 
9 f. Site 7. All samples were 400 2 thal the total sampled em so aJ'ea 
between 9 Xov 1970 and 26 Sep 1971 1.36 m 2 was 
1970 1971 
(jet 4 :to" 1I Jee 6 Jan 10 Feb 7 ,.ar ,., Apr 4 ,/ i 
(no/sample) 
9 10 ~3 5 1 3 1 9 6 1 50 8 15 101 188 308 23 
15 1 2 1 16 1 5 1 1 1 6 
63 69 159 
N.ll N.D N.il N.D 2 14 97 17 13 2 6 25 1 1 168 16 26 
N.D N.D N.D N.D 2 4 1 1 2 15 17 10 20 28 
10 17 5 5 3 7 4 5 1 1 1 2 1 
1 2 2 2 1 4 3 3 1 
1 1 3 1 
1 
1 1 
1 , 4 5 
2 1 1 19 9 3 4 6 4 2 12 22 17 8 6 9 
1 1 2 
1 1 2 4 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 5 
1 1 1 
1 1 2 3 1 2 4 3 
1 1 
1 N.D N.D 7 2 1 2 3 5 9 1 5 2 5 
n.c N.D. n.c n.c n.c n.c n.c n.c n.c 
1 
1 1 
(contd. ) 
1971 
:.ay 2 :ay 30 Jun 27 Ju] )' "',.. "",) Aug 29 Sep 26 
(no,/ sampl e) 
1 
17 10 8 il 11 60 8 3 12 10 13 10 5 5 3 4 3 
12 59 4 10 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 ... 
2~ ... 1 1 22 • 7 52 3 ~ 34 28 1 .:10 I L 
1 1 1 3 1 3 1 ... 1 .) 
6 1 1 5 1 1 A 1 A 7 2 1 7 1 1 .., <.j 
1 1 1 2 2 
1 2 
1 1 1 1 
1 
10 
5 2 10 1 1 4 8 8 3 1 1 1 3 3 
1 1 
1 1 ') .. 
2 1 1 1 
2 2 1 
1 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 
1 
3 2 3 0 11 1 16 3 2 22 22 8 '" 3 '" 1 
" 
.. .. 
n.c n.c n.c ~\ .. D. n.c n.c n.c 
3 3 t 1 ') 1 2 ... 
t 12 '" t. 1 16 1 .. 
9 f. Site 7 ( contd) 
1971 9 Nov 1970 - 26 Sep 1971 
Oct 24 Nov 28 Jan 4 Feb 19 Total No. No/m 2 Abundance Species index 
(nol sampl e) 
1 0·7 
.£!!!:.!. J2in&!:!is 
967 711 3 Lumbriculus varieiatus 
N.D. 128 93 2 Herpetocypris pascheri 
291 214 3 TropocycloJ2s prasinus 
616 453 
.3 Paracalliope karitane 
115 85 2 Paraleptamphopus sp. 
1 3 8 1 68 50 2 Parat~a curvirostris 
1 23 17 2 Paranephrops planifrons 
8 6 1 Dolomedes sp. 
N.D. 5 4 1 Xanthocnemis zealandica 
3 2 1 Deleatidium myzobranchia 
20 15 2 Nicrovelia maciregori 
2 1 3 1 1 173 127 3 ~'Iegaleptoperla diminuta 
5 4 1 Stratiomyidae 
4 3 1 Chironomus zealandicus 
14 10 2 Drthocladiinae 
N.D. 0 Helicopsyche poutini 
2 1 1 Hydrobiosis parumbripennis 
0 Ox~ethira n. sp. 
7 5 1 Pol;Y:J2lectropus 2uerilis 
1 1 2 31 23 2 Psilochorema tautoru 
N.D. 1 0.7 Rakiura vernale 
2 1 1 Zelolessica cheira 
N.D N.D N.D 28 19 17 2 8 1 N.D N.D 152 112 3 Lymnaea columella 
n.c e.30,000 5 Potamop;rr!I!:!s antipodarunl 
N.D. 14 10 2 Airiolimax agrestis 
37 27 2 Sphaerium novaezelandiae 
1 1 1 1 1 0 Anguilla australis schmidtii 
ing date 
Area sampled ( ) 
Sampling 
Area sampled ( ) 
9 g. 
1911 
30 
207 
9 h. 
1970 
Dec 
6 
a.400 
21 
1 
147 
9 i. 
1911 
[liar 
11 
216 
2 
4 
2 
1 
9 
1972 
'l'OTAI-J :2 Nairn 
16 
68 
Site 9 
1971 1972 
Hay Oct Jan 
29 26 16 
e.250 200 a.200 
( a) 
16 7 12 
1 87 63 
1 
10 
Hay Sap Nov 
15 24 26 
106 330 101 
(no/sample) 
19 35 10 
23 17 8 
3 1 
2 
1 3 
1 14 
8 15 
125 
3 
469 
TOTAL 
616 
16 
2535 
No/m 2 
3 
2 
4 
index 
e.l050 
56 533 :3 
1 9 1 
420 4000 4 
1 9 1 
TOTAL No/m2 Abundanc~ 
753 
66 816 3 
52 691 3 
6 80 2 
3 2 
4 2 
3 
21 4 
9 j . llJand ~nd neal' d S (quadra.t counts) 
1971 
Mar 
11 
Quadrat area ( 100 100 100 100 100 
107 24 100 1 30 
(contd) 
TOTAL No/rn 2 Abundaru;cC' index 
W,uadrat area ( 100 100 100 100 1300 
65 65 ~3 25 922 7092 4 
APPENDIX 10: Abundance of common c animals at nine sites in Waikoropupu Abund.ance 
is based on a 1 index (see text) .. Substrate abbreviations .Q o£.. -
Cratoneur-opsis .::,r,..::.e=;;;,;;....; b .. - Lophocolea, Neesioscyphus and _C",--:-a_t~h;.,:;o .......... ;..;;..;;;.-=-= 
microcephalus; - Nasturtium microphyllum; .t! .. ~ .. - Hyriophy 
b - boulders .. 
uncus 
Site 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Substrate 
.Q .. .£. C.r" L .. ,J..lQ. l:1 .. ~ • l! .. .ill .. l! .. lQo l!olQ" b 
Depth (m) 0.6 4 .. 3 0 .. 6 J.5 2 .. 5 0 2 .. 5 6 .. 5 0 .. 5 Distance from shore (m) 4 16 15 7 15 2 10 19 8 Number of samples 12 3 12 3 4 3 4 4 
Species 
Platyhelminthes 
Temnocephala novaeze ae 1 
Cura pinguis 1 
Dugesia n.sp. 3 
Annelida 
Lumbriculus variegatus 3 
Haplotaxidae 2 2 
Crustacea 
Herpetocypris pascheri 2 
Tropoc;zclops Erasinus 3 
Paracalliope karitane 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 
Paraleptamphopus n .. .. 3 2 3 2 2 2 
Parat;za curvirostris 2 1 2 2 2 2 
Paranephrops planifrons 2 1 2 2 2 2 
Insecta:Odonata 
Xanthocnemis a 
: Ephemeroptera 
Deleatidium myzobranchia 2 2 3 
:Plecoptera 
Megaleptoperla 2 2 2 3 
:Coleoptera 
H;zdora sp. 
:Diptera 
Ephydridae 1 
Stratiomyidae 1 
Limnophora .. 1 
Limonia sp. 1 
Chironomus zealandicus 2 2 1 1 
Orthocladiinae 3 3 2 2 2 
:Trichoptera 
Conuxia ~unni 4 3 
Helicops;zche poutini 2 2 Hudsonema amabilis 1 
Hydrobiosis parumbripennis 1 1 2 
3 3 2 2 1 2 
3 2 3 2 2 2 2 
2 1 2 3 4 3 2 
l'Io ll.w,~ ::.!. 
1 3 
5 3 ( 5 Lt 4 4 4 v ') 
2 
APPENDIX 11: Dry weights of species of , not reported 
Cura pinguis 
sp" 
sp 
in Appendix 13, from Waikoropupu Springs. 
Results are expressed as dry weight/individual 
and are usually based on ten specimens of a 
given size of each species Only values 
greater than 0@05 mg are reported. 
sp .. 
(headwidth 2., 
(middle instar) 
7 rum) 
Dry Weight 
(mg) 
0",2 
° 
0.,2 
0" 1 
0" 1 
2 .. 4 
2 .. 3 
0 .. 1 
Ephydridae (larva) 
Stratiomyidae (larva) 
1imnophor~ sp. (larva) 2,,0 
sp .. (larva) 
sp 
(F instar) 
(F-l instar) 
(later instar) 
( pupa) 
(middle 
(juvenile) 
(mature) 
) 
) 
) 
2 ° 
1.6 
0,,4 
o 7 
oa 
3,,0 
2 .. 4 
1 .. 0 
8 .. 7 
100 
5 .. 6 
° 3 
1 7 ( 
+ less than 
that es 
N.D. No Data. , if in a sample, 
were either preserved, or 
sorting stage 
of insufficient time to sort s~nples (e.g. Site 
7 -·24 Oct 1971 to 19 1972·.J 
3ampling daLe 
2 Standard area sampled (em ) 
Species 
Paraealliopc karitane 
Paratya curvirostris 
Paranephrops planifrons 
.~e.:;aleptopcrla diminuta 
i,;rthocl adiinae 
Conuxia ;;unni 
Polyplectropus puerilis 
Psilochore:lla tautoru 
Zelolessica cheira 
rot ar:wpyrsus 
Teanocephala novaezelandiae 
C.ura i?in~u.is 
Paralepta~pho?us sp. 
Del eat i di un Jl~~' zobranch i a 
aydora SiJ. 
3tratio::1Y idae 
Limnophora sp • 
.o::phydridae 
L ·...-. . 1m onl.a .sp. 
"'" Chiron~aus zoalandicus 
Iiydrvbiosis pa['u.llbl~lpennis 
~"akiura "'ornale 
. utal 
12 a· 3iLc 1 
1:'70 I t1 7t 
.Jce 
-.: all Fe]) ·.ar Apr 
6 10 -I 7 ,t 
" 
256 240 385 
.:ay 
'l 
... 
.. ay 
30 
, . 2 
I " .. ".' ) 
\Oi !H 
"';un 
27 
356 
"::ul 
25 
,'1.u;:; 
?,: 
-" 
:.:>ep Cct 
26 2 .. ~ 
266 201; 
1 ')72 
':;an 
• t.., 
Feb 
J" 
131 
0.14 1.3~ O.l~ 0.11 0.31 0.5~ 0.62 0.12 0.06 0.28 0.38 0.12 0.03 0.62 0.22 
1~' .8 fO. 3 
+ 
0.9 0.9 2.6 
16.~; 5.3 25.211.2 
O.O~ 0.03 0.03 0.33 0.05 0.~6 0.05 
0.22 0.23 + + + 
'l S 
... L· 
60.2 122.2 0.; 
o .. ~O [). 02 + 
0.02 0.07 0.00 0.35 0.0/ 
0.23 0.80 0.81 0.13 0.12 O.le o.o~ 0.20 2.60 0.39 2.oB :.33 3.66 
0.27 
0.06 
0.61 
20.9 
.~ 2.0 
0.08 
17.5 
0.03 
0.0t; 
0.06 
0.02 
16.0 
O.oS 
17.~ 
+ 
O.oS 
0.02 
0.03 
• 
'l' .. 
- ....... J 
+ 
0.20 O. O'} 
0.16 
18.1 25.7 
+ 
0.23 
0.12 
20.9 
0.:!1 
O. 5:! 
20.7 
0.02 0.01 
0.05 
+ 
0.07 0.05 
lS.E 33.2 23·2 52. I) 
0.02 
0.08 
O. 13 
7.5 
I-
O. 15 
19.~ 
0.03 
0.22 
O .. 13 
lb.:! 
t 
0.05 
0.02 O.O!. 
0.05 0.30 
0·!;70.93 
t, .... 10 3 
'.' . ..;, . 
+ 
I-
0.10 
O.oS 
... 0 I • / 
+ 
0.11 
7/.5 
0.12 
0.76 
6. 11 
63·1 
0.06 
-I-
0.16 
1. 10 
22.3 
+ 
0.08 
32·3 
i; .6 
0.07 
0.15 
5.3 
-j-
+ 
10.3 
12 ..-. ;:lite ! . 
1 ')70 L'71 1772 
.Jc.!,p11ng .... at, e ~,JV .~e(; '" an FeJ ar' Apr ~ay • ay .. une uul .-\,u~)' ;jep .... ct .. ov .. an I:'e~) 
(] 6 10 7 7 0 30 27 25 " . 20 21 28 l 10 / .t.. ~> 
" 
..)tanG.aru ar'ca sa'pled ' -) ,-c' , 23/ /33 250 520 310 570 13: ] 5'- 170 2-" .).) 313 2 li 351 19~J 1/1 117 
5pecies i.( /. ~ \ <: I •.• ) 
l'aracalliope karitane ...... wi .. ::L 01 3.11 3.J5 0.07 0.76 1. 13 1. 53 1. 06 0.13 5.39 0.21 0.7\1 1 . ) 1 1.71 O.g! 
Parat~a curvirostris O.l 1.3 1.2 
~'arane~hroEs planifrons t .3 0.3 0.2 2.1 17.2 1.0 0.2 1.(l 0.5 0·5 
egaleptoperla dhinuta 0.01 O.O~ 0.02 0.0/ 0.21 + 0.01 0.16 
-
_rthocladiinae 0.01 C).08 0.03 0.12 0.0/ 0.05 0.11 0.06 
(. . 
,-,onUX.l.a ~unni 1.14 0.08 0.65 0.16 + 0.01 + 0.2~ 0.06 O. t ') 0.25 L 1~ 1.80 3.1)8 0.17 
Pol;y~lectroeus I!uerilis 0.35 0.08 + + 0.01 0.12 + 0.01 0.05 + 0.51 0.27 
Fsilochorema tautoru 0.13 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.0') 0.06 J.11 0.20 0.35 0.11 0.30 0.19 1. 05 0.20 0.12 
Lelol'essica cheba 0.31 0.10 + + 0.02 0.01 o.ob O. 12 O.cl O. /3 o. 1 ~~ 0.06 O. It 
'-" r-ota~lOpyrgus antipodarlli: 1\ • I') • 20.7 r 5.9 30.0 22.<) 26.1 73.9 83.tl 70.3 !c.2 21. 7 f1.5 31./ 7/.9 109.2 25.3 
( excluL. shell) 
'1 6i,:noceEhal a novatzelandiae 0.01 0.1 
LiU~esia n.s!,. 0.01 + 
lU!!1briculus varie~tus 0.06 
ParaleEtam2hopus pt). 0.05 0.08 0.29 0.09 0.08 0.07 + 
..J el eat i Ili llil. I,l~'zounncni a 0.05 0.07 0.0t: 0.52 0.15 0.06 0.39 0.20 0.16 
ll::uora sp. + + 
...;t rat iOi;~yi d ae + 
2pilyaridae + 
Chironou!US zealandcus 0.36 
,.iel i cOI2slche 2 0utii O.Ot 0.05 0.03 0.17 
.. uC:sone,~la al:labilis 0.22 0.03 
;~drobiosis 2arlli.:bi,Eennis 0.08 
.. akiura vernale 0.05 
Ly:.~naea colw.aella 0.3! 
~ot2 ~ .. ...1' • 21.0 50.1 30. t 2/.1 19.5 11').<) <)0 .l 73·5 " 8 . 6 30.9 t 3. C) 3L~ • 3 ti2.5 118.6 27.3 
12c. Si tc ,.., , 
lc)70 I":' 7] 
:Jet ! :';ov 9 Dec 6 Jan 10 Feb 7 ::ar 7 Apr • -. 
2 (,;;;/.:1 ) 
0.10 0.12 0.50 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.07 0.01 0.58 0.09 0.17 1. 16 2. 16 3·54 0.27 
N.D. N.U. 1~ • .J • ~; . J. 0.02 0.11 0.73 0.13 0.10 0.02 0.05 0.19 + + 1. 26 O. 12 0.20 
12.1 20.0 6.0 6.0 2·5 7.7 6.2 6.0 0.8 2.7 2.'7 1.7 0.8 
0.1 0.2 2.7 0·3 0·3 1.2 23. 1 23·1 0.9 
0·33 0.28 0.04 3.6~ 0.16 0.05 0.06 0.22 o. 1.1 0.05 0.77 1.80 1.19 0·35 0.46 O.B!: 
0.01 0.01 0.07 (). 11 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.03 
11.·9 N.D. 17.2 27.7 1 S . 1 15·7 2~·3 10 .8 15.7 ~O. 1 21.6 28·3 28.5 23.9 ~ 2.8 9.5 t3.6 33.7 :'7·f') 20.6 
0.09 ~; . J • ~.D. 0.6') o. !: 2 0.05 0.12 0.12 0·36 1.16 0.02 O. 2.~ O. 12 O. 2.~ 
0.05 + + + 0.05 + C)' 02 + + + 0.()2 
+ + + + + + + + 
N.D. i~ . D. ~~ . D. 1, . D . + 0.01 +, + + 0.04 O. OL~ 0.03 0.05 0.07 
0.06 
0.06 0.06 
+ \. -t 
0.02 0.02 O. o(~ 
+ + 0.02 0.0.' 0.02 
O.O:! 0.02 
0.06 0.86 
l- i-
'l.nS O.oS 0:1)5 
C).O;:? Cl.02. 
0.22 0.22 .., n G -. :: .... Cl.:!2 
o . 1.~ 
50.3 15·0 
1971 
::ay ,., ~ 
0.20 0.1 Z 0.09 
0.15 
5.0 ? .., -. , 
() Q l 
• .I"', 0·33 1.16 
-t 0.07 
38·3 3SL 2 20.6 
0.17 0.08 0.08 
+ 
0.02 
0.22 
0.45 
":ay 30 
0.52 0.13 0.60 
0.05 0.0S 
O.~ 6.0 0.8 
O.O~ o . 0_; 
0.06 0.01 
.. H3 • 7 28.5 107. 1 
0·33 0·33 0.15 
0.04 0.18 0.01 
+ 
+ 
0.06 
+ 
0.02 
0.04 
0.02 0.02 
0.02 
0.42 0.14 0.14 
+ 
0.09 
O.oS 
2.7 
0.18 
0.07 
50.9 
0.57 
0.03 
+ 
+ 
0.04 
1 2c. Site .., (eouid) , 
June ,.,.., July 25 ! .. U.;d, "" Scp 26 .. , 
-
( . __ /._, 2, 
\'=>' I., I 
Q. 8~~ O. L' 0.12 O. 1 5 0.12 0.'16 a.06 :).~J J.05 'J.Cl3 
0.17 ~.03 0.05 J.39 0.02 J.03 0.20 0.21 ',' J. YJ 
8 . :J . (~ 6.:! ~! .6 1.7 0.: 13 '" ~ () . ~~ ).5 
20. " 2. , .' ')·3 0.6 0 .. 6 
0.55 0.27 0.13 a . 0 ~~ 0.0/ a . O.~ 0.57 0.37 
0.07 0.01 0.:)6 
17.2 'Ie ., ",~.l.). ~ 5.9 51.8 3 i.: • 2 36.9 51.S 10.9 11. 1 25.'3 2.:.A • 1 
0.30 0.15 0.99 LOS 0·36 0.08 0.18 0.06 0.0i) 
+ 
+ + + 0.01 + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
0.06 0.06 0.06 , 
0.06 
0.02 
0.08 
+ 
0.03 0.02 0.03 
0.44 
0.28 0.14 0.28 
0.09 0.02 0.03 + 0.12 + 
12c. Site 7 
1971 
Oct 24 !iov 28 
2 (gill ) 
N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
O.S 4.4 
0.29 + 0.01 
0.01 0.01 
N.D. N.;). N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.63 0.29 0.28 
N.D. 
(contd.) 
1972 
Jan <1 
N.D. N.v. N.D. 
N.D. N.D. N.D. 
12.2 2.7 
O.OJ 
0.07 
N.D. N.D. N.D. 
0.08 0.27 0.06 
Feb 19 
N.D. !i.ll. 
N.D. N.D. 
2. 4 
0.04 
N.D. N.D. 
N.D. N.D. 
Sampling date 
species 
Lumbriculus variegatus 
Paracalliope karitane 
Paratla curvirostris 
Paranephrops planifrons 
Hegaleptoperla dintinuta 
Psilochorema tautoru 
PotamoPlrgus antipodarum 
(excl. shell) 
Lymnaea columella 
(excl. shell) 
.£!!!:.! pinguis 
HerpetocYpris Plscheri 
Tropoclclops prasinus 
Paraleptamphopu, SPa 
Xanthocnemis zealandica 
Deleatidium myzobrancbia 
Microvelia macgrelori 
Stratiomyidae 
Chironomus zealandicus 
Orthocladiinae 
HelicopSlche poutini 
I11drobiosis paruDlbripennis 
OXlethira n. sp. 
Polyplectropus puerilis 
Rakiura vernale 
lelolessica cheira 
;)olomec!es ?n. sp 
Agriu1j,a.aX agrestis 
5phacri U;:I n;:>veazelanci ae 
. ·'11 ·t l' ",. .. ,~nQU.L OJ all':' fa lS sC.l;rlc.. .... ll 
13: of major species of 
e sites Waikoropupu autumn 
(4 ) 19TI spring (28 November) 1971~ 
arranged according to trophic probably 
occupied the species Only es that con= 
tribute more than 1% of the biomass to a given 
trophic level are considered@ 
Abbreviations G.L. - carapace 
F 1 final but one (penultimate), 
final two, but three~ H@W~ 
headwidth, indiv@ - individual(s) (of), NeD. 
not determined resp~ respectively, SA -
standard area 
a", 1 (moss) 
b. 4 (liverwort) 
c~ 7 (watercress) 
Biomass 
(dry weight) 
Component and basis calculation 
a .. (moss) 
PRODUCERS 
Algae 
sp" 
from single srunples on 4 Apr 71, 
4 .. 6 g from a SA of 385 cm22 and 28 Nov 71$ 1.2 g from a SA of 126 cm @ 
Bryophytes 
Cratoneuropsis ~laxa and Fissidens ~~~~ 
Mean dry weight value from Table 
no significant seasonal change in biomass 
(Fig" 2 .. 6)" 
PRIMARY CONSUMERS 
Paracalliope ~~~~ 
Mean dry samples from Dec 70 
Feb (Appendix ) " salIlpled 
4304 cm2 containing 1 indiv 
at 0@05 mg dry wt/indiv; 407 length 
3 mm at 0 16 mg dry wt/indiv; 188 indiv" 
length 4 rum at 0 30 rug wt/indiv· 
indiv" length 5 mm at 0" dry 
Paranephrops ~~~~~ 
Samples as 
containing 9 in ~v .. 0 
0,,0073 g dry wt/indiv; 
6,,1-10~0 mm 0 061 g 
of C.L 10,,1-15 0 mm at 
o 
1 indiv", C.L. 
wt/indiv" 
" L. 
at 
1 0 f C.L 1 5" 1 ~20" 0 
wt/indiv; 6 indiv" 
1 g dry wt/indiv; 
mm at 1 .. 23 g dry 
autumn 
1971 
120 
1070 
o 4 
0,,6 
20 .. 8 
(g/m2) 
spring 
1971 
90 
1070 
o 4 
0.,6 
20 8 
APPENDIX '13 ( conti d ) 
Component and for calculation 
wt/indiv; 1 indiv. of C.L. 20 mm 
1.55 g dry wt/indiv 
Orthocladiinae 
4 Apr 71 and 28 Nov 71 values from 
Appendix 12a i e., Apr : -, Nov : 6 F 
ins tars at 0,,73 g dry wt/indiv 
Conuna gU,ni 4 Apr 7 and 28 Nov 71 values from 
Appendix 12a i"e" Apr : 6 P at 0,,83 mg 
dry wt/indiv., Nov: 36 1 instal's at 
0,,05 mg dry wt/indiv;' 30 F ins tars at 1" 
mg dry wt/indiv; 26 P at 0 .. 83 mg dry wt/indiv 
cheira 
and 28 Nov 71 values from Appendix 
"e" Apr :-~ Nov: '14 F-'j instars at 
0.10 mg dry wt/indiv; 98 F instars at 0.77 
mg dry wt/indiv .. 
(excluding shell)* 
~~~~~~ karitane .. 
12a .. 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
Psilochorema tautoru 
4 Apr 71 and 28 Nov 71 values from Appendix 
12a i"e Apr: 2 F-l instars at 0 .. 3 mg dry 
wt/indiv; 5 F instars at '1 .. 4 mg dry wt/indiv" 
Nov: 5 F ins tars at 1 .. 4 rug dry wt/indiv; 
2 P 1 .. 4 mg dry wt/indi v .. 
pOl~Plectropus puerilis 
Apr 71 and~8 Nov 71 values from Appendix 
12a i"e .. Apr: - and Nov : 1 instar at 
0,,05 mg dry wt/indiv; 1 F-l at 0 .. 27 
mg dry wt/indiv; 1 F instal' at 1~9 mg dry 
wt/indiv" 
Anguilla dielfenbachii 
Refer fo Appendix 14 
SAPROPHYTES 
Mean bacterial count 'I.. x 106 /g wet wt of 
moss or 1 7 x 107/g dry wt of moss since 
dry wt of moss 7% wet wt (Appe~dix 4) 
Mean biomass moss 1070 g dry wt/m so 
bacterial count 1 8 x 1010/m2 .. Since 109 
cells (which are of com-
bacteria at the 
) weigh 0,,32 mg (dry wt) (Meynell 
Meynell 1970) bacteria in moss are 2 
estimated to have a biomass of 5.8 mg/m • 
autumn 
1971 
0" 1 
0 .. 1 
0 .. 1 
0.20 
0,,01 
o 
0 .. 006 
° 
6 .. 1 
18.7 
0.76 
0 .. 18 
o 
° 
0.001 
APPENDIX 13 (cont 9d ) 
Component and calculation 
b" Site 4 (liverwort) 
PRODUCERS 
Lophocolea spp",NeesiOsc hus ~~=-__ -=~_ 
ana: Cyathophorum~1:~~~ 
Mean dry wt" value from Table 2@8 and no 
significant seasonal change in biomass 
(Part 2) .. 
Paracalliope karitane 
Mean dry wt" of 15 samples, Dec 70 - Feb 
72 (Appendix 12b) from total SA sampled 
4287 cm containing indiv length 2 mm 
at ° 05 mg dry wt/indiv; 785 indiv" 
length 3 rum at 0,,16 mg dry wt/indiv; 899 
indiv" length 4 rum at 0,,30 mg dry wt/ 
indiv; 362 indiv" length 5 rum at 0 .. 52 mg 
wt/indiv .. 
samples" 
72 (Appendix 12b) from total 
4521 cm2 containing 4 indiv" 
mm at 0 .. 021 g dry wt/indiv .. 
Nov 70 Feb 
SA sampled 
C L. 5 0-6 .. 5 
Paranephrops planifrons 
Samples as for parat~a curvirostris 
containing 5 indiv".L. 3,,5-6 .. 0 mm at 
0 .. 0073 g dry wt/indiv; 9 indiv" CQL. 
6 .. 1-10.0 mm at 0 .. 061 g dry wt/indiv; 
1 indiv .. C.L. 10,,1-15,,0 mm at 0.51 g dry 
wt/indiv" 
Orthocladiinae 
4 Apr 71 and 28 Nov 
12b i.e. Nov: 3 F 
wt/indiv. Apr: __ 
71 values from Appendix 
at ° 73 dry 
autumn 
1971 
570 
1 ,,6 
spring 
1971 
570 
0 .. 2 0 
0" 1 
Conuxia ~unni 0 1 1 8 
4 Apr 71 and 28 Nov 71 values from Appendix 
12b i e Apr: - Nov: 13 P 0 83 mg dry 
wt/indi v; 20 F instar 1 " rng dry wt/ 
indiv; 3 1 at 0~05 mg dry wt/indiv. 
i e" Apr 
4 F instars 
instars at 0 
values from Appendix 
0.,01 g/m2 ; Nov 
mg dry wt/indiv; 6 1 
dry wt/indiv", 
o 1 0 .. 2 
48 .. 2 48 
APPENDIX 13 (cont'd ) 
Component and 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
pOltPlectropus uerilis 
Apr 71 and ov 71 values fro~ Appendix 
12b i@e Apr: less than 0.01 g/fi ; Nov : 5 
F instars at '.9 fig wt/indiv; 3 1 
ins tars at 0 .. 27 fig dry wt/indiv~ 
autumn 
1971 
o 51 
Psilochorema tautoru 0 .. 06 1.05 4 Apr 71 and 28 Nov 71 values from Appendix 
12b i.e Apr: 2 F instars at 1 4 mg dry wt/ 
indiv; 2 F=l instars at 0 0 3 fig dry wt/indiv. 
and 1 F-2 instar 0.06 mg dry wt/indiv. 
Nov: 13 F instars at 1.4 fig dry wt/indiv; 
9 F-l instars at 0.3 mg dry wt/indiv 
An dieffenbachii 0.39 0.39 
e to Appendix 14 
Salmo trutta 0@51 0.51 
R~fer to Appendix 14 
SAPROPHYTES Not 
c. Site 7 (watercress) 
PRODUCERS 
termined 
Nasturtium miCrOthYllum 
Mean dry wt@wo and three samples re • 
(0.04 m2 ) (Fig. 2@7)~ 4 Apr 71 : 50 5 g 
(43 .. 6, 50.9, 57 1), 28 Nov 71 : 38 .. 1 g 
(36.8, 39.4) 
Lemna minor 2 
M~an dry wt .. of three samples (0.04 m ) 
4 Apr 71 : 2" 0 g (1.4 :t 1 .. 8 ~ 2 ® 8), 28 
Nov 71 1.4 g (1 .. 0,13,19) 
PRIMARY CONSUMERS 
• samples (0.04 m2 ) Nov 
70 - Sep 71 (Appendix '12c) containing O~O, 
0, 3" 0 ~ 1 ,9, 6 ~ 1 ,50, 5, ~ 5, 'I O! ' 'j 88 ,30~ 23 ~ 1 7 ~ _, 
1 0 , 0 , 71 , 11 ,60, 8 ~ 3 I c., 1 0 $ I 3 1 0 , 0, 5 , 5 ., 3 4,-, 
indiv.., at 0.,46 mg wt/indiv 
(0,,04 m2 ) Nov 
70 Sep 71 (Appendix ) containing 616 
indiv of mean length approx 4 mill and 
0 .. 30 mg dry wt/indiv,. 
~~~~~- ~~~~, 50 • 0 at 
wt/indiv; 18 indiv. C.L. 
mm at 0 .. 067 g dry wt/indiv 
ND ND 
1260 950 
50 
o 31 o. 
0" 1 o@ 1 
3 
APPENDIX 13 (cont1d@) 
Component and 
amp s as 
containing 18 
at 0~0073 g dry wt/indiv; 4 indiv. C.L 
6 1-10.0 mm at 0,,061 g dry wt/indiv; 
3 indiv C.L. 10$1-15.0 mm at 0.51 g 
dry wt/indiv 
MegalePto,erla diminut~ 4 Apr 1 and 28 Nov 71 ~alues from 2 and 
3 samples resp (0.04 m ) (Appendix 12c) 
i.e. Apr: total of 3 indiv. H.W. 1. 
2.0 mm at 7.,1 mg dry wt/indiv; 2 indiv 
H.W. 0.6-1~0 rom at 0.1 mg dry wt/indiv; 
Nov: total of 10 indiv. H.W~ 1.6-2.0 mm 
at 7 1 mg dry wt/indiv; 6 indiv o H.W. 
1.1-1.5 mm at 1,,1 mg dry wt/indiv; 4indiv" 
H.W. 0.6-1.0 mm at 0.1 mg dry wt/indivo 
Potruno~rgus antipodarum (excluding shell)* 
Mean dry wt0 of 33 samples Nov 70 - Sep 
71 (Appendix 12c) 
columella (excluding s11ell)* 
ary wt. of 39 samples, Dec 70 - Jan 
72 (Appendix 12c) containing 7,0,0,2,0,1, 
4,3~5,9,1, 2,5,3,2,3,9,11,3A16,3,2,22, 24,6,0,2,3, ,0,2,28,19,17,2,0,1 indiv of 
shell height as shown in Fig. 3.16 and 
weight luding shell: Shell height 13 mm, 
45 mg dry wt/indiv;12 mm, mg dry wt/indiv; 
11 mm, 19 mg dry wt/indiv; 10 mm, 11 mg dry 
wt/indiv; 9 mm, 10 mg dry wt/indiv; 8 mm, 
8 mg dry wt/indiv; 7 mm, 6 mg dry wt/indivi 
6 rom, 3 mg dry wt/indiv; 5 mm, 3 mg dry wt/ 
iridiv; 4 mm, '1 mg dry wt/indiv; 3 mm, 0,,3 mg 
dry wt/indiv; 2 mm, ° 2 mg dry wt/indiv 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
Dolomedes n.,sp 
Mean dry wt., of 38 sa.mples, Oct 70 Sep TI 
(Appendix 12e) containing 1 indiv@ at 0 10 
g dry wt/indiv; 8 at 0,,009 g wt/ 
indiv", 
Oct 70 -(Length 11 7-20 
0.69 g, 1.'16 g, 
(0 OL}. ) from 
7 indiv", 
() em) of dry wt .. 0,,60 g, 
1 45 g, 1.76 g, 2 ° g 3.1 g@ 
autumn 
1971 
0,,6 
0.2 
o 
0 .. 2 
° 1 
13 (cont'd ) 
c and calculation 
SAPROPHYTES 
Mean bacterial count 7 .. 9 :x: 106/g wt .. 
of watercress or "I 6 x 10b/g dry wt .. of 
watercress since wt .. of watercress is 
5% wet wt .. (Appendix 4·)" ~ean biomass 
watercress 1072 g dry wt/m 80 bacterial 
count 1 .. 69 x 101T/m2 .. Since 109 c 
weigh 0 .. 32 mg (dry wt .. ) in watercress 
(see Appendix 13a), bacteria are ed 
to have a of 54 mg/m2 
o 
spring 
1971 
0@05 
* Dry weight of gastropods (excluding shell) was to be 
1 .. 2 times the organic matter content of the gastropod 
(Methods, 5) .. For Potamo r us antipodarum, organic 
matter content was 9 .. 7% 0 w.. ncluding shell and 
dry wt .. exc shell was 11 .. 6% of dry wt .. 
eluding shell.. Lymnaea columella, organic mat 
content was 25% of dry wt .. including shell and wt 
excluding was thus 30% of wt .. inc shell" 
APPENDIX 14: Annual mean or species IE> 
and Waikoropupu Springs, 
according to trophic level occupied by the 
species 0 Only species that contribute more 
1% of the biomass to a given trophic level are 
considered~ Only at which the biomass of 
the spec~es of Primary Consumer exceeds O~'I g 
dry wt/m or the biomass of the species of 
Secondary Consumer exceeds 0~01 g dry wt/m2 are 
considered Indices of abundanctl are taken from 
Appendix 10. Biomass is expressed both as dry 
weight and as organic matter® 
AbbreViations used: a@i@ - abundance index; 
M - moss; L - liverwort-
cephalus; !'1 .. ~ .. 
N. m., - Nasturtium 
Tsuo@) - submerged =..;;,,;;;-~~~;;;:;; 
Component and basis for calculation 
PRODUCERS 
Bryophytes 
Cratoneuropsis relaxa and Fissidens ~~~~~ 
Area'V90 m2 (5% Springs area) -'.2 m 
Mean biomass 1060 g dry wt/m2 (mean 0 
4 values, Table 2 8) 2 
54 g dry wt/m 
Area-70 
Biomass 
2 .. 8 
m
2 (4% Springs area) 2 m deep 
725 g dry wt/m2 , est., from Table 
29 g dry wt/m2 
TOTAL 
Mean ash content 20 .. 5% (6 determinations, 
Table 2 .. 9) 
Lophocolea spp@, NeesiosclEhus ~~=~,~=~ 
and Cyathophorum bulbosum 
AreaN 246 m2 (14% Springs area) ~- m deep .. 
Mean biomass 565 g dry wt/m2 (Table 2",8) 
79 g dry wt/m2 
Area-100 m2 (6% area) 
Mean biomass L~24 g dry wt/m2 ( 
m deep., 
2.,8) 
g dry wt/m2 
TOTAL 
Mean ash content 27% (2 determinations 
Table 2®9) 
Angiosperms 
Juncus ~crocephalus 
Area~7% Springs-rTable 2*6) .. Mean 
biomass 780 g dry wt/m2 (3 determinations, 
Table 2 .. 8) 
Iv1ean ash content 14,,5% (4 determinations, Table 2 .. 9) 
Mean biomass 
(g/m2) 
dry organic 
weight matter 
83 
66 
10~-
76 
47 
APPENDIX 14 (cont'd ) 
Component and for calculation 
(11% Springs) ~Tabl~ 2~6). 
49 dry wt/m (5 deter-
Table 8) 
Mean ash content 13% (4 determinations, 
Table 2,.9) 
Myriophyllum elatinoides 
Area 285 mZ=(16% Springs ar~a) (Table 2.6) 
@ biomass 650 g dry wt/m (Table 288)@ 
Mean ash content 11% (2 
Table 2"9),, 
terminations, 
Nasturtium microphyllum 2 
Emergent" Mean area 289 m (16% Springs 
area) (Table 2"6),, Mean biomass 1072 g 
dry wt/m2 (35 determinations, Fig 2,,7) .. 
172 g dry wt/m2 
Submerged,. A2ea 57 m2 (3% Springs area) of which m (2~8% Springs area) at depth 
2 .. 5 m w;th .. biomass 750 g dry wt/m2 , 
and 3 m~ (0.16% Springs area) at depth 6@5 m 
wi th "biomass 2.50 g dry wt/m2 (Table 2 8) 
21 g dry wt/m2 
TOTAL 
Mean ash content 18% (11 determinations, 
7 
6 
104 
93 
Table 2,,9) 159 
PRODUCERS TOTAL 546 447 
PRIMARY CONSUMERS 
Paracalliope karitane 
M/L<.2 m deep a.i.,4 Weighted mean M and 
L results (Appendices 1 ,b) 1 16 g dry 
wt/m2 , 14% Springs area 
. / 2 0" 1 6 g dr:! wt m 
M/L 2 m ep, No m (em.,) N 
a"i 3, and M - a:i 4, ,~O 
50% Springs-area 
,. (sub ) all 
g wt/m2 
o 05 g dry wt/m2 
2 ~ .!!! ,a LI." say, 1,.0 g dry wt/m , 7% 
Springs area 
o 07 g dry wt/m2 
TOTAL 
Mean ash content 30% of dry wt (3 deter-
minations ~ ,,0%, 31,,5%~ 31~1%) 
0 .. 3 
0.2 
{ 
APPENDIX 14 (cont'd.) 
Component basis for calculation 
curvirostris 
2 m deep, a.i.2 weighted mean M and 
L results (Appendices 12a,b), 0 34 g dry 
wt/m2 , 14% Springs area 
':J 
0 .. 05 g dry wt/mC. 
M/L~2 m deep» a .. i .. 1, say, 0 .. 03 g dry 
wt/m , 15% Springs area 
N .. ~G (emergent), a .. 2, mean ~alue 
TAppendix 12c), 3 .. 2 g dry wt/m 3 16% 
Springs area 
0 .. 51 g dry wt/m2 
~. ~ .. , a.1 .. 2, say 2 .. 0 g dry wt/m2 , 16% 
Springs area 
0.. g dry wt/m2 
J .. m .. , a"i .. 2, say 2 .. 0 g dry wt/m2, 
"7% Springs area 
o 14 g dry wt/m2 
TOTAL 
Mean ash content 16% of dry weight (2 deter-
minations - 14%, 18%) 
Parane hro s planifrons 
M m deep, a"i .. 2, weighted mean M and 
L results (Appendices 12a,b), 10 1 g dry 
wt/m2 , 14% Springs area 
1,,4 g dry wt/m2 
M/L m deep, a .. 1, say, 1,,0 g dry wt/m2 , 
15% Springs area 
2 0 .. 2 g dry wt/m 
!:! .. ~ .. (emergent), a ,,2, mean value 1 6 g 
dry wt/m2 (Appendix 12c), 16% 'area 
0 .. 3 g dry wt/m2 
2 M .. e .. , a"i ,say, 5 .. 0 g dry wt/m , 
T6%Springs area 
o 8 g dry wt/m2 
~ .. ~ .. , ai, sa~ 5 .. 0 g dry wt/m2 , 
7% Springs area 
o ~. g dry wt/m2 
TOTAL 
Mean ash content 32% of dry weight 
(2 determinations - 32%, 32%) 
dry organic 
weight matter 
1.0 
APPENDIX 14 (cont'd) 
Component 
Conuxia gunni (excluding case) 
MIt < 2 m deep~ weighted xgean of M and 
L values 0 .. 89 g dry wt/mb (Appendices 
1 3b), 14% Springs area 
Mean ash content 5.3% of dry weight 
(2 determinations - 5.0%, 5 .. 5%) 
~~s an tipodarum (excluding shell) 
m deep, a .. i .. 5 or 6, weighted . 
mean of M and L values 26g dry wt/m2 
(Appendices 1 ,b), 14% Springs area 
'" 3 .. 64 g dry wt/mb 
M/L 2 m deep, a .. i .. 3 
15% Springs area 
, 1 .. 5 g dry wt/m2, 
0 .. 23 g dry wt/m2 
Ii m .. (em .. ), a.i .. 5, mean value 32 .. 6 
g dry wt/m2 (Appendix 12c), 16% Springs 
area 
5 .. 22 g dry wt/m2 
N .. m .. (sub .. ), a .. i .. 4, say, 1.5 g dry wt/m2, 
3% Springs area 
0@05 g dry wt/m2 
M .. e .. , a .. i .. 4, say, 2 .. 6 g dry wt/m2 
T6~Springs area 
0.42 g dry wt/m2 
J" m .. , a.i.5, say, 26 g qry wt/m2, 
7% Springs area 
1 .. 82 g dry wt/m2 
Without bryophytes ang~osperms, 
a i .. 4, say, 2.6 g dry wt/m , 29% 
Springs area 
o 75 g dry wt/m2 
dry 
weight 
0 .. 1 
TOTAL 12 .. 1 
Mean content: 90% of dry weight incl 
shell (6 determinations ~ 89%, 89%, 90%, 
90%, 92%, 92%) or, by calculation, 17% of 
dry weight exel. shell (see Methods, 
Part 5), since dry weight excl w shell was 
assumed to be wt .. of matter plus 
20% of inorganiC matter@ 
fRIMARY CONSUMER TOTAL 16 
organic 
mat·;ter 
o 1 
14 (cont'd) 
Component for calculation 
SECONDARY CONSUMERS 
Psilochorema tautoru 
M/t<'2 m deep, a.i 3" weight~d mean M 
and L values 0.24 g dry wt/m (Appendices 
1 ,b), 14% Springs area 
M/L 2 m deep, M. ~. (em.), ~. m.'2 
M. e. ~ a .2, say 0.025 g dry wlVm , 
~4~Springs area 
0.014 g dry wt/m2 
TOTAL 
Mean ash content 3.5% (3 determinations -
4.6%, 2.7%, 3.1%) 
Anguilla ~~~="", ,..;;,.;...;;.;;;;=.,;~;,;;;;; 2 
N. m. , 5.5 g dry wt/m 
TAppendix , 16% Springs area 
Mean ash c.ontent 6",9% (4 determinations 
dry organic 
weight matter 
0.0,5 
0.88 
9.0%, 6.8%, 5.9%, 5.9%) 0.82 
Anguilla dieffenbachii 
1 indiv. length 90 cm (good condition) observed 
in Main Spring on 8 of 26 days I diving and "' 
indi v.. length 90 em (pOOI~ condi tion), 1 indi v • 
length 45 cm observed on 1 day each. Allowing 
for cryptic habits of eets, assume that one 
eel is present continuously. Wet wt. about 
2.59 kg (Burnet '1952) .. Assume dry wt. is 
2~fo of wet wt. in the absence of other data 
(as for S. trutta - see below) i.e. 0 kg 
dry wt/1341 m2 • Assume same biomass of eels 
in Dancing Sands 0 39 
No ash determinations carried out on large eels 
and no data from literature.. Ash content 
assumed to be 15% o. 
Salmo trutta 
1 indiv@ of est .. wet wt@ 2 5 present in 
Main Spring throughout study period.. Dry 
wt 27@3% wet wt .. (mean of 4 determinations 
on S .. trutta of wet wt" ,208 g, 273 g, 328 g 
and-401 g ex North Canterbury C~imatisation 
Society) i e" 681 g dry wt/1341 m Assume 
same biomass of trout in Dancing Sands 0 51 
Ash content .. 6% (mean of 2 determinations on 
whole S. trutta "" 22.4% (wet wt. 328 g), 30.9% 
(wet wt. 1+01 gj) 0.37 
SECONDARY CONSUMER TOTAL "I 83 1. 
APPENDIX 14 (cont'd .. ) 
Component calculation 
SAPROPHYTES 
M/L~2 m deep@ No data for liverwort so 
assume same biomass as f~r moss (Appendix 
13a) of 0.006 g dry wt/m.. 14% Springs area 
0.0008 g dry wt/m2 
M/L >2 m deep. No data. 
N. m~ (em .. ) See Appendix 13c, 0.054 g dry 
wt;m~. 16% Springs area 
0.0086 g dry wt/m2 
~. m. (sub .. ). No data. 
Me e. Mean bacterial count 1.3 x 105/g wet 
wt .. -of M .. e .. (2 samples) or 1 .. 9 x 106/g dry wt .. 
dry organic 
weight matter 
of M .. e: sInce dry wt .. of M. e" 7% wet wt .. 
(mean of25 samples)@ Mean-biomass M~ ~ .. 650 g 9 
dry wt/m so bact .. count 1 .. 2 x 109;m~ .. Since 10 
cells weigh 0" mg dry wt. (Appendix 13a), in N. ~ .. , bacteria are estimated to have a biomass 
of 0 .. 39 mg dry wt/m2 .. 16% Springs area 
0.0001 g dry wt/m2 
Without bryophytes and angiosperms. No data .. 
Ash content of 7% 
and Mallette 1959) 
TOTAL at least 0 .. 01 
